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Preface

Until just a few years ago, forest
managers were not especially con-
cerned with wildlife. The law did not
require it. The public did not demand
it. Politics did not compel it. Public
forest lands in the West were still
largely an untapped source of wood
products and recreational space for
the growing nation. Many resource
management professionals were se-
cure in the assurance given them in
their basic forestry and wildlife man-
agement classes that “good timber
management is good wildlife man-
agement.”

Times have changed. Laws have
changed. Public demands and poli-
tics have changed. The public forests
have been thrust into the forefront as
a prime supplier of wood products
and recreation. It seems likely that
these forests will become ever more
intensively managed to meet the Na-
tion’s burgeoning demands for wood,
water, recreation, grazing, and wild-
life. As for good timber management
being good wildlife management,
wildlife biologists and foresters alike
have found that it is not necessarily
so!

Forest managers are now under in-
creasing pressure to account for
wildlife in their management activi-
ties, particularly land use planning.
That means all wildlife-not just spe-
cies that are hunted or are estheti-
cally pleasing or classified as threat-
ened or endangered.

In reacting to these pressures, for-
est managers are asking more and
tougher questions about how forest
management practices will affect the
myriad of wildlife species. Too often
the wildlife biologists’ responses
have been inadequate, ranging from
“Don’t  do i t ”  to “We don’t  know
enough to give you an answer.”
Neither response will help the forest
manager make the decisions and
evaluations that must be made. To
do nothing is seldom a realistic alter-
native-economically or politically.

The knowledge necessary to make
a perfect analysis of the impacts of
potential courses of forest manage-
ment action on wildlife habitat does
not exist. It probably never will. But
more knowledge is available than
has yet been brought to bear on the
problem. To be useful, that knowl-
edge must be organized so it makes
sense both biologically and silvicul-
turally.

In the past, wildlife management
in forests has been considered from
a rather limited viewpoint. The stand-
ard practice has been to study one
species at a time or develop manage-
ment plans for one species or a lim-
ited number of species. As a result,
wildlife biologists and foresters have
been unable to effectively evaluate
the impacts of forest management
on all wildlife.

So we began with a different ap-
proach and a simple question. What
do forest managers do that affects
wildlife? They certainly do not man-
age wildlife directly. They manage
habitat. The forest manager alters
wildlife habitat with every decision.
Habitat is something the manager
can relate to, understand, and con-
trol. Most important, it is an entity
for which a manager can be held ac-
countable. The maintenance of ap-
propriate habitat is the foundation of
all wildlife management. Habitat,
therefore, is the key to organizing
knowledge about wildlife so it can be
used in forest management.

In this book, wildlife habitats are
described in such a way that they
can be considered simultaneously
with t imber management.  By ac-
counting for the habitats, the ma-
ager can account for the wildlife.

Perhaps the greatest challenge
that faces professionals engaged in
forest research and management is
the organization of knowledge and
insights into forms that can be readily
applied. To say we don’t know enough
is to take refuge behind a half-truth
and ignore the fact that decisions
wi l l  be made regard less of  the
amount of information available. In
my opinion it is far better to examine
available knowledge, combine it with
expert opinion on how the system
operates,  and make predict ions
about the consequences of alterna-
tive management actions.
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Foreword

Man’s activities have had an im-
pact on North American forests for
centuries. In the 500-year  “instant”
of geologic time following European
settlement, forested landscapes have
undergone dramatic and accelerated
change. More people, advanced tech-
nology, and increased material wealth
have combined to generate greater
demands and capabilities to modify
the continent’s forests.

These alterations continue to have
profound effects on wildlife. Road
construct ion, t imber harvest,  and
changes in species composition of
forests all affect wildlife habitats
and populations. Certain kinds of
wildlife benefit from some changes;
other wildlife may be adversely af-
fected. In the past, our understand-
ing of forest-wildlife relationships
was inadequate to minimize adverse
impacts and to assure required con-
ditions for individual wildlife species
or groups of species with similar

habitat needs. Data are available but
scattered, making it difficult for for-
esters, biologists, and resource man-
agers to obtain and consolidate vital
information into practical guidelines
useful in resource management.

This book is a response to that
need. It is the first major attempt to
use an integrated system to examine
the impacts of forest management
on terrestrial vertebrate fauna. This
pioneering perspective is both theo-
retically sound and of immediate
practical value. It skillfully blends
theories, facts, and management
practices to provide essential infor-
mation and predictions about how
wildlife respond to changes in forest
habitats.

The authors demonstrate that the
habitat needs of wildlife can be ac-
commodated readily in carefully inte-
grated plans for  intensive forest
management. Application of this sys-
tem has led to substantial improve-
ments in the effectiveness of forest-
wildlife planning in the Pacific North-
west’s Blue Mountains. Similar sys-
tems are being designed for other

types of forest ecosystems in the
Western United States. As they are
completed and applied, additional
improvement in yields of multiple
benefits from forested lands can be
expected.

The full potential of this new plan-
ning system can be realized only
through its broad application in for-
est management. The challenge is
ours- foresters,  b io logis ts ,  man-
agers, and citizens alike.

Laurence R. Jahn
Vice President
Wildlife Management Institute



That is what this book is about. It
is a framework for planning, in which
habitat is the key to managing wild-
life and making forest managers ac-
countable for their  act ions. This
book is based on the col lect ive
knowledge of one group of resource
professionals and their understand-
ing about how wildlife relate to for-
est habitats. And it provides a long-
overdue system for considering the
impacts of changes in forest struc-
ture on all resident wildlife.

This book presents a reasonable
facsimile of the way managed forests
and wildlife interrelate. In this sense,
the entire book may be termed a
working hypothesis. It is a place to
start and a way to derive tentative
responses to questions for which
there are no certain answers. As Wal-
ter P. Taylor (1956, p. 11) said, “no
book dealing with living creatures is
in any sense final. The subject mat-
ter is so fascinatingly complicated
that no contribution can be more
than a progress report.”

The many people who contributed
to this book are acknowledged else-
where. But there are several who de-
serve particular mention here. John
L. Rogers, Herbert B. Rudolph, Al
Oard, Glen E. Hetzel, and Dan E. Wil-
liams, who served as Forest Super-
visors of the four National Forests in
the Blue Mountains while this effort
was underway, are due special recog-
nition. They saw the utility of and
need for such a tool and gave the
direct ion and encouragement to
carry out the task. Leon W. Murphy
of the USDA Forest Service and Ira
D. (Dave) Luman of the Bureau of
Land Management obtained addi-
tional financial resources for com-
pleting this effort. Robert F. Tarrant
and Robert A. Hann, of the USDA
Forest Service’s Pacific Northwest
Forest and Range Experiment Sta-
tion, encouraged us to compile and
publish this material so others could
use the fully developed wildlife eval-
uation system.

Jack Ward Thomas
Technical Editor
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1
Introduction---~ _ _---_

by
Jack Ward Thomas

Topography in the Blue Mountains is
typically rugged with timber stands inter-
spersed with openings.

The Nation’s forests are one of the
last remaining natural habitats forter-
restrial wildlife. Much of this vast for-
est resource has changed dramatical-
ly in the last 200 years and can no
longer be considered wild. It is now
managed for multiple use benefits, in-
cluding timber production. Timber
harvesting and roadbuilding now alter
wildlife habitat more than any other
forest management activity.

In recent years public forest man-
agers have had to account more
completely for the impacts of their
activities on wildlife. Federal laws
and other legislation have set forth
specific responsibilities for protec-
t ion and enhancement of  wi ld l i fe
habitats in managed forests. This
publication is designed to help forest
managers deal more effectively with
these new responsibilities.

The setting is the Blue  Mountains
of Oregon and Washington (Dicken
1973). But it could be anywhere in
North America where coniferous for-
ests are a dominant part of the land-
scape and where public ownership of
forest land is extensive. Although
the setting is geographically narrow,
the general concepts, principles, and
practices are applicable to forest
management throughout the country.

The book has three purposes: (1)
to develop a common understanding
among resource specialists about
wildlife habitats in managed forests,
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(2) to provide a’system  to predict the
impact of forest management prac-
tices on wildlife, and (3) to show how
the system can be applied to a spe-
ci f ic  area- in th is case, the Blue
Mountains. With the information pro-
vided, forest managers, wildlife biol-
ogists, and other specialists will be
able to work together to assure the
existence of most, if not all, impor-
tant  wi ld l i fe  habi tats in  managed
forests.

Timber management and wildlife
habitat management are seen as
generally compatible, but only if the
needs of wildlife are recognized and
considered along with requirements
for timber management. This com-
patibility can be realized through a
better understanding of plant and ani-
mal communities, how they change
over time, and how they respond to
silvicultural practices.

Management of wildlife on public
lands is a joint responsibility of State
and Federal governments. By long-
standing agreement, the manipula-
tion of wildlife populations or regula-
t ion of the harvest of  wi ldl i fe on
federally owned land is the preroga-
tive of the States. Habitat manage-
ment is the prerogative of the Federal
land management agencies. There-
fore, close cooperation is required
between State and Federal agencies
in setting and achieving wildlife man-
agement goals. This book deals only
with the relationship of wildlife to
their habitats. The forest manager
should work with appropriate State
officials to develop suitable wildlife
production goals.

Wildlife as a Product
of Forest Management

Forest management is the process
of manipulating the forest environ-
ment to produce a mix of products
desired by the owners. These pro-
ducts change with time, economic
conditions, public demand, legisla-
tion, and capability of the land. Man-
agers of federally administered lands
have guidance, in the form of laws
passed by Congress, as to what these
products shall be. Other regulations
result from agency and court inter-
pretations of these laws. A number
of laws specify that wildlife shall be
a product of Federal lands and that
wildlife shall be considered in every

Public Law No.

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act

Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act

Endangered Species Conservation Act of 1969

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

Endangered Species Act of 1973

Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources
Planning Act of 1974

6 5 - 6 2 4

8 6 - 5 1 7

9 1 - 1 3 5

9 1 - 1 9 0

9 3 - 2 0 5

9 3 - 3 7 8

Sikes Act 9 3 - 4 5 2

National Forest Management Act of 1976 94-588

management decision (fig. 1). Man-
agers of State-owned lands and pri-
vate landowners are influenced by
similar State laws. For example, the
Oregon Forest Practices Act (Oregon
Laws, Statutes, etc. 1971, p. 455)
s a y s :

. . . Recognizing that the forest
makes a vital contribution to
Oregon by providing jobs, pro-
ducts, tax base and other social
and economic benefits, by help-
ing to maintain forest tree spe-
c i e s , soi l ,  a i r  and water re-
sources and by providing a habi-
tat for wildlife and aquatic life, it
is. . . public policy. . . to encour-
age forest practices that main-
tain and enhance such benefits
and such resources, and that
recognize varying forest condi-
tions.
In most managed forests, wildlife

habitat is a byproduct of timber man-
agement. As demands have grown
for increased production of wood
fiber, recreation, and livestock, as
well as for increased allocation for
wilderness, it has become increas-
ingly obvious that such cliches as

Figure 1. Some major Federal laws and
planning requirements that influence wild-
life habitat management on public lands.

“good timber management is good
wildlife management” will no longer
suffice (Bunnell 1976a). Passage of
the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 (U.S. Laws, Statutes, etc.,
Public Law 91-190) brought matters
to a critical stage. It required that the
environmental effects of any federally
financed project must be fully evalu-
ated. Bunnell (1976b,  p. 151-152) put
it this way:

. foresters have changed little,
but the social and natural envi-
ronment in which forestry is
practiced has changed greatly.
Not only are more demands be-
ing placed on the same base of
forested-land, but the demands
come from more diverse groups.
One result of the increasing di-
versity in demands is that wild-
life habitat is no longer synony-
mous with game habitat but en-
compasses the requirements of
a multitude of non-game species
as well. Prognosis suggests an
enormous increase in the num-
ber of decisions arbitrating use
of forested land including the ex-
ploration of very different kinds
of forestry. . . . the average for-
ester will frequently encounter a
dilemma in such decisions: on

Introduction 1 1



Forests are being altered rapidly. by road
construction and timber harvest.

one hand, a professional charge
to pursue what is good for the
land in terms of sustained wood
fibre production; on the other
hand, a professional charge to
facilitate societal ends which lo-
cally may be in complete opposi-
tion to fibre production . . . Im-
perfect knowledge and doubt is
manifest at all the trade-offs be-
tween resource uses, and partic-
ularly with forestry-wildlife. . . .
It is equally his charge to indi-
cate how he weighed the uncer-
tainties and now accepts respon-
sibility.

TheNeed
How is the public forest manager

to balance the demands for forest re-
sources, including wildlife, and still
maintain a sustained yield  of wood
products? How can the needs of all
wildlife be considered? As these
problems are pondered, the forest
manager is likely to discover the wis-
dom of two of Commoner’s (1971)
“laws” of ecology-“everything is
connected to everything else” and
“there is no such thing as a free
lunch.” Forest managers must not
be solely timber managers. They
must take a more holistic view.

The National Forest Management
Act of 1976 (U.S. Laws, Statutes, etc.,
Public Law 94-588) requires that de-
tailed and holistic plans be prepared
for the management of National For-
est System lands. Further, the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (U.S. Laws, Statutes, etc., Public
Law 91-190) requires that the environ-
mental impacts and consequences
of planned actions involving any
Federal Government funds be ex-
amined and revealed. One of the
weakest aspects of such planning
and examination has been the inabil-
ity of forest managers to predict the
effects of management alternatives

on wildlife populations. This has fre-
quently resulted in criticism of land-
use plans and environmental impact
statements by the public, other agen-
cies, and the courts.

Continued generalized criticism of
timber management and land-use
planning by conservationists and
wildlife biologists will do little to
help wildlife. Instead, better tech-
niques are needed to help predict the
consequences, whether good or bad,
of timber management on wildlife.
Managers need a conceptual frame-
work that will enable them: (1) to
consider the habitat needs of all ver-
tebrate wildlife, (2) to emphasize
management of particular wildlife
species when desired, and (3) to
identify habitats that require special
attention. Perhaps the greatest chal-
lenge will be to bring together exist-
ing information so it can be readily
used in resource planning. Giles
(1962, p. 404-405) described the prob-
lem as follows:

A great hindrance to the ad-
vancement of a coordinated use
program is failure to imagina-
tively use existing knowledge of
forest wildlife needs and to de-
velop these into management
directives. . . .Certainly, research
is needed, but while waiting, we
need to work with what we have.
Work to be done is not for the
research staff, but the manage-
ment team who sees the needs,
recognizes limitations, and can
make modifications to fit exist-
ing conditions. The “applied
ecologist” needs to start apply
ing. . . . Managers must then
share information on the results
of their efforts with their col-
leagues.
The development of a process to

consider the impact of timber man-
agement on wildlife should no longer
be delayed. The land-use planning
process continues at full speed;
loaded log trucks roll into the mills
by the hundreds every day, and the
demand for wood fiber from public
lands is increasing. In the Blue Moun-
tains, for example, about 45 344 hec-
tares (112,045 acres) or 3 percent of
the commercial forest land is af-
fected each year by timber harvest
activities.
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Some will say’it is too soon to un-
dertake such a task, but there are
really only two choices-too soon or
too late. Of these, the first is far pre-
ferable. With intensified forest man-
agement, impacts on wildlife will be
magnified. The need is critical. The
time is now.

The Blue Mountains
Guidelines

This book grew out of a need for
guidelines to help forest managers in
the Blue Mountains with a specific
problem-how to salvage large quan-
tities of timber damaged by an out-
break of the Douglas-fir tussock
moth and at the same time protect
wildlife habitat.

As the salvage program was being
planned, the supervisors of the
Wallowa-Whitman and Umatilla Na-
tional Forests requested their staffs
to develop guidelines to protect wild-
life habitat. The guidelines were pro-
duced by a team of forestry and wild-
life professionals from the USDA
Forest Service, the Oregon Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife, and the
Washington State Department of
Game. The guidelines so impressed
the supervisors of all four National
Forests in the Blue Mountains that
they asked for expanded guidelines
for use in all types of forest manage-
ment and land-use planning.

As managers began to use the
guidelines, they also prepared cri-
tiques. And they were adamant on
one point-that the guidelines were
too rigid. The managers needed more
flexibility to apply them to local situ-
ations. As a result, the information
has been drawn into a system that
can be used to predict the conse-
quences of contemplated manage-
ment alternatives on wildlife, rather
than specific guidelines for all situa-
tions. This gives the manager the
ability to respond to individual man-
agement situations while still being

fully accountable for the impacts of
such decisions on wildlife habitat.
The manager can survey alternatives,
make trade-offs, and account for
those decisions.

Large-scale wildlife goals must
~~

because
The data in this book are applicable

only in the Blue Mountains and
should not be used elsewhere with-
out modification. The concepts and
principles are adaptable, however,
and can be used as guides for pre-
paring similar analyses of forest-
wildlife relationships in other areas.

timber management:

l affects many acres
l is well financed
l dramatically affects

wildlife habitat
l has great impact

on wildlife

while

A Basic Assumption wildlife habitat management:
The basic assumption about wild-

life habitat management in forests
that are managed under the policy of
multiple-use is that it must be carried
out in coordination with timber man-
agement. On public forest lands in
the Blue Mountains, as in many other
parts of North America, timber man-
agement is the dominant land man-
agement activity. Large-scale wildlife
management usually results from the
manipulation of forest vegetation pri-
marily for wood production. Timber
management is wildlife management.
The degree to which it is good wild-
life management depends on how
well the wildlife biologist can explain
the relationship of wildlife to habitat
and how well the forester can manip-
ulate habitat to achieve wildlife goals.
These interrelationships are shown
in figure 2.

l affects few acres
l has little financing
0 has little influence on

wildlife habitat
. has little present impact

on wildlife

figure 2. Large-scale wildlife habitat man-
agement  mus t  be  accompl i shed  th rough
t imber  management .

The time has come to face up
to the fact that the harvest of
wood, a forester’s function, has
greater influence on game [wild-
life] than any active technique
available to the wildlifer. In one
sale a forester can.. . influence
more cover over a longer time
than a game [wildlife] manager

Wildlife habitat management in
forests requires manipulation of tree
cover (Trippensee 1948), but this is
usually too expensive solely for wild-
life purposes. Forest management
practices undertaken to enhance
wood production, however, cause
dramatic changes in wildlife habitat.
If correctly planned and executed,
timber management practices are
potentially the most practical way to
achieve wildlife habitat goals.

can create.. . in a decade.
?he wildlifer, realizing the poten-
tials of the wood harvest, must
not only increase the effective-
ness of his present practices,
but must provide guidance for
foresters so their efforts will not
so strongly negate his efforts
and can be made to complement
them.

In most situations, the wildlife
biologist is responsible for making
the forest manager aware of the ram-
ifications of proposed forest man-
agement activities on wildlife habi-
tats. The forest manager considers
advice from many staff specialists
and selects a course of action. But
it is the field forester who actually
manipulates the vegetation and alters
habitat. It is essential, therefore, that
the forest manager, field forester,
and wildlife biologist work closely
together. Giles (1982, p. 406) said:

,
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Figure 3. Relationship between terms
used in forest and wildlife habitat manage-
ment.
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Principles
of Forest-Wildlife
Management

Resource management profession-
als come from varied backgrounds:
forestry, ecology, wildlife biology,
forest engineering, and landscape
architecture, to name a few. For
these professionals to work together,
they need a common vocabulary and
an understanding of the principles of
forestry, ecology, and wildlife man-
agement. The relationship between
terms used in forest and wildlife hab-
itat management is shown in figure 3.
These have been touched upon by
such authors as Odum (1963), Leo
pold (1933), and Hylander (1966). The
discussion that follows draws heavily
on summaries by Thomas et al. (1975,
1976) and Gill et al. (1976).

Animal habitat is the arrangement
of food, cover, and water required to
meet the biological needs of one or
more individuals of a species. Each
species is adapted to a habitat niche
or specific arrangement and amount
of food, cover, and water. The role a
particular wildlife species plays in
the environment is referred to as its
ecological niche.

A plant community type is a unique
combination of plants that occurs in
particular locations under certain
environmental influences. The plant
community type reflects the environ-
mental influences on the site, such
as soil, temperature, elevation, solar
radiation, slope, aspect, and rainfall
as they influence vegetation (Dauben-
mire 1976).

P/ant communities, as described
in chapter 2, are defined in terms of
the dominant single species of cli-
max vegetation. As many as five
kinds of plant community types may
be included. The plant community
evolves through a general series of
conditions as it progresses from
bare ground to final climax stage.
This process is called succession
and the various stages are known as
successional stages.

Each combination of plant com-
munity and successional stage has
its own unique set of habitat niches.
The wildlife supported by these habi-
tat niches make up the attendant ani-
ma/ community. The animals fill var-
ious ecological niches and, in turn,
influence the plant community. Habi-
tat niches are valuable to wildlife for
feeding, reproduction, or security. In-
dividual species may use a particular
habitat on a seasonal or yearlong
basis. See also reviews by Meslow
and Wight (1975) and Thomas et al.
(1975).

Some of the terms already dis-
cussed have counterpart terms that
are used primarily in forestry. It is
important to understand their rela-
tionship to the language of ecology
and wildlife biology.

A site is an area considered in
terms of its environment, particularly
as this determines the type and qual-
ity of the vegetation the area can
support. Sites are classified either
qualitatively by their climate, soil,
and vegetation into site types or
quantitatively by their potential for
producing wood into site classes
(Ford-Robertson 1971, p. 242). Site
type is roughly analogous to the
plant community.

Each site is occupied by one or
more stands. They are plant com-
munities, particularly trees, that have
sufficient uniformity of composition,
size, density, age, spatial arrange-
ment, and condition to distinguish
them from adjacent plant communi-
ties. Stands are the common basis
on which silvicultural prescriptions
are considered (USDA Forest Service
1974). The stand condition can be
described by measuring these fac-
tors. Timber harvest or other silvi-
cultural treatment alters stand condi-
tion. Stand condition is roughly an-
alogous to successional stage, when
wildlife habitat is considered, be-
cause both measure the composition
and structure of the stand.

The juxtaposition of plant com-
munities, successional stages, or
stand conditions within communities
produces edge. The area where the
two communities or successional
stages overlap or produce a distinct
combination of plants or structure is
called the ecotone. Edges and their
ecotones are rich habitat for wildlife
because they have attributes of the
edge itself plus those of the adjoin-
ing communities or successional
stages (Leopold 1933). The influence
of this phenomenon on animal popu-
lations is called edge effect.

Increasing the amount of edge in-
creases habitat richness which’ is a
measure of the number of wildlife
species resident within an area. The
mixing of plant communities or suc-
cessional stages is measured by the
degree of interspersion. An increase
in interspersion Increases the amount
of edge. In turn, this may increase
diversity or the variety that exists in
plant and animal communities (Pat-
ton 1975). Increased diversity in plant
communities provides an increasing
number of habitat niches which, in
turn, support more animal species. A
forest with a high degree of diversity
of communities and successional
stages provides habitat for a wide
variety of wildlife (Odum 1971).

Increased diversity is thought by
some ecologists to be related to
community stability. Stability is the
ability of a community to withstand
catastrophe (Margalef 1969) or to
return to Its original state after severe
alteration. Such a cause-and-effect is
suspected but has not been proved
(Odum 1971, p. 256):

. If it can be shown that biotic
diversity does indeed enhance
physical stability in the ecosys-
tem, or is the result of it, then
we would have an important
guide for conservation practice.
. . . is variety only the spice of life
or is it a necessity for the long
life of the total ecosystem com-
prising man and nature?
A forest ecosystem is a Complex

of plant and animal communities
along with the abiotic environment
that comprises one functioning
whole. Forest ecosystems are dyna-
mic. Any change in forest structure
or composition will favor some wild-
life species while adversely affecting
others. Such changes can affect the
number and type of wildlife species
and their use of habitat.
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Wildlife management on public forests

is the art of
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Figure 4. The art  and goals of wildlife management on public forests.

Management for
species richness

-~
Insure that all resident
species exist in viable
numbers. All species
are important.

Manipulate vegetation so
that characteristic stages
of each plant community
are represented in the
vegetative mosaic.
-_____-.---~  ..--

Featured species
management

Produce selected species
in desired numbers in
designated locations.
Production of selected
species is of prime
importance.

Manipulate vegetation
so that limiting factors
are made less limiting.

Figure 5. Production goals in wildlife
management.

Forest-Wildlife
Management Systems

Wildlife management is the scien-
tifically based art of manipulating
habitat to enhance conditions for a
selected species or manipulating ani-
mal populations to achieve other de-
sired ends (fig. 4). The term “wildlife
management” implies the ability and
managerial flexibility to manipulate
vegetation (habitat) or animal popu-
lations or both (Leopold 1933, Trip-
pensee  1948, Giles 1971).

There are two general production
goals in wildlife management-man-
agement for species richness (Evans
1974; USDA Forest Service 1973a,
1975) and featured-species manage-
ment (Zeedyk and Hazel 1974, USDA
Forest Service 1971 b) (fig. 5).

The goal of management for spe-
cies richness is to insure that most
wildlife species are maintained as
residents of the managed forest in vi-
able numbers (King 1966). lience, all
species are important. Management
for species richness can be achieved
by providing a broad spectrum of
habi tat  condi t ions; character ist ic
stages of adequate size of each plant
community should be represented in
the vegetative mosaic. To do this, it
is necessary to have information on
the habitat needs of each species.
This must then be incorporated into
guides to protect the integrity, stabil-
ity, and diversity of the forest eco-
system. The result should be a rela-
tively stable and varied wildlife popu-
lation.

Under featured-species manage-
ment, the goal is to produce selected
species in desired numbers in speci-
fic locations. This can be achieved
by manipulating vegetation so the
limiting factors of food, cover, and
water are made less limiting for the
species featured.  These may be
game species, threatened or endan-
gered species, or species that have
particular esthetic value.

Featured-species management has
also been called key-species man-
agement or indicator-species man-
agement  i f  the species se lected
represent the habitat needs of several
species. If the species to be featured
are carefully selected and their habi-
tat needs vary widely, then featured-
species management will also insure
habitat diversity. The result can be
similar to management for species
r i chness .
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The two manaaement svstems can
also be used together to \nsure spe-
cies richness while favoring selected
species in specific locations for par-
ticular purposes. For example, man-
agement for species richness can be
accomplished by providing an appro-
priate mix of successional stages or
stand conditions within each plant
community. Featured-species man-
agement can be accomplished by ar-
ranging stand size and successional
stages to provide both cover and for-
age for selected species.

Timber Management
Systems

Different timber management sys-
tems have different potential to affect
diversity and stability of the forest
ecosystem because of their tendency
to either magnify or reduce the dy-
namic aspects of plant community
development. Two timber manage-
ment systems are used by forest
managers in the Blue Mountains-
uneven-aged management and even-
aged management (Twombly 1977,
Work 1977).

Uneven-aged management main-
tains stands of trees that differ mark-
edly in age (Ford-Robertson 1971).
Such stands are “continuously or
periodically regenerated, tended, and
harvested with no real beginning or
end” (Alexander and Edminster 1977,
p. 5). This management system tends,
over time, to reduce the diversity of
plants and animals in the forest. The
resulting stands often have high
structural diversity because of the in-
termingling of different ages and
sizes of trees. But there is a gradual
reduction of shade-intolerant trees
and understory plants (Franklin 1976).
Uneven-aged management tends to
produce large blocks of continuous
forest cover dominated by relatively
mature trees. Such forests lack the
variety of distinct successional
stages that insure diversity and a
myriad of habitat niches.

Uneven-aged management, how-
ever, can be a useful wildlife man-
agement technique, It benefits wild-
life species adapted to more mature
forest conditions, and it can be used
to preserve the integrity of delicate
and disproportionately important
wildlife habitats, such as riparian
zones.

Uneven-aged management involves
harvest of timber by either single
tree selection or group selection.
Uneven-aged stands have a high
degree of vertical diversity. They “are
distinctly irregular in height with
great variation in size of trees. Com-
petition between age classes is un-
equal; the smaller, younger trees
tend to grow slowly because they are
suppressed by the larger, older trees
which grow quite rapidly.” (Smith
1962, p. 357). Conversely, the hori-
zontal diversity between stands will
be low in an ideal uneven-aged situa-
tion. When forests under uneven-
aged management are examined
carefully, it is obvious that the forest
is composed of small groups of
even-aged trees. The characteristics
of horizontal diversity “are most pro-
nounced along the margins of the
small even-aged groups that must in-
evitably make up most of an uneven-
aged stand. . . .” (Smith 1962, p. 357).

In the group selection form of
uneven-aged management, trees are
cut in small groups rather than indi-
vidually. If the openings created ex-
ceed 0.4 hectare (1 acre), this will
tend to produce conditions similar to
even-aged management (USDA For-
est Service 1973b).  Group selection
tends to increase diversity of plants
and animals because of temuorarv

Timber harvest activities are the dominant
management activity affecting wildlife
habitat in the Blue Mountains.

increases in shade-intolerant plants
and forage plants in the small open-
ings created. But such small open-
ings do not satisfy the territorial re-
quirements of many species adapted
to early successional stages. Such
species may not be present in such a
forest even though a variety of suc-
cessional stages are present.

The objective of even-aged timber
management is to maintain forest
stands and produce crop stands with
little or no difference in tree age. By
convention, the age of trees in such
stands can vary from 10 to 20 years
for rotations of less than 100 years
and as much as 30 percent of the ro-
tation period for longer rotations
(Ford-Robertson 1971). In conifer
forests of the Blue Mountains, unit
area control (Davis 1959) is the pri-
mary criterion by which silvicultural
treatments are determined (Twombly
1977).
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High elevation forests and meadows are
important for recreational use and as
summer habitat for elk.

Even-aged management implies
that even-aged stands of various
ages and sizes are distributed
throughout the managed forest. This
is necessary to insure a continuous
flow of wood products to the market.
As a result, the potential for a mix of
successional stages or stand condi-
tions is present at all times. This
should insure a comparatively high
degree of diversity of habitat niches
and wildlife.

A forest under even-aged manage-
ment usually has individual stands of
relatively low vertical diversity be-
cause of the comparative simplicity
of the stand structure. Smith (1962,
p. 357) said that even-aged stands
tend to be of uniform height with a
high degree of competition between
trees of approximately the same size.
The lower branches die and the trees
have short, narrow crowns.

Most even-aged stands have a
single-tiered canopy. This is not al-
ways true, however. Stands resulting
from shelterwood and seed-tree re-
generation techniques may be multi-
tiered for many years after final har-
vest in a rotation because some
trees are left to provide shade or
seed. This adds vertical diversity and
enables birds that would otherwise
be eliminated during the early years
of the rotation to use the stands. The
effect is temporary, however, because
overstory trees are usually removed
after the new stand is established. If
.left,  they often succumb to wind-
throw, sun-scald, insects, or disease.

The major difference between
uneven-aged and even-aged manage-
ment systems, in terms of habitat, is
the long-lasting effect of the regener-
ation harvest. Even-aged systems-
such as clearcutting, seed-tree, or
shelterwood harvest-produce dis-
tinct successional stages and a high
degree of horizontal diversity be-
cause there are numerous stands of
various age classes scattered through
the forest. These stands provide a
variety of habitats. For example, the
vegetation associated with early suc-
cessional stages provides forage for
deer and elk and a myriad of habitat
niches for other wildlife. These con-
ditions are not available in the more
mature forest. The mature stages
provide hiding and thermal cover for
deer and elk and for other wildlife
species, such as the pileated wood-
pecker, that are adapted to mature
forest habitats. The edges between
stands form ecotones that provide

additional habitat niches. The impact
of regeneration cuts on wildlife have
been reviewed by Hooven (1973),
Pengelly (7972), and Resler (1972).

No single system of forest man-
agement can be a panacea for wild-
life management. The decision about
which system to use must be based
on specific wildlife management
goals. The forest structure must be
considered, along with size and
shape of the stand, its juxtaposition
to other stands, the road systems,
and special habitat needs. Flexibility
in the use of silvicultural systems
can be a key to meeting a range of
wildlife goals. The appropriate uses
of various silvicultural systems for
the two largest forest types in the
Blue Mountains-ponderosa pineand
mixed conifer-are summarized by
Seidel (1973) and Barrett (1973).

Every silvicultural decision has con-
sequences for wildlife. The chapters
that follow discuss the relationships
between forest conditions and wild-
life habitats. The forest manager
should consider, in each case, that
the habitat described results from
some kind of silvicultural activity.
Each chapter should be read with an
eye to how these conditions can be
produced in the managed forest.

The Setting
The Blue Mountains of northeast-

ern Oregon and southeastern Wash-
ington contain a number of ranges
including the Strawberry, Greenhorn,
Elkhorn,  Aldrich, and Maury  Ranges,
and the Ochoco, Blue, and Wallowa
Mountains. (Franklin and Dyrness
1973). These mountains extend
throughout the Oregon counties of
Baker, Crook, Grant, Harney, Malheur,
Morrow, Umatilla, Union, Wallowa,
and Wheeler; and the Washington
counties of Asotin, Columbia, Gar-
field, and Walla  Walla.

Franklin and Dyrness (1973) and
Hall (1973) have described the envi-
ronments of the Blue Mountains in
detail. The great diversity of the re-
gion is reflected by the occurrence
of 10 (9 percent) of the 116 forest and
range ecosystems identified by
Kilchler (1964) for the United States
(fig. 7). This broad spectrum of eco-
systems made the Blue Mountains
an ideal place to develop and test
the timber-wildlife management sys-
tems discussed in this book.
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In 1973, about 1602590 hectares
(3,960,OOO  acres), or 72 percent of the
2 239 579 hectares (5,534,OOO  acres)
of total commercial forest land in the
Blue Mountains, were in the Malheur,
O c h o c o ,  Umatilla,  a n d  Wallowa-
Whitman National Forests (fig. 8).
These National Forests contained 87
percent (40,578 million board feet,
Scribner  Rule) of the total standing
timber volume of 46,683 million board
feet.  Other publ ic lands covered
46540 hectares (115,000 acres) and
included 2 percent of the commercial
forest land and 2 percent (829 million
board feet) of the standing timber.
Farmers, ranchers, and other private
citizens owned 379 199 hectares
(937,000 acres) or 17 percent of the
commercial forest land and 7 percent
(3,173 million board feet) of the stand-
ing timber. Timber companies owned
211 251  hectares (522,000 acres) or 9
percent of the commercial forest
land and 4 percent (2,103 million
board feet) of the standing timber
(Bassett and Choate 1974%  1974b). A
comparison of the land area, stand.
ing  timber volume, and potential  tim-
ber production in each ownership
class is shown in figure 8.

Extensive public landownership I”~
creases pressure from local govern-
ments for more intensive forest man.
agement which, in turn, increases
employment and Federal payments
to local governments in lieu of prop-
erty taxes (Hall 1977). This is typical
of the national situatton  (USDA For-
est serwce 1973C).

Timber harvest in the Blue Moun-
tains has bet?” relatively constant
since 1955, averaging 882 million
board feet per year through 1976. The
cut on private land declined from a”
average of 516 million board feet per
year in the late 1950’s to 212 million
in the early 1970’s. Harvest on  Na-
tional Forest land in the same period
increased from an average of 357 mil-
lion to 706 million (Berger 1964;
Beuter  1962, 1963; Gedney 1962;
L l o y d  1973.78a,  1973.78b;  M e t c a l f
1963, 1964; Nielsen 1963; Paafic
Northwest Forest and Range Experi.
ment Station 1962; Pacific Northwest
Forest and Range Experiment Sta-
tion, Division of Forest Economics
1955.59a,  1955.59b;  Wall 1965, 1965
72, 1966.72). Inventories on National
Forests declined about 10 percent
from the mid.1950’s  to the early
1970’s while inventories on other
ownerships declined about 40 per.
cent (Bassett and Choate 1974.X
1974b; Bolsinger and Berger 1975:

Bones and Simonson  1960; Moravets
1954, 1955). Obviously, the timber in- F,rJ”E  6  The  Blue  MO”“fal”S prov,nce

dustries of the area are becomlng
(after  Frank,,”  and  ITyrness  ,973, p.  3,

more dependent on the public for-
ests. It seems likely that there wll  be
increasing pressure on the National
Forests of the Blue Mountains to
provide wood to sustain a local econ-
omy heavily dependent on the timber
industry.
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At the same time, there is a bur-
geoning use of these same lands for
recreation. The number of hunters,
particularly elk hunters, has contin-
ued to increase. This results in in-
creased pressure to produce and
sustain large numbers of deer and
elk. Extensive areas are classified as
Wilderness, and other areas are be-
ing considered for addition to the
Wilderness System. Such special use
allocation, no matter how well justi-
fied, will increase industry and public
pressure on managers of the public
forests to produce more timber from
fewer acres.

Increasing demands for more tim-
ber, wildlife, recreation, and grazing
lead inevitably to conflicts. Careful
management will be necessary to ob-
tain the desired wildlife and wildlife-
related recreational experiences from
such heavily managed forests.

The Following Chapters
The following chapters are pre-

sented in a sequence designed to
logically develop certain principles
and ideas. Chapter 2 relates all ter-
restrial vertebrates to wildlife habi-
tats that are described by plant com-
munity and their successional stage
or condition. The idea is that each
species is adapted to a particular
habitat and the welfare of each spe-
cies can be predicted by the quantity
and quality of available habitat. The
purpose is to show the manager how
to deal simultaneously with all spe-
cies in forest land-use planning.

Chapters 3 through 7 discuss spe-
cial and unique habitats. Special
habitats are biological in nature, can
be manipulated by the forest man-
ager, and play a critical role in the
lives of at least some species. These
habi tats inc lude r ipar ian zones,
edges, snags, logs, and other dead
woody material on the forest floor.
Unique habitats are geomorphic in
nature, usually cannot be manipu-
lated to the advantage of wildlife,
and are critical to certain species. In
the Blue Mountains such habitats in-
clude cliffs, talus, and caves.
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Figure 8. Percent of standing timber vol-
ume in the Blue Mountains by ownership
class (Bolsinger and Berger 1975; Bassett
and Choate 1974a,  1974b; Lloyd, unpub-
lished, see “References Cited”‘).

Chapter 8 points out that some an-
imals receive more attention in for-
est planning and management than
others. As Orwell (1946, p. 112) put it:
“ALL ANIMALS ARE EQUAL BUT
SOME ANIMALS ARE MORE EQUAL
THAN OTHERS.” Federal agencies,
for example, are required by law to
pay special attention to species des-
ignated as threatened or endangered.
More attention is also paid to eco-
nomically important animals, such as
game species or other animals that
provide recreational opportunities.
Mule deer and elk are used as exam-
ples of how forests can be managed
to provide habitat for such featured
spec ies .

Chapter 9 demonstrates that there
are often several silvicultural ap-
proaches that will meet diverse wild-
life goals and at the same time pro-
duce the desired wood products. The
message is that both wildlife and
timber management objectives can
be met, given flexibility and careful
planning.

Chapter 10 turns the tables. Up to
this point the emphasis has been on
predjcting  the consequences to wild-
life of various timber management
decisions. But to make well-informed
decisions, the forest manager needs
to know all the trade-offs. This final
chapter provides a system for pre-
dicting the consequences to timber
production of decisions made to en-
hance wildlife habitat.
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2
Plant Communities
andsuccessionalstages
by
Jack Ward Thomas
Rodney J. Miller
Chris Maser

Ralph G. Anderson
Bernie E. Carter

The Federal forest land manager
must account for the impacts-
whether good or bad-of manage-
ment activities on ali species of wild-
life. The legal challenges, reviews,
and court opinions that have emerged
from conflicts over management of
Federal forest land have raised ques-
tions for which the land manager has
had inadequate answers.

For example, which species of
wildlife will be adversely influenced,
which benefited, and which unaffect-
ed by forest management activites?
What is the degree of impact on
those species? How will these influ-
ences vary over time? Which nega-
tive impacts are irreversible and
which can be reduced by appropriate
management activity? Which species
are especially sensitive to habitat
change and how will they respond to
habitat alterations? Which species
are threatened or endangered and
how will they be influenced?

This chapter shows how the forest
manager can deal with these prob-
lems in forest management planning.
The system described is designed to
handle a large volume of technical
information about wildlife and their
habitats in a way that makes sense
to the forest manager.

The first task was to assemble all
pertinent data for the 378 species of
vertebrates in the Blue Mountains.
The amount of data varied from ex-
tensive for some species to almost
nothing for others. This presented
two problems-how to “fill in the
blanks” when information was inad-
equate and how to present informa-
tion on a large number of species
without overwhelming the manager
with detail.



Another problem was to weigh the
impact of timber management activ-
ities on wildlife. There are basically
two ways to consider wildlife in for-
est planning and management. The
more traditional way is to develop
management plans for one or several
species of prime interest. But this
does not take into account the habi-
tat needs of all species. The approach
used here was to consider habitat as
the prime determinant of wildlife
welfare and to associate wildlife with
habitat condition.

Wildlife habitats also had to be
identified in such a way that they
could be considered simultaneously
with timber management activities.
This was accomplished by equating
plant communities and their succes-
sional stages with habitats for wild-
life. Successional stages are the
result of the natural growth and de-
velopment of plant communities.
These stages are sometimes altered
by management activities, such as
controlling brush, planting or seed-
ing trees or grass, and thinning for-
est stands. The conditions produced
by these activities differ somewhat
from natural conditions, but they are
roughly equivalent because the struc-
ture of the altered forest is similar to
natural conditions at various stages
of succession. By associating indi-
vidual wildlife species and groups of
species with plant communities and
their successional stages (fig. 9),  the
forest manager can translate standard
forest inventories into information
on wildlife habitats.

Plant Community
Descriptions

The starting point for describing
the plant communities was the clas-
sification of the forest and range
ecosystems of the Blue Mountains
as adapted from Garrison et al.‘s
(1977) descriptions of forest and range
ecosystems. This classification re-
quired some modification to bring it
in line with other systems already in
use by forest land managers. Since
wildlife usually respond to vegetative
structure rather than plant species
composition, structurally similar
ecosystems were grouped and others
were divided or identified as struc-
turally distinct and important
habitats.

Forest planning and management involves:
I I

1

Timber management Wildlife management
,

which uses which uses

~1.~

ir--z+-j

which support
I

Animal communities
t

which can be
I

Common ground for timber-wildlife planning

1

Figure 9. Plant communities and their
successional stages can be a common
ground for timber-wildlife planning.

Timber harvest activities produce condi-
tions that mimic natural stages of suc-
cess ion .  C learcu t t ing ,  fo r  example ,
changes a mature or old-growth  forest
(left) to the grass-forb stage and then to
the shrub-seedling stage (below).
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Plant community designations

Pinyon-tunrper Western juniper

Ponderosa pine Ponderosa pane

Douglas-fir Mixed conifer

~-~.
Larch

Spruce-fir

_odgepole  pine

Zhaparral-mountain  shrub

tiountarn  meadows

vlountain  grasslands

qo provrsion  in Garrrson  et al.
1977)]

White fir (grand fir)

Subalpine fir

Lodgepole pine

Other shrubs

Curlleaf  mountainmahogany

Dry meadow

Moist meadow

Quaking aspen

Other grasses

Alpine meadow

Riparian (deciduous)

--A-
Subalpine fir/big huckleberry
Subalpine fir/grouse huckleberry
Subalpine fir-whitebark pine/sedge

K15 Western spruce-fir forest

Lodgepolelpinegrass-grouse huckleberry [No provision in Kijchler (1964)]
Lodgepolelbig  huckleberry
Lodgepolelgrouse  huckleberry

Snowberry shrubland
Ninebark  shrubland
Thinleaf  alder snowslides

[No provision in Kijchler (1964)]

Curlleaf  mountainmahoganylgrass

Dry meadow

Moist meadow
Wet meadow

Quaking aspen meadow

K37 Mountainmahogany-oak scrub

[No provision in Ktichler  (1964)]

Bunchgrass on shallow soil, gentle slopes
Bunchgrass on deep soil, gentle slopes
Bunchgrass on shallow soil, steep slopes
3unchgrass on deep sorl,  steep slopes
3luegrass  scabland
3iscuit  scabland

K51  Wheatgrass-bluegrass

3ubalprne  fir-whitebark pine/sedge

[No provision in Ktichler  (1964)j

Plant community types of the Blue
Mountains as described by Hall (1973)

Potential natural vegetation
as described by Kijchler (1964)

Stiff sage scabland
Low sagebrushlbunchgrass
Big sagebrushlbunchgrass
Bitterbrushlbunchgrass

K55 Sagebrush steppe

Juniper/bunchgrass
Juniper/stiff sage scabland
Juniper/low sagebrush
Juniper/big sagebrush

K24 Jumper steppe woodland

Ponderosa pinelwheatgrass
Ponderosa pine/fescue
Ponderosa pinelbitterbrushlfloss  sedge
Ponderosa pine/blue wildrye

KlO Ponderosa shrub forest
Kll Western ponderosa forest

Ponderosa pine-Douglas-fir/elk sedge
Ponderosa pine-Douglas-fir/

snowberry-oceanspray
Ponderosa pine-Douglas-firlninebark

K12 Douglas-fir forest [interior]

Mixed coniferlpinegrass-ash soil
Mixed coniferlpinegrass-residual soil

K14 Grand ftr-Douglas-frr  forest

White firltwinflower
White fir/big huckleberry
White fir/grouse huckleberry

Figure 70.  Relationships between plant
communities as described in this publica-
tion and three other p/ant classification
sys tems used  in  the  B lue  Moun ta ins
(sources: appendix 25 and table 40).
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The modifications are described in
figure 10 which shows the relation
ship between the ecosystems de-
scribed by Garrison et al. (1977) and
Kuchler  (1964) and the plant com-
munity types in the Blue Mountains
described by Hall (1973). Hall’s clas-
s i f ica t ion system is  much more
detailed and is widely used in Forest
Service planning and management in
the Blue Mountains. It could not be
used in this book, however, because
information on the relationships of
wi ld l i fe  to thei r  habi tats was not
detailed enough.

The following discussion shows
why and how these descriptions of
ecosystems and plant communities
were modified to fit the wildlife hab-
itat conditions in the Blue Mountains.
Similar modifications would probably
be required of any standard vegeta-
tive classification scheme.

The Douglas-fir and larch ecosys-
tems were combined to make up the
mixed conifer community.  In the
Blue Mountains, these ecosystems
are most frequently found as a mix
of conifers commonly involving two
or more of these species: Douglas-
fir, larch, ponderosa pine, lodgepole
pine, and white fir. Mixed conifer
stands have a structure that is rea-
sonably consistent and usually quite
diverse compared with relatively pure
stands. In addition, the mixed conifer
designation was already used for
timber management and land-use
planning.

The spruce-f i r  ecosystem was
divided into white fir and subalpine
fir. These subdivisions are well de-
veloped, and each has a distinct
structure which results in different
wildlife communities.

The chaparra l -mountain shrub
ecosystem was broadly defined. The
two expressions of this ecosystem
frequently encountered are curlleaf
mountainmahogany-dominated com-
munities and other shrub-dominated
communities, such as those domi-
nated by ninebark, ceanothus, and
oceanspray. Curlleaf  mountainma-
hogany is associated with rocky out-
crops where the shrubs are protected
from fire (Dealy 1975). The other
shrub-dominated communities usu-
ally occur on forest sites after a dis-
turbance,  such as f i re,  logging,
snowslides, avalanches, or overgraz-
ing. Shrub communities that result
from such disturbances can last a
long time but are eventually replaced
by other vegetation.

Each plant community supports a distinct
animal community. Three plant communi-
ties common in the Blue Mountains are
quaking aspen (above left), mixed conifer
(above right), and riparian.

Three other communities-aspen,
riparian, and other grasslands-are
contained within two or more of the
ecosystems. They are separately
ident i f ied here because they are
distinct and important communities
for wildlife. For example, aspen does
not occur over large enough areas to
be identified as an ecosystem, but
n u m e r o u s stands are scattered
throughout higher elevations. Decid-
uous stands within the predominant-
ly coniferous forest and grassland
landscape add a different kind of
wildlife habitat.

Riparian communities are well de-
veloped along stream courses in for-
est, grassland, and shrub areas.
These communities are character-
ized by deciduous shrubs and trees,
primarily cottonwood and willow, that
have distinct structure and lots of
edge with special value to wildlife.

Other grasslands include all grass-
lands cultivated and maintained in
selected grasses and forbs.
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Successional stages

Plant diversity

~  Vegetation height

g  Canopy volume
;;iz Canopy c losure
is
E Structural diversity

E”  Forage production

!! Browse production
�5
5 Animal diversity

ee l eeee l *e l l * l *e

l l  e l ee l eee l eeee

l l  e l ee l eeee l eee

l l  e l eee l eee l eee l ee

l l eee l l l  e l eeee

l eeee l ee l l l  e l ee

‘e l eeee l l l  e l ee

l ee l eee l l  e l eeee l eee

Wildlife Habitat
Relationships

F igure  11. Forest successional stages
and related environmental conditions.

Plant communities and their suc-
cessional stages have unique en-
vironmental conditions that are
ecologically important as niches for
wildlife species (fig. 11). The niches
are a product of the plant community,
its successional stages, and other
environmental factors-including
soil type, moisture regime, micro-
climate, slope, aspect, elevation, and
temperature. The complex interac-
tions of site and plant community
structure could be dissected and the
more precise influence of each on
the animal community determined. If
such information existed, it would
probably be too complex to use
readily. The plant community type,
however, can be considered an inte-
grator of the many factors interact-
ing on the site.

Wildlife species are individually
adapted to combinations of plant
community and successional stage
for feeding or reproduction or both.
These wildlife-habitat relationships
provide the basic information from
which the following informational
displays (tables, figures, and appen-
dices) were developed. Depending on
their requirements, forest managers
and planners can extract information
at four levels of detail. The amount
of detail increases with each level:

Level 1: The relationship of animal
life forms to plant communities and
their successional stages for feeding
and reproduction. Life forms are
groups of wildlife species that ex-
hibit similar habitat requirements for
both feeding and reproduction.

Level 2: The relationship of indi-
vidual species to plant communities
and their successional stages for
feeding and reproduction.

Level 3: A summary of the avail-
able biological data for each species.

Level 4: Selected references on
habitat relationships for each species.
Examination of these references and
their bibliographies can provide the
user with more detailed data and
additional sources of information.

The information on each species
in level 2 has been used to develop a
relative measure of vulnerability of
each species to habitat manipula-
tion. This is another source of infor-
mation for the manager’s use.

The informational displays were
constructed from: (1) the literature,
(2) interpretation and extrapolation of
information in that literature, and (3)
a consensus of wildlife biologists. In
all cases, the best available informa-
tion was used. If the literature was
specific to the Blue Mountains and
contained the required information,
it was used. If the literature was not
specific to the area or habitat condi-
tion, it was adapted as appropriate.
In the absence of published informa-
tion, the relationship of the species
to habitat was determined by con-
sensus of the consulting biologists.

Naturally, data for the most inten-
sively studied species were more
voluminous and detailed than for
relatively obscure species. As new
information becomes available, it
can be added to the system.
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Level 1:
Life Form Association
with Plant Communities
and Successional Stages

The large number of wildlife spe-
cies present in most areas makes it
difficult for the land manager to ac-
count for them in the land-use plan-
ning process. In the Blue Mountains,
this number was reduced from 378
species (appendix 1) to 16 life forms
(table 1). This life form concept was
adapted from Haapanen’s (1965) divi-
sion of birds of the Finnish forests
into groups based on specific com-
binations of habitat requirements for
reproduction and feeding. The con-
cept was expanded to include all ter-
restial vertebrates. The relationship
of the species to their habitats is the
basis for grouping them into life
forms.

This grouping is distinctly differ-
ent from the usual grouping of spe-
cies by morphological characteris-
tics. It enables the forest manager to
evaluate the response of wildlife to
habitat much more readily than if
each species were considered indi-
vidually. If this concept is applicable
in land use planning, new and differ-
ent life forms will most likely be
developed. They can be changed as
needed to fit the circumstances.

The relationship of vertebrate life
forms to plant communities and suc-
cessional stages is shown in appen-
dix 10 (table 2). Fifty-two of the 378
species that occur in the Blue Moun-
tains do not appear in this listing or
subsequent discussion. Fifty-one bird
species migrate through or are acci-
dental in the Blue Mountains. The
bullfrog, the only species in life form
1, has also been omitted as it is
semiterrestrial. The 51 bird species
excluded are listed in appendix 3.

Life form 13 is shown here as an
example. The species in life form 13
feed in trees, in bushes, on the
ground, or in the air and excavate
their own holes in trees for nesting.
In the Blue Mountains, the life form
contains 13 species.

I.

j 1 I in water / in water 1 11 bu l l f rog

I / , I

3 on the ground around water on the ground, and in bushes.
trees. and water

45 common garter snake, killdeer,
western jumping mouse

4
I ial,,

I” clrffs. caves, rimrock. and/or on the ground or in the air
1 1 ptka

32 side blotched lizard. common raven.

5 on the ground without specific On  the ground
water, cliff, rimrock, or talus

48 western fence lizard. dark-eyed
junco.  elk

association

6 on the QrOUnd in bushes. trees. or the air 7 common nighthawk, Lincoln’s
sparrow. porcupine

7 in bushes on the ground.  tn water. or the
air

30 American robin, Swainson’s thrush.
chiooino soarrow

8 in bushes I’‘” trees,  bushes*  Or  the air
9

I ’
m trees. bushes, or the air

1
4 cedar waxw~ng,  northern oriole,

1 house finch I

10 primarily in conifers in trees, bushes, or the air 1 4  Qolden-crowned  kinglet. yellow-
rumped  warbler, red squirrel

11 in conifers or deciduous trees

12 on very thick branches

in lrees, in bushes, on the
ground, or in the arr

on the ground or in water

24 go$hawk, evening grosbeak, hoary

7 great blue heron, red-tailed hawk,
great horned owl

13 in own hole excavated in tree in trees, in bushes, on the
ground, or in the atr

13 common flicker, pileated
woodpecker, red-breasted nuthatch

14 in a hole made by another
1 soecies  or in a natural hole

on the ground, in water, or the
I air f

37 wood duck, America” kestrel,
1 northern flvino  sauirrel

I5 in a burrow underground on the ground  or under it 40 rubber boa,  burrowing owl,
Columbia” ground squirrel

I6 in a burrow underground in the air or in the water 10 bank swallow, muskrat, river otter

Total: 327

Species assignment to life form is bessd  on predominant habitat.w*  patterns

Table 1. Life form descriptions (source:
appendix 7)

The Columbian  ground squirrel belongs
to life form 15. It characteristically feeds
above ground and reproduces in a burrow
underground.
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I
R. 0

Sagebrush-bitterbrush
. F 0

J-

R  0 R 0
Dry meadow

F 0 F 0

I R  0 R 0 These plant communities do not achieve a habitat
Moist meadow form like that characterized by these

F 0 F 0 successional stages.’

R  0 R 0
Other grasses

F 0 F 0

R 0 0

0 i
I

F 0

R 0 R 0 0
Other shrubs I

F 0 F 0 0

Curlleaf  mountain- R 0 R 0 0 0 0 0 0
mahogany F 0 F 0 0 0 0 0 0

R 1 I

F 1 IF/ 1 1 1 1 1 1

R  3 I
Quaking aspen

F 4 I

I

I

n a I

F 8 I

R  9 f
Mixed conifer

F 10 - iz 2 2 1 5 1 0 1 0
I I I

White fir (grand fir)

Western juniper

I Ponderosa pine

Successional stage’

Grass-forb Shrub- Pole- Young Mature O l d
C seedling sapl ing growth
0.-

i (O-10 years) (11-39 years) (40-79 years) (80-159 years) (160-c years

I= I30  F 2 R O  F 2 R O  Fl R 8  F 8 R13 F13 R12 F12

Alpine meadow ‘as above

IR (reproduction) and F (feeding) refer to total species performing either function in the respective plant communities and succes.
sional stages. Vertical scale of each species-total box in life form 13 is equivalent to IO  units.

Table 2. Relative degree of use of plant
communities and successional stages by
wildlife species in life form 13 (source:
appendix 70)
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Much usefu’l information can be
derived from such displays. From
table 2 it can be seen that: (1) life
form 13 is strongly associated with
forest communities, (2) some forest
communities, such as ponderosa
pine and mixed conifer, are dispro-
portionately important, and (3) the
older forest successional stages are
critical. Reproductive and feeding
orientation to plant community types
and their successional stages can be
determined for the entire life form.

By examining the relationship of
the life form to plant communities
and their successional stages, the
forest manager can judge the impact
of forest management practices on
the life form. This is done by deter-
mining the importance (expressed by
the number of species) of a particu-
lar successional stage of a commu-
nity. The impact of a contemplated
management action is determined by
comparing the two numbers for the
stages involved.

For example, consider the impor-
tance of the mature (150-year-old)
stage of a mixed conifer forest to life
form 13. Of the 13 species in the life
form, 11  feed there and 10 species
reproduce there. The manager is con-
templating two courses of action: (1)
harvest the stand by clearcutting,
thereby altering the vegetative con-
dition to the grass-forb stage or (2)
forgo timber harvest and allow the
area to progress to the old-growth
successional stage and harvest at
stand age 180. What are the conse-
quences of each alternative to life
form 13?

Reduction to the grass-forb suc-
cess ional  s tage would e l iminate
reproduction for all 10 species and
eliminate feeding for 9 species. This
extremely adverse impact would con-
tinue for about 40 years after regen-
eration. At that time, the stand would
enter the young forest successional
stage where six species both feed
and reproduce. Full recovery of the
habitat for life form 13 would not
occur until the stand was about 80
years old and had returned to the
mature forest successional stage.

A decision to allow the stand to
progress from the mature stage to
the old-growth stage would have
little effect on the life form because
11 species feed and 10 species re-
produce in both stages. The area
would continue as good habitat for
30 years until the stand is clearcut.
Then it would revert to the grass-
forb stage with the results already
discussed.

Management action I

Shrub control:

l Herbicides b b b 4 4 4

. Mechanical control 4 4 NA 4 4 4

Controlled burn:

. Cold burn 4 4 b b 4 4

l Hot burn 4 4 4 4 4 4

Fertilization 4 b b b b 0

Grazing and, browsing (moderate rates):

l Cattle and sheep 4 b 0 0 4 4

. Goats 0 4 0 0 4 4

. Deer and elk 4 ä 0 0 4 4

Planting:

l Trees b b NA NA b b

. Shrubs b 4 NA NA NA NA

. Grasses-forbs b 4 NA b b 0

Regeneration cut:

. Clearcut NA NA NA 4 4 4

. Shelterwood NA NA NA b 4 4

. Seed tree NA NA NA 4 4 4

Salvage NA NA 4 4 4 4

Thinning (including single NA b b b b 0
tree selection harvest)

4 retards succession
no effect on

NA not applicable

Successional stage condition

Obviously, i f  the manager con-
sidered factors such as the percent-
age of the area affected, the distribu-
tion of plant communities and suc-
cessional stages, and anticipated
changes over time, a more sophisti-
cated analysis could be made. But
the same basic comparisons would
be used.

The displays in appendix 10 can be
used to predict the response of ani-
mal life to all alterations in the plant
community, whether manmade or
natural. Such alterations could result
from natural phenomena, such as
fire, insect infestation, or windstorm,
or from management activites  like
seeding, planting, herbicide treat-
ment, thinning, or fertilization.

Table 3. Anticipated changes in succes-
sional stage or condition because of
management activities

Any of these actions would either
advance or retard succession (table 3)
(Thomas et al. 1975). For example,
planting trees advances succession,
thinning and fertilization make stands
appear older, and wildfire sets suc-
cession back. Since wildlife is mainly
a product of the vegetative structure
of a community and not the age of
the vegetation, it is possible to pre-
dict the effect of various manipula-
tions of vegetation on wildlife.
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F
COAU

DRPI

ASLE

SPVA

S P T H

DEW

DEPU

DEAL

3CA

3CAN

3lPY

common flicker

pilealed  woodpecker

black.backed  three-toed
woodpecker
northern three-toed
woodpecker

2 2

. . . . 4 4

. . 2 2

Table 4. Orientation of wildlife species in
life form 13 to plant communities (source:
appendix 8)

The yellow-bellied sapsucker shows pri-
mary orientation to the quaking aspen
and riparian communities.

Level 2:
Relationship of Species
to Plant Communities
and Successional Stages

The responses of vertebrate life
forms to plant communities and suc-
cessional stages can be generalized.
But the response of each species
within a life form varies becauseof its
specific habitat requirements. Level
2 shows orientation to plant com-
munity and successional stage for
each species. Species are grouped
by life form to facilitate comparison
with information in level 1. The pri-
mary orientation of species within
life forms to plant communities is
illustrated for life form 13 in table 4.
Similar information for all life forms
is in appendix 8. Information on
species orientation to successional
stages is illustrated in table 5; com-
plete information for all life forms is
in appendix 9.

The use of plant communities and
successional stages by a particular
species can be determined from ap-
pendices 8 and 9. Table 4 contains
information on the orientation of
species to plant communities for
feeding and reproduction. Table 5
shows the use of successional
stages by each species. The two sets
of information must be considered in
tandem-one before the other.

For example, the pygmy nuthatch
shows orientation to the aspen com-
munity for feeding only. This means
that information on reproduction in
table 5 should be disregarded for
the pygmy nuthatch in the aspen
community.
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Wildlife obviously have habitat re-
quirements other than plant com-
munity and successional stage. Ori-
entations to special and unique habi-
tat components are shown for all life
forms in appendix 14 and illustrated
for life form 13 in table 6. The impor-
tance of these special and unique
habitat components, as reflected by
the number of wildlife species using
them, is shown in figure 12.

Additional information may be
derived from appendices 8 and 9. The
total number of species oriented to
each plant community and succes-
sional stage for feeding and repro-
duction was used to produce appen-
dix 10 and table 2 which demonstrate
the orientation of the life form. In
other words, to develop the informa-
tion on life form (level 1) the informa-
tion for individual species in level 2
must first be completed.

The information in level 2 has a
variety of uses. For example, the im-
portance of each community and
successional stage can be evaluated
in terms of its ability to provide habi-
tat for different species. In each
planning scenario, the forest man-
ager can examine the impact of pro-
posed management actions on wild-
life-individual species or all wild-
life. The information can also be
used to determine the role of plant
communities as habitat for featured
species or for rare and endangered
species.

Table 6. Orientation of wildlife species in
life form 73 to special and unique habitats
(source: appendix 14)

Species . ReprOd”ttlOn  and leedl”Q R  Reproduction only F Feeding only

BIRDS

COAU common Ilicker F F F l . . 3 6

DRPI pileated woodpecker . . 2 2

ASLE Lewis’ woodpecker F F . . . 3 5

SPVA yellow.bellied  sapsucker . . 2 2

S P T H Williamson’s sapsucker . . 2 2

DEVI hairy woodpecker . . . 3 3

DEPU downy woodpecker . . . 3 3

DEAL white.headed  woodpecker . . 2 2

PIAR black.backed
three- toed

. . . 3 3
wwdpecker

PITR
northern
three- toed . . . 3 3
woodpecker

SICA white-breasted nuthatch . . 2 2

SICAN / red.breasted  nuthatch . . . 13 3I
SIPY pygmy nuthatch . . 2 2

mx No. ” Spec’es Reproductv,” 0 0 0 8 13 12 ?a:,?: “Sf”Q b; c
successIo”al

= stage Feeding 2 2 1 8 13 12 $2 k?

Table 5. Orientation of wildlife species in life form 73 to successional stages (source:
appendix 9)

COAU

DRPI

ASLE

SPVA

S P T H

DEVI

DEPU

DEAL

PIAR

PITR

SPECIES . Reproductm  and feedIng R Reproduction onl

sapsucker

Williamson’s . . . F F F F F . 4 9
sapsucker

1

hairy woodpecker’  F F F F F  F F F F F . F 1 12

downy woodpecker . . . . . . . . . F F . F 10 13

white-headed . 1 1
woodpecker

black.backed  three- F F . F 1 4
toed \voodpecker  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1I

northern three.toed
I woodt

1 I./F1 1 1 1 / 1 1 3
leckar’ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1I’I-II

white-breasted F F . F 1 4
nuthatch

SlCA

SICAN

SIPY
0

::

:
z
3

red-breasted
nuthatch’

F  F F  F F F . F 1 8

pygmy nuthatch F F F  F F F . 1 7

Reproduction P6 6 4 5 5 4 0 4 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ~

I
-n

8
Feeding 99466706)60060001091390000i:“.
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Number of species’ M

Rivers

Streams

Sloughs

Lakes

Reservoirs LO.6 ha (22 acres)

Reservoirs < 0.6 ha (~2  acres)

intermittent ponds

LargeLO.  ha (~2 acres)

Small co.8 ha (4 acres)

Rush, cattail

2 S e d g e

E
Z$ Deciduous vegetation

Standing or slow-running water

Fast.runnlng  water
6

Figure 12. Number of terrestrial vertebrate wildlife species using special and unique
habitats (source: appendix 15).

m Reproduction m Feeding
t 1 iCA I I I I I I I

L J”

Ponderosa Mixed White fir Lodgepole Subalpine
pine conifer (grand fir) pine fir

Forested plant communities

Figure 13.  Number of wildlife species oriented to forested plant communities for feeding
and reproduction (source: appendix 8).

Some forest communities obvi-
ously produce more species of wild-
life than others (fig. 13). It should be
interesting to the manager to note
that the ponderosa pine and mixed
conifer communities in the Blue
Mountains-those most affected by
timber management activites-are
also the most productive in terms of
wildlife.

Figure 14 shows that the later
stages of succession in the mixed
conifer community are important to
more species than are earlier stages.
Habitat for reproduction is also more
restrictive than habitat for feeding. A
similar display for all plant commu-
nities is shown in appendix 11.

Using the same data, the forest
manager can predict the response of
individual species to alterations in a
successional stage. For example, a
series of timber sales might be
planned in an extensive area covered
by 80-year-old  lodgepole pine stands.
The stands have a dense canopy and
little understory. What species are
likely to be affected? In an actual
analysis, the information on each
species in each life form would be
examined (appendices 8 and 9). As
an example, consider the data for life
form 13 (table 4). Of the 13 species in
life form 13, 4 (hairy woodpecker,
black-backed three-toed woodpecker,
northern three-toed woodpecker, and
the red-breasted nuthatch) have a
strong association with lodgepole
pineforbothfeedingandreproduction.

In this situation, what effect would
clearcutting 35 percent of the area
have on these species? Clearcutting
would put those areas into the grass-.
forb successional stage. Table 5
shows that these four species are
oriented to the mature successional
stage for both feeding and reproduc-
tion. None show orientation to the
grass-forb stage. It can be concluded
that such action will reduce habitat
for those species by approximately 35
Percent for at least 40-50 years-the
time required for the stand to regen-
erate and reach a successional stage
suitable for reoccupancy.
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At the same t ime,  a number of
species would benefit from the early
success ional  s tages that  fo l low
clearcutting. Appendix 9 shows that
most of the species in life forms 5
and 6 would benefit for the period of
time (10 to 20 years) that the grass-
forb  and shrub-seedl ing succes-
sional stages were present. As the
vegetation on the site moves into the
pole-sapling stage the suitability of
the site for these species declines.

As another example, consider the
generalized relationship of wildlife
in the Blue Mountains to succes-
sional stages of forested communi-
ties (fig. 15). This shows why many
people are concerned about the ef-
fects of intensive timber manage-
ment on wildlife diversity and on the
welfare of species that are narrowly
adapted to certain successional
stages, particularly grass-forb, shrub-
seedling, and old growth (Wight 1974,
Meslow  and Wight 1975, Thomas et
a l .  1975) .

Only a few uses of such data have
been illustrated. There are as many
others as there are specific manage-
ment questions, and new applica-
tions are being found as managers
begin to use this system.

Level 3:
Summary
of Biological Data
by Species

Level 3 is a one-line summary of
key information on each species.
Some of the information was derived
from the appendices and some from
literature reviews. Other information
was drawn from the experience of
wildlife biologists.

Details for each species are pre-
sented in appendix 6. Life form 13 is
shown here as an example (table 7).
Additional information on distribu-
tion, habits, and other biological at-
tributes are shown in appendix 16
and illustrated here by table 8.

m  Reproduc t ion m  Feeding
Plant community: Mixed conifer

200 ,

180 1 I I I I I I I I I I I
I 1

/ / / / /
Successional stage

Figure 14. Number of wildlife species associated with successional stages in the mixed
conifer community (source: appendix 11).

m  Reproduction m  Feeding

I I I I I I I I I I 1_-_

Grass- Shrub- Pole- Young Mature Old
forb seedling sapling g r o w t h

Management will These stages will These stages
shorten time in be emphasized will be
these  stages eliminated

Figure 15. Number of wildlife species
oriented to forest successional stages
and the potential effect of intensive tim-
ber management (source: appendix 9).
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I--COAU

IDRPI

I ASLE

SPVA

SPTH

DEVI

DEPU

DEAL

Activity; seasonal occurrence

13 common flicker

13 pileated
woodpecker

13 Lewis’
woodpeckerlo

13 yellow-bellied
sapsucker

13 Williamson’s
sapsucker

13 hairy
woodpeckerlo

13 downy
woodpecker

13 white-headed
woodpecker

PIAR 13 black-backed
threetoed
woodpecker

PITR 13 northern
three-toed
woodpecker10

SICA

SICAN

13 white-breasted
nuthatch

13 red-breasted
nuthatchlO

SIPY 13 pygmy nuthatch

BIRDS

-

terr.  16.2 ha
(40 acres)/pair
terr. 121 ha
(300 acres)/pair

terr. 6.1 ha
(15 acres)/pair
terr. 4 ha
(10 acres)/pair

terr. 4 ha
(10 acres)/pair
terr. 10.1 ha
(25 acres)/pair
terr. 4 ha
(10 acres)/pair
terr. 8.1 ha
(20 acres)/pair

terr. 30.4 ha
(75 acres)/pair

terr.  30.4 ha
(75 acres)/pair

L Low; M Medium; H High

See footnotes at end of appendix 6.

Reproductive activity t-eeamg  activity
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B I R D S

common flicker

pileated
woodpecker
Lewis ’
woodpeckerlo
yellow-bellied
sapsucker
Williamson’s
sapsucker
hairy
woodpeckerlo

downy
woodpecker
white-headed
woodpecker

black-backed
three-toed
woodpecker

northern
three-toed
woodoecker1°

-~
pygmy nuthatch

Plant commune roups (habitats)4 1 Special habitats (components1 Unique
habi-
tat@

Reproduction: l Primary (240%); 0  Secondary (~40%) Feeding: m  Primary (240%); 0 Secondary (<40%)
L

Table 7. Key information on species in
life form 13 (source: appendix 6)
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i?CT? 6-? sec7Yc .$J 8P,v v 0”
SPTH 13 Williamson’s sapsucker

DEVI 13 hairy woodpecker

“?Jf0”
Feeds by gleaning and sapsucking; locally abundant.

Feeds in both live and dead wood; widely distributed in conifer
zones .

DEPU 13 downy woodpecker Feeds and nests largely in deciduous trees; feeds primarily on
surface insects on trees and bushes.

DEAL 13 white-headed woodpecker Primarily associated with ponderosa pine; feeds by gleaning; eats
pine seeds in winter; locally distributed and abundant.

PIAR 13 black-backed three-toed Feeds on bark and subsurface insects in both live and dead wood.
woodpecker

PITR  13 northern three-toed woodpecker Feeds on bark and subsurface insects in both live and dead wood;
species suggested as threatened in Oregon due to restricted
habitat and local distribution (see appendix 4).

30AU  13 common flicker Feeds extensively on ground; uses open areas; occurs in all
habitat types.

IRPI  13 pileated woodpecker Feeds largely in dead wood; requires large snags for nesting.

ISLE 13 Lewis’ woodpecker Feeds largely in air-hawking; locally abundant in deciduous
timber situations; semicolonial nester.

5PVA 13 yellow-bellied sapsucker Feeds by gleaning, sapsucking, hawking, and pecking; nesting
largely restricted to open water sources.

;lCA 1 3 white-breasted nuthatch Primarily associated with ponderosa pine; feeds extensively on
insects in trunk bark of live trees.

;lCAN  1 3 red-breasted nuthatch Associated with mixed conifer stands; feeds extensively on
insects in bark of live trees.

;lPY 13 pygmy nuthatch Primarily associated with ponderosa pine; forages in flocks; feeds

I I
on insects in bark and on surface of trees; locally distributed in
ponderosa pine zone; loosely colonial.

Table 8. Information of management sig-
nificance for wildlife species in life form
13 (source: appendix 16)
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Level 4:
Selected References

If the information displayed so far
is not sufficient, additional sources
may be consulted. The most appro-
priate references for each species
are listed in appendix 29, illustrated
here by table 9 for life form 13. If the
user, after consulting the sources
suggested, still does not have suffi-
cient information, the literature cited
sections of these sources may pro-
vide useful leads.

Versatility Index
Each wildlife species exhibits a

different degree of versatility (adapt-
ability) in the number of plant com-
munities and successional stages it
can use for feeding and reproduc-
tion. The sensitivity of each species
to habitat change is directly related
to that versatility. The most versatile
species are the least sensitive to
habitat manipulation; the least versa-
tile are most sensitive.

Data in appendices 8 and 9 (itlus-
trated by tables 4 and 5) were used to
develop a versatility score (V score)
for each species. The V scores can
be used to rate the versatility of indi-
vidual spec ies . Collectively, the
scores also provide an index to the
relative versatility of all resident wild-
life species.

The V score for each species is
derived by determining the total
number of plant communities and
the total number of successional
stages to which the species show
primary orientation for feeding and
reproduction:

v = (C,  + S,)  + (Cf  + sf);

where V is the versatility score, Cr is
the number of communities used by
the species for reproduction, Sr is
the number of successional stages
used for reproduction, Cf is the num-
ber of communities used for feeding,
and Sf is the number of stages used
for feeding.

species Selected references

COAU 13 common flicker Anderson 1972. Burns 1900, Conner 1973, Jackman  1974b. Jackman
and Scott 1975. Kelleher  1963, Lawrence 1967, Neff 1926

DRPI 13 piiealed  woodpecker Anderson 1972, Bull 1975. Conner 1973, Hoyt 1957, Jackman  1974b.
Jackman  and Scott 1975. Meslow and Wight 1975, Tanner 1942

( ASLE / 13 1 Lewis’ woodpecker / and scott  1’g75Bent 1964~ Bock 1970, Bock et al. 1971, Jackman  1974b. Jackman

SPVA I13  1 yellow-bellied sapsucker
/ 1971b. Rushmor:  1973

Bent 1964c Ersklne  and McLaren  1972. Jackman  1974b. Kilham

SPTH I3 Williamson’s sapsucker Bent 1964c. Jackman  1974b, Michael 1935

DEVI 13 hairy woodpecker Anderson 1972. Conner 1973, Jackman  1974b. Kilham 1968a.
Lawrence 1967. Staebler  1949

___-
DEPU 13 downy woodpecker Anderson 1972, Conner 1973, Jackman 1974b. Jackson 1970,

Lawrence 1967. Staebler  1949

1 DEAL j 13 / white-headed woodpecker

1 PIAR / I 3  1 t$zx;~zk&d fhree.toed

1 Bent lQ64c; Gabrielson and Jewett  1940, 1970; Jackman  1974b;
Jackman  and Scott 1975; Ligo” 1973 I

/ Bock and Bock 1974, Jackman  19746. Short 1974
I

! I !

PITR 113 1 northern three-toed woodpecker / Jackman  1974b. Jackman  and Scott 1975. Short 1974 1

SICA 13 white-breasted nuthatch Anderson 1972; Balda 1975; Bent 19641; Jackman  1974a; Kilham
1968b. 197la.  1972; Tyler 1916

SlCAN 13 red.breasted  nuthatch Anderson 1970. 1976: Bent 1964f: Jackma”  1974a: Kilham 1973:
s,a,,o,,n  lO6R

I I I -.-.  --- .---

SlPY 13 pygmy nuthatch Balda 1975, Barefield 1943, Bent lQ64f. Bock 1969, Jackman 1974a.
Knorr 1957. Norris 1958

Table 9. Selected references for species
in life form 13 (source: appendix 29)

Species that are similar in appearance
may have very different versatility ratings.
The hairy woodpecker (left) has a medium
versatility rating and is found in many for-
est communities. The white-headed wood-
pecker (below) has a low versatility rating
and much narrower habitat requirements.
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TF 4 5 6Species I ’ 2 3

3 9

2 5

3 6

2 4

2 6

3 a
3 5

2 4

3 7

3 5

2 4

3 6

2 3

25 d0 35 40
3

I

1B I R D S

c o m m o n  f l i c k e r 6

pileated woodpecker 3

Lewis’ woodpecker’ 3

ye l low-be l l ied sapsucker  2

Wi l l i amson ’s  sapsucke r  4

hairy woodpecker’ 5

downy woodpecker 2

white-headed woodpecker 2

black-backed three-toed 4
woodpecker

northern three-toed
woodpecker’

2

whi te-breasted nuthatch 2

red-breasted nuthatch’ 3

pygmy nuthatch 1
/

--L

COAU

DRPI

ASLE

SPVA

SPTH

DEVI

DEPU

DEAL

PIAR

3lTR

:lCA

;lCAN

SIPY

Versatility rating (mean scale)

lspecies  of special interest; see appendix 4.
Table 10.  Versatility ratings for wildlife
species in life form 13 (source: appendix
12)

Table 11.  life form versatility rating for
life form 13 (source: appendix 13)

See appendix 13 for footnotes.
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V scores for all wildlife species in
the Blue Mountains are shown in ap-
pendix 12 and illustrated here by
table 10. The V score for each spe-
cies can be used to derive a V score
for the life form as a whole as illus-
trated in table 11 and shown for all
l i fe  forms in appendix 13.  These
scores reflect the versatility of spe-
cies only in the Blue Mountains. It is
possible for a nationally common
and very versatile species, such as
the house sparrow, to have a low V
score in a particular area because
suitable habitat is limited.

Potentially rare or threatened spe-
c ies are ident i f ied in appendix 4
(illustrated by table 12). These spe-
cies were identified by Dyrness et al.
(1975),  Arbib (1975),  and the U.S. De-
partment of the Interior, Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife (1973)
among others. More complete data
on rare, threatened, and endangered
species are given in appendix 4.

A Data Base
For Planners

The informational displays pre-
sented here are a data base from
which the forest manager may draw
information at various levels. The
system has been tested in prepara-
tion of land-use plans, environmental
impact statements, and environmen-
tal analysis reports. It has enabled
the users to produce better, more
comprehensive, and more accurate
results in less time.

The information system presented
in this chapter is best suited for use
in broad-scale land-use planning. The
smaller the area and the greater the
detai l  of  the plan,  the less l ikely
these data are to predict results ac-
curately. The general predictive abil-
i ty  should hold,  but  the inherent
biological variability is more apt to
become noticeable as size of the
area diminishes.

This information base is not in-
tended to replace the trained and
experienced wildlife biologist; rather,
it is a tool for use by the wildlife
biologist. If applied without proper
interpretation, qualification, and sen-
sitivity to individual conditions, the
results will be less accurate.

------
Spew?s

. . . .._~
PAHA 12 osprey

,FAME 4 prairie falcon

FAPE 4 peregrine

FACO 1 1  merlin

Table 12. Some species in the Blue Moun-
tains are of special interest because of
theirpotentially threatened or endangered
status (source: appendix 4)

The mountain goat is worthy of special
management consideration because of
its “unique” status.
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3
Riparian Zones
by
Jack Ward Thomas
Chris Maser
Jon E. Rodiek

Riparian zones can be identified
by the presence of vegetation that re-
quires free or unbound water or con-
ditions that are more moist than nor-
mal (fig. 16) (Franklin and Dyrness
1973, Minore and Smith 1971). Ripari-
an zones can vary considerably in
size and vegetative complex because
of the many combinations that can be
created between water sources (fig.
17) and physical characteristics of a
site. Such characteristics include
gradient, aspect, topography, soil,
type of stream bottom, water quality,
elevation, and plant community
(Odum 1971).

Figure 16. Riparian zones are identified
by the presence of vegetation requiring
large amounts of free or unbound water.

4 0 Riparian Zones

i Shrubs

/ Emergents

Deciduous
trees

Coniferous
trees



All riparian zones within forested
areas of the Blue Mountains have
these things in common: (1) they cre-
ate well-defined habitat zones within
the much drier surrounding areas; (2)
they make up a minor proportion of
the overall area; (3) they are generally
more productive in terms of biomass
-plant and animal-than the re-
mainder of the area; and (4) they are
a critical source of diversity within
the forest ecosystem. Carothers and
Johnson (1975) and Curtis and Ripley
(1975) have prepared summary papers
on the subject of riparian habitats as
associated, respectively, with range
and forest areas.

Importance
of Riparian Zones

Wildlife use riparian zones dispro-
portionately more than any other
type of habitat (Kelly et al. 1975; Bot-
torff 1974; Wooding 1973; Beidleman
1948, 1954). Of the 378 terrestrial spe-
cies known to occur in the Blue
Mountains, 285 are either directly de-
pendent on riparian zones or utilize
them more than other habitats. Ver-
tebrates that either reproduce in
water or feed in water are totally de-
pendent on riparian and adjacent
aquatic zones. In short, riparian zones
are the most critical wildlife habitats
in the Blue Mountains.

Riparian zones are also dispropor-
tionately important for other forest
and range uses. Stream margins fre-
quently contain highly productive
timber sites. Cattle utilize the vegeta-
tion in riparian meadows more heavily
than in other areas. The relatively gen-
tle topography, particularly in moun-
tainous areas, makes riparian zones
attractive for road locations. Streams
and rivers and their banks are also
handy sources of rock for building
roads. Recreationists concentrate
their use in such areas. In addition,
scenic values are often high. As a re-
sult, riparian zones are the most criti-
cal zones for multiple use planning
in the Blue Mountains.

Lakes 11  Ponds

Standing water (lentic)  habitats

Seeps, bogs, meadows

1 Running water (lotic)  habitats I

Figure 17. The type of water source inflo-
ences  riparian vegetation.

The Pacific treefrog  is highly dependent
on riparian zones as habitat for both feed-
ing and reproduction.
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Figure 18. Riparian zones frequently have
a high number of edges and strata in a
comparatively small area. These produce
habitat for a greater number of species,
reflecting the diversity of plant species
and community structure.

The western grebe, a minor species in the
Blue Mountains, is important because its
population may be declining.

There are many reasons why ripari-
an zones are so important to wildlife.
Not all can be attributed to every
riparian zone. Each combination of
water source and site attributes
must be considered separately.
Some of these reasons are dis-
cussed below:

1. The presence of water lends im-
portance to the zone. Wildlife habitat
is composed of food, cover, and
water. Riparian zones offer one of
these critical habitat components
and often all three.

2. The greater availability of water
to plants, frequently in combination
with deeper soils, increases plant
biomass production and provides a
suitable site for plants that are lim-
ited elsewhere by inadequate water
(Minore and Smith 1971, Minore
1970). These factors, in combination,
lead to increased diversity of plant
species and structural diversity in
the community.

3. The dramatic contrasts of the
plant complex of the riparian zone
with the general surrounding upland
forest vegetation add to the struc-
tural diversity of the area. For ex-
ample, open wet meadows and groves
of deciduous trees around seeps pro-
vide edges with stark contrast when
they are surrounded by coniferous
forest. Moreover, those riparian
zones dominated by deciduous vege-
tation provide one type of habitat
during the summer when in full leaf
and another type of habitat during
the winter following leaf fall.

4. The shape of many riparian
zones, particularly the linear nature
of streams, maximizes the develop-
ment of edge which is so productive
of wildlife (Bottorff 1974, Patton
1975).
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5. Riparian’ zones in coniferous
forests f requent ly produce more
edges within a small area than would
be expected (fig. 18). In addition,
there are many vegetative strata ex-
posed in stairstep fashion. This stair-
stepping of vegetation of contrasting
form (deciduous vs.  coni ferous;
shrubs vs. trees) provides diverse
nesting and feeding opportunities for
wildlife-especially birds and bats.
The association of particular birds
with distinct layers of vegetation has
been repeatedly demonstrated (Lack
1933, MacArthur et al. 1962, Dambach
1944, Preston and Norris 1947, Thom-
as et al. 1977, DeGraaf et al. 1975). In
addition, birds have been shown to
select between coniferous and decid-
uous vegetative volumes in distinct
strata (Thomas 1973, DeGraaf 1976).

6. The microclimate of riparian
zones is different from that of the
surrounding coniferous forest be-
cause of increased humidity, a higher
rate of transpiration, more shade,
and increased air movement. Some
wildlife species are attracted to this
microclimate. For example, elk on a
Blue Mountain summer range spent
40 percent of their time in riparian
zones which made up only 7 percent
of the area (Pedersen, unpublished,
see “References Cited”). The attrac-
tion of elk to these areas was caused
by the abundance of thermal cover
and the microclimate produced by
that vegetation.

7. Riparian zones along intermittent
and permanent streams and rivers
provide migration routes for wildlife
such as birds, bats, deer, and elk.
Deer and elk frequently use such
areas as travel corridors between high
elevation summer ranges and low ele-
vation winter ranges (fig. 19).

Summer
range

Figure 19. Riparian zones along rivers and
streams are frequently used as migration
routes by wildlife. A migration corridor
used by elk between summer range at
high elevation and winter range at low
eleva f ion is illustrated.

Riparian zones are disproportiona rely im-
portant for some wide-ranging species
such as elk.
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8. RIparIa?  LO”e3.  paitlcuiariy
along rivers and streams, may serve
as forested connectors between
forested habitats. Wildlife may use
such nparian  zones for cover while
traveling  across otherwise unfor-
ested areas. Some species, espe-
cially small mammals and bltds,  may
use such routes !n dispersal from
their original habitats. This may be
caused by population pressure or by
shortages of food, water, or cover.
The riparian zones  provide cover and
often provide food and water during
such movements (fig. 20).

Sensitivity
to Disturbance

Riparian zones occupy ieiat~veiy
small areas and should be CO~SI-
dered  vulnerable to severe alteration.
Because of the distinct vegetatwe
commumty and the structure of ripar-
8an  zones, they must also be con-
sidered fragile. The more mature the
vegetative  complex of the riparian
zone, the more apt it is to assume
distinct edges and strata that Intens!-
fy edge-effect and increase diverstty.
This  mature condition  is sensitive to
management activities that occur m
the riparian zone  itself or  in the sur-
rounding conifer forest (fig. 21).

The sensttivity  of the vegetatively
mature riparian zone  as wildlife habi-
tat can also be attributed to its dis-
tinct microclimate. This includes
both the terrestrial portions of the
riparian zone  and the characteristics
of water quality, including tempera-
ture, of the associated aquatic zone
Changes in the canopy cover can al-
ter these characteristics markedly
(Meehan  1970, Brown et al. 1971.
Brown and Krygier 1967). For exam-
ple, an increase of a few degrees in
water temperature may eliminate a
stream as a trout fishery.



Management
Considerations

Riparian zones are so different
from one another that specific
animal-to-habitat relationships are
difficult to develop for these areas.
Forest land managers should consult
both fishery and wildlife biologists
when management activities are
planned within the riparian zone. The
following considerations can be
helpful:

1. Road construction in riparian
zones will reduce the effectiveness
of the zone as habitat for many wild-
life species (fig. 22). This results
from alteration in the vegetative com-
plex and increased disturbance from
traffic along the road. Increased sedi-
mentation from road construction
may be detrimental to water quality
and hence to aquatic life. Many
streams in the Blue Mountains are
already paralleled by roads. Each
time a new streamside road is consid-
ered, managers need to determine
how much riparian habitat is already
seriously impaired by such roads.
This can be done by comparing the
percent of streams with roads along-
side with the percent of streams
without roads. Road construction
probably has a more critical and
long-lasting impact on riparian zones
than any other management activity.

2. The narrower the riparian zone
the more easily it is altered by man-
agement action.

3. Construction of campgrounds in
riparian zones enhances the oppor-
tunity for human-wildlife contacts
but simultaneously decreases effec-
tiveness of the riparian zone as wild-
life habitat because of disturbance
caused by humans, trampling, soil
erosion and compaction, and loss of
vegetation (Settergren 1977).

4. improper grazing practices in
riparian zones can reduce water qual-
ity, eliminate streamside shrubs,
cause soil compaction, accelerate
erosion, and break down stream-
banks (Marcuson [1977), Ames 7977).
Proper grazing management should
include particular attention to insur-
ing the welfare of riparian zones.

Narrow zone of influence

Figure 21. A combination of tactors  makes riparian zones especially sensitive to man-
agement activities.

Figure 22. Road construction in riparian
zones reduces their usefulness as wildlife
habitat. Roads in riparian zones: (1) alter
vegetative structure, (2) altar microcli-
mate, (3) reduce the size of riparian zones,
(4) disturb the wildlife, (5) impact water
quality in the aquatic zone,  and (6) de-
stroy the wildlife habitat.
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5. If logging is planned in riparian
zones, the environmental impacts
should be carefully evaluated. The
more dramatic type of regeneration
cuts-clearcutting, shelterwood, and
seed t ree-wi l l  have more impact
than single tree selection and group
selection harvests (fig. 23). Removal
of  s igni f icant  amounts of  canopy
cover results in increased solar radi-
ation reaching the ground or water
surface. This in turn affects micro-
climate and stream temperature. By
using the group and single tree se-
lection harvest methods, it may be
possible to cut some timber in ripari-
an zones and still retain the integrity
and function of the zone as wildlife
habitat. The closer logging is to a
riparian zone, the more severe the
erosion impacts and the greater the
danger of reducing water quality in
associated aquatic zones.

6. Man-caused debris should usu-
ally be removed, but the watercourse
should not be overcleaned. Debris
existing prior to disturbance by man-
agement activities might be left in-
tact since it sometimes serves as a
critical habitat component for repro-
duction of reptiles and amphibians.
Other semiaquatic species use such
debris for resting and entry into and
exit from the water.

7. Recreational use of the riparian
zone is many times that of other
habitats (North Central Forest Ex-
periment Station 1977). The impact
of such use on wildlife varies with
the season and with the type, inten-
sity, and duration of use. Construc-
t ion of  t ra i ls ,  p icnic tables,  and
docks encourages recreational use
and increases conflict with wildlife.
Alternatives should be carefully eval-
uated. Recreational use may also re-
duce water quality because of prolif-
eration of human wastes (Aitchison
et al. 1977).

The long bill of the common snipe is a
special adaptation for probing in wet soil.
The bird nests in marshes, bogs, and wet
meadows.
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8. Timber ‘management activities
that take place outside the riparian
zone may also affect the quantity
and quality of water that enters and
influences the riparian zone and as-
sociated aquatic habitats (Environ-
mental Protect ion Agency 1976).
Such act iv i t ies may change sus-
pended solids, nutrients, electrical
conductance, and mineral content as
well as water temperature and volume
(Snyder et al. 1975, Sharpe 1975).

A “Red Flag”
for Riparian Zones

The riparian zone is the most im-
portant type of wildlife habitat in the
Blue Mountains. It is also the area of
maximum potential conflict between
users of timber, grazing, recreation,
water, and wildlife resources. Ripari-
an zones are usually quite sensitive
to management activities and should
be caut iously managed. As each
riparian zone is somewhat different,
the land manager should consult a
wildlife biologist and a fishery biolo-
gist during the planning process. The
purpose of this chapter has been to
raise a “red f lag” where riparian
zones are concerned. Habitat altera-
t ions wi l l  af fect  wi ld l i fe far  more
than indicated by the proportion of
the total area disturbed.

Single tree Moderate
selection cut impact

Shelterwood or
seed tree cut

Heavy
impact

Clearcut

Figure 23. When timber is cut in riparian
zones, environmental impacts should be
carefully evaluated.

In the Blue Mountains, the raccoon is
highly dependent on riparian zones.
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by
Jack Ward Thomas
Chris Maser
Jon E. Rodiek

An edge (fig. 24) is the place where
plant communities meet or where
successional stages or vegetative
conditions within plant communities
come together. The area influenced
by the transition between communi-
ties or stages is called an ecotone
(fig. 25). Edges and their ecotones are
usually richer in wildlife than the ad-
joining plant communities or succes-
sional stages. As a result, they are
an important consideration in wildlife
management .

Aldo  Leopold (1933, p. 131) was the
first to state that “game [wildlife] is a
phenomenon of edges.” Wildlife “oc-
curs where the types of food and
cover which it needs come together,
i.e., where their edges meet . . . . We
do not understand the reason for all
of these edge-effects, but in those
cases where we can guess the rea-
son, it usually harks back either to
the desirability of simulfaneous  ac-
cess to more than one environmental
type, or the greater richness of border
vegetation, or both.”

4 8 Edges

As biologists investigated the ef-
fects of edge on wildlife, they began
to recognize other relationships that
helped explain the phenomenon.
These concepts have become known
as the “laws” of dispersion and inter-
spers ion.

Dispersion describes the pattern
of distribution of individuals in an
animal population. In the mathemati-
cal sense, dispersion describes the
probability of occurrence of such in-
dividuals in particular places (Han-
son 1962, p. 111). The law of disper-
sion says that the potential density
of wildlife species with small home
ranges that require two or more types
of habitat is roughly proportional to
the sum of the peripheries of those
types (Leopold 1933, Dice 1931). This
means that species which are adapt-
ed to particular edges and their eco-
tones increase in proportion to an in-
crease in edges of the appropriate
kind.

Figure 24. An edge is the place where
plant communities (A and 6) or succes-
sional stages within a plant community
come together.



The law of dispewon  was devei-
oped  from studies of small animals
with small home ranges. Later re-
search indicates that some larger
mammals with wider home ranges
also  use edges and ecotones  dispro.
portlonateiy  more than other habitats.
This is particularly true where the
edge occurs between relatively open
areas and cover areas (Harper 1969;
Reyno lds  1962,  1966a) .

Interspersion is the lntermlxmg of
plant species and plant communities
that provide habitat for animals with-
in a defined area (Hanson 1962. p.
191) The law of Interspersion says
that the number of resident species
reqwring  two or more types of habi-
tat depends on the degree of inter-
spersion of numerous blocks of such
types (Keiker 1964).

The laws of dispersion  and inter
spers~on  work together to show the
forest manager how to mcrease  wild-
lhfe populat ions associated wi th
edge. More edge of a particular type
will produce more individuals of the
wildlife spec!es  associated with that
edge. Edge effect can be magnified
by increasmg  the interspersion of
the types of habitat creating those
edges. Wildlife managers, then, have
two factors to consider in evaluating
the ro le of  edge-the amount of
edge and how it is arranged.

Some  influence of community A extends
into 6 along the edge forming ecotone  C.

F,gure  25 .  Ecofones  a re  fo rmed a long
edges and may be created in sweral
w a y s .

When influence of community A extends
into 9  and that of 8 into A, ecotone  E is
formed.



Figure 26. Inherent edges are created
where plant communities meet; for exam-
ple, where a ponderosa pine community
meets a mixed coni fer  communi ty .  In-
duced edges are created where succes-
sional stages within communities come
together. Inherent and induced edges are
influenced by many factors.

Figure 27. Inherent edges may be abrupt
or mosaic.

Inherent Edge
An edge that resul ts f rom the

meeting of two plant communities is
called an inherent edge (fig. 26). The
plant community is the tangible ex-
pression or integrator of myriad in-
fluences acting on a particular site
(Daubenmire 1976). The edges be-
tween plant communities, as far as
the land manager is concerned, are
issued with the area-that is, they
are inherent. Four of the most ob-
vious natural factors that work sepa-
rately and in combination to produce
inherent edges are: (1) abrupt changes
in soil type, (2) topographic differ-
ences, (3) geomorphic differences,
and (4) changes in microclimate.

inherent edges are long-term fea-
tures of the landscape; they result
from geomorphic conditions or other
factors that create the plant com-
munities involved. For all practical
purposes, inherent edges are rela-
tively stable and permanent features
of the landscape. They can change,
however. For example, subtle modifi-
cations in microclimate and soils
over many decades may result in a
shifting of the plant communities
along the edge until it becomes less
abrupt. Sometimes the plant com-
munities are broken into patterns of
islands and peninsulas until a mosa-
ic pattern emerges (fig. 27). In other
situations, a broadened ecotone may
result. An inherent edge can also be
created suddenly, for example, by
landslides or severe sheet erosion.

The conditions of the plant com-
munities that form an inherent edge
may be altered by management ac-
tivities or other short-term phenom-
ena. But since the underlying causes
for that edge are related to geomor-
phic factors, inherent edges are very
stable and tend, over time, to return
to their earlier vegetative state.
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Induced Edge
An edge that resul ts f rom the

meeting  of successional stages c
vegetative  conditions within a plar
community is called an induced edg
(fig. 26).  Such edges can be create
by management practices or  shor
term natural  phenomena-- that  IS,
they can be induced.

Under natural conditions,  induced
edges are created by drastic short-
term environmental factors, such as
grazing, manipulation of vegetation,
planting or  seeding, fire, disease, in-
sect outbreaks, floods, logging, and
eros,on.  All of these factors, except
planting or seeding, tend to shift
p lant  communi t ies toward earlier.
less mature, successional stages.
Compared with inherent edges, ins
duced  edges are relatively short hved.
Although they may last for many
years. they are constantly changing
and are not permanent features of
the landscape.

Importance
to Wildlife Management

The biological importance of edges
to wildlife managers is expressed by
the term “richness.” Edges and their
ecotones  are rich in wildlife, both in
number of species and of individuals,
because of the additive effect on the
fauna when two plant commumties
or  successional stages come  togeth-
er. In the ecotone  there IS  a mingling
of the species cc~mmcr  to each type
and the addi t ion of  other species
that may be products of the eGOtOn’
itself (fig. 28). In another sense, wild-
life richness is related to the plant
and habitat dwerslty  expressed in
the ecotone.

1



Characteristics’
of Edges

Edges have characteristics (fig. 29)
that influence the amount of edge
habitat and the degree of habitat
richness. In combination, these two
factors determine the total impact of
edges as wildlife habitat.

rCharacteristics of edges

Figure 29. Edges have characteristics that
influence habitat and species richness.

Figure 30. Edges differ in their degree of
contrast.

The amount of edge habitat or eco-
tone in an area is a function of edge
width, the length of the edge, and its
configuration. The width and length
measurements can be used to deter-
mine the area of ecotone. An abrupt
narrow edge yields less ecotone hab-
itat than a wider edge. Configuration
is the arrangement of edges in a pat-
tern that may range from simple to
mosaic (fig. 27).

The degree of habitat richness as-
sociated with a particular edge is in-
fluenced by the size of the forest
stand and the type of habitats com-
ing together in the edge. The size of
the habitat block has a direct effect
on the number of wildlife species in
that area (Galli et al. 1976). The spe-
cies associated with each habitat
have a tendency to lap over the edge
into the other habitat. So, the larger
the habitat blocks, the more species
will be associated with them-and
the richer the species diversity along
the edge.

1 2 3 4 5 6
Grass- Shrub- Pole- Young Mature Old
fo rb seedl ing sap l ing g r o w t h

Six succesijonal  stages

Example 1

Combination of the shrub-seedling and Combination of the grass-forb and old-
pole-sapling stages results in habitat growth stages results in habitat edge
edge of low contrast (3 - 2 = 1). of high contrast (6 - 1 = 5).

Example 2

In addition, habitat richness is as-
sociated with the degree of contrast
in vegetat ive structure along the
edge. The greater the contrast, the
more likely the adjoining habitats are
to be very different in structure and
in the wildlife species they support.
This tends to increase the species
richness of the ecotone.

As an example of the effect of
contrast, consider the idealized suc-
cessional stages in figure 30. There
are 6 successional stages that can
be formed into 15 combinations by
the joining of 2 stages. Each com-
bination produces a different degree
of contrast. Little contrast is pro-
duced by combining closely related
stages. Contrast can be dramatic,
however, if an early successional
stage is joined with a late stage. The
degree of contrast may be deter-
mined by subtracting the smaller
identifying numbers from the larger.
The greater the difference, the great-
er the contrast.

Stand Size and
Diversity

At some point, increasing diversity
tends toward homogeneity and tends
to become decreasing diversity. Galli
et al. (1976, p. 356) say that “The
number of species present in a par-
ticular habitat is strongly influenced
by the size of that habitat.” The num-
ber of species of both animals and
plants in an area is another indicator
of diversity. Arrhenius (1921) and
Gleason (1922) seem to have pio-
neered this concept. The rather vo-
luminous literature on the subject
that has developed since that time is
well summarized and reviewed by
Cain and Castro (1959) and Greig-
Smi th  (1964) .
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Hopkins (1955),  Preston (1960). and
MacArthur and Wilson (1967) discuss
“species-area curves” or the relation-
ship of numbers of plant and animal
spec,es  to Increasing  s,ze  of an area.
After review of this literature Gal11  et
al. (1976) concluded that there was
usually a direct linear reiationship
between the number of species and
the logarithm of the area, and that
there were distinct  relatIonships  for
different areas. This simply means
that the number of species  occupy-
Ing  an  area usually increases with
the size of the area.

Increasing wildlife  dwersity  tends
to become decreasing diversity when
the average size of the habitat blocks
becomes larger than that required
to mawmize  the number of species
present (fig. 31). Gall et al. (1976)
studied the relationship between the
number of bird species present and
the size of blocks of forest habitat
interspersed  with agricultural lands
in New Jersey. They found (p. 363)
that “Bird  spec,es  richness  increases
significantly  through an island size of
24 ha [59.30  acres] and IS lhkely  to
mnt~nue  increasing slgnlflcantly  at
forest sizes beyond 24 ha:‘ Increase
in bird  species with increase in sve
of habitat was attributed to: (1)  the
addition  of new speces  as their min-
imum habitat size requirements were
met, (2)  the inclusion of specific hab-
itat components in sufficient quanti-
ty, and (3) the presence of specialized
conditions  in the interior of the forest
stands.

Study of a 44.hectare (108.72.acre)
plot showed a decline of species
numbers  predlcted  by their “best-
prediction”  equation relating species
richness  to the size  of the forested
area (Galli  et al. 1976). This relation-
ship accounted for 85 percent of the
variation in species richness. Further-
more, the number of spews  was
less than that encountered on  the
next largest plot of 24 hectares (59.30
acres). The decline was attributed  to
a loss of species adapted to edges.

Data are lacking for these relations
shops  in the Blue Mountains. A best
estimate is  that species richness, at
least for birds,  will increase  signifi-
cantlywlthstandsiretoabout34  hect-
ares (84 acres). Bird  species richness
is assumed to be a reasonable indica-
tor of the relationship  of all vertebrate
wildlife to stand size (fig.  31).

If the average stand s,ze  IS  about
34 hectares (84 acres), wildlife spe-
cies richness  attributable  strictly to
stand size should approach maxi-
mum. The word average is important.

This  I n d i c a t e s  t h e  existence  o f
stands both larger and smaller than
34 hectares (84 acres). Stands larger
than the average may accommodate
the few species that require larger
blocks of habltat. whereas the smaller
stands increase  the edge effect that
accommodates species adapted to
edge.

S o m e  species  m a y  require  ex -
tremely large areas of contiguous
and similar  habitats. These would
suffer If smaller areas were substl-
tuted. The requirement of some spew
ties  for habitat blocks of specific
size  should not be confused with the
animals’ need for solitude or  protec-
tion from the intrusions of man. In
some  cases, regulation of man’s ac-
tivities may suffice  in lieu of preser-
vation of large areas of pristine habi-
tat. This must be determined on a
spec ies -by -spec ies  bas i s .

Edge as a Measure
of Diversity

Emphasis  on management lor  *I~
verslty  in forest ecosystems WIII help
insure the continued  existence  of the
hwng  components of the system-
plants as well as almais.  That goal
IS laudable for esthetic or moral ream
sons alone. but it is also a practical
management objective.  In the ecolog-
ical sense. diversity is thought to be
related to stability or  the ablllty  of a
system. when changed from a steady
state, to develop forces that tend to
r e s t o r e  lt to i t s  orlginal condition
(Margalef 1969). Diversity acts as I”-
surance  for the system by increasing
its abilitv  to withstand disaster.



it has been said that the first rule
of intelligent tinkering is to save all
the pieces (Leopold 1949). A concern
for diversity is a step toward insuring
the continued existence of all the
pieces in managed forest ecosys-
t e m s .

Some land management agencies
are beginning to be concerned about
diversity. The Chief of the Forest
Service, for example, has said that
the wi ld l i fe goal  for  the Nat ional
Forests is to insure wildlife diversity
and to maintain or enhance wildlife
populations (USDA Forest Service
1976a,  1976b). If diversity is a goal in
forest land management, it behooves
managers and planners to be able to
measure it and account for ip in their
activities.

Figure 32. The amount and arrangement of
edge is an expression of habitat diversity.

Edges between p lan t  communi t ies

Inherent;diversity

Both inherent and induced edges
are a direct reflection of the total di-
versity (fig. 32) in an area. Patton
(1975) indicated that edge can be
used as a measure of diversity. Stan-
dard diversity indexes (see Pielou
1975) require information about num-
bers of plant and animal species and
their frequency of occurrence. This
approach is too expensive for plan-
ners and managers who must oper-
ate under severe constraints of budg-
ets, personnel, and time. A feasible
alternative is to use edge as an indi-
cator, or index, of diversity.

There are at least three uses for a
diversity index in forest land man-
agement: (1) to investigate trends in
habitat diversity, (2) to evaluate man-
agement alternatives for their im-
mediate and long-term effects on di-
versity, and (3) to evaluate the effect
of the shape of timber harvest areas
on diversity.

Edges between successional stages
or  condi t ions

I

t
Induced diversity

Derivation
of Diversity Index

Patton (1975) described a system
that expressed, by index, the amount
of edge within an area of any given
size. Because of the relationship be-
tween edge and interspersion and
because these factors are a measure
of diversity, he referred to this meas-
ure as the diversity index. Patton
worked entirely with English meas-
urements, but the same results may
be achieved with metric measure-
m e n t s .

The fo l lowing is taken direct ly
from Patton (1975, p. 172). DI signi-
fies the diversity index:

The geometric figure with the
greatest area and the least pe-
rimeter or edge is a circle. If the
ratio of circumference to area of
a circle is given an index value
of 1, a formula can be derived to
compute a comparable index for
any area to compare with a cir-
cle. Any index larger than 1 is a
measure of irregularity and can
be used as a DI. A l-acre circle
has a circumference of 739.86
feet and an area of 43,560 square
feet. The formula to set the ratio
equal to 1 is:

where C is the circumference, A
is the area, and rt is 3.1416. This
same formula is often used by
limnologists to express shore-
line irregularity of a lake. The
next step is to restate the for-
mula for habitat diversity as:

where TP is the total perimeter
around the area plus any linear
edge within the area.

1 Total diversity
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Several examples will show
how the DI is  computed and
what it means. A l-acre square
has 208.71 feet on a side. . . [fig.
33A], and the perimeter of the
block is 834.84 linear feet. Sub-
stituting these values in the for-
mula:

DI = 8 3 4 . 8 4 = 1.13.
2d43560  x 3.1416

This indicates a square of 1 acre
has 0.13 times more edge than a
circle of 1 acre. Dividing the l-
acre block into 4 units of differ-
ent vegetation types increases
the DI to 1.69.. . [fig. 3381.  If the
l-acre block is divided into 4
blocks in a long, narrow unit.. .
[fig. 33D],  the DI is increased to
1.83. In . . . [fig. 33D]  the TP
(1356.68 feet) is computed by
adding the outside perimeter
(1043.60 feet) to the 3 inside
edges  (313 .08  fee t ) .

The DI can be expressed as a
percentage figure when conven-
ient. It is only necessary to re-
write the formulas as:

Percent = (DI- 1)lOO.

For the l-acre square with a DI
of 1.13 the percent is:

(1.13-1) x 100 = 13%.

This percent figure simply
means that the l-acre square
has 13 percent more perimeter
than a l-acre circle. A square-
mile block also will have 13 per-
cent more perimeter than a cir-
cle of the same area.

t-
31.81 m

(104.36 ft) --I

/------. 63.67 m (208.71 ft)-j
A

t-
3 1 . 8 1  m

(104.36 ft)

1.81  I

4 . 3 6
n .
w-

Configurations of
1 -acre area

Total edge

Meters 1 Feet

Diversity
i n d e x

A 254.46 8 3 4 . 8 4 1.13

B 381.69 1,252.26 1.69

C 318.09 1,043.60 1.41

D 413.52 1,356.68 1.83

Figure 33. Comparison of diversity in-
dexes  fo r  fou r  l -ac re  con f igu ra t ions
(adapted from Patton 1975, p.  172).

Mosaic pattern of small clearcut  areas is
a distinct contrast to the straight edges
of a large clearcut.
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Patton’s diversity index assumes
that the total perimeter of an area is
actually edge. In that case, the index
would be applicable. All or part of
the perimeter of an area under con-
sideration, however, is usually not an
edge in the ecological sense. Thus,
in the majority of cases, the index
will not be applicable. When Patton
expressed Of  as a percentage there
was a factor in the formula that sub-
tracted the “perfect circ le” of as-
sumed peripheral edge from consid-
eration. This is the “minus one” in
the formula quoted from Patton (1975,
p. 172). The formulas that follow in
this chapter do not assume that the
perimeter of an area is necessarily
edge. Therefore, the “minus one”
adjustment factor used by Patton
has been eliminated.

Furthermore, if diversity is ex-
pressed as a product  of  edge,  i t
seems best to consider it as derived
from two sources: inherent edge and
induced edge (fig. 32). As a result,
Patton’s index has been modified in
the following discussion to make it
more applicable in land-use planning
and land management.

Inherent edges are site related and
are created when plant communities
meet. Such edges may be considered
as the degree of diversity “given” to
the area. Induced edges occur when
successional stages or conditions
within plant communities come to-
gether. Induced edges can be pro-
duced when and where desired by
the forest land manager; however,
they are certain to result from any
activity that alters vegetative struc-
ture.

Inherent Diversity
The Inherent Diversity

computed as follows:

TF

Index
Index is

Inherent DI  = ‘Y
2-l

where TE, is the total edge between
plant communities in meters or feet
found within or on the perimeter of
the area under consideration, A is
the area expressed in square meters
or square feet, and ?‘I  is 3.1416. The
Inherent DI is expressed as a per-
centage increase over perfect sim-
plicity by this process:

Inherent DI,  percent = (inherent Dl)lOO.

Perfect simplicity may be expressed
as DI = 0. Perfect simplicity may also
be viewed as any delineated area
which has no edge present-either
internally or on the periphery.

I n  f i g u r e  3 4 ,  a  61-  x 61-meter
square of 3 721 square meters (200-
x 200-ft  square of 40,000 ft*) is di-
vided into four plant communities of
equal size. In this case the perimeter
of the area is also inherent edge. The
Inherent DI in’ percent is computed
as follows:

Inherent DI  = ‘-f-C
(in meters) 2*

= 3 6 6  m

2v(3  721 m2)  (3.1416)
= 1.69;

Inherent DI = T  EC

(in feet) ZqJG-i-

= 1 , 2 0 0  ft

2\/(40,000  ft2)  (3.1416)
= 1.69.

The number of plant communities
represented is also an important
component of inherent diversity. Al-
though the number of plant com-
munities will obviously increase the
inherent DI, percent, an added de-
scriptor showing the number of com-
munities seems appropriate (Patton
1975). The descriptor may be added
in parentheses after the Inherent Ill,
percent. In this case:

Inherent DI, percent (number of
communities) or 169%(4).

In this example the total perimeter
represents inherent edge and was in-
cluded in calculating TE,. If all or
part of the perimeter had not been in-
herent edge, those parts would not
have been used in computing TE,. In
other words, only the portions of the
perimeter that are inherent edge are
used in deriving TE,. This is a modifi-
cation of the approach described
earlier (Patton 1975).

The northern flying squirrel is associated
with ecotones formed by the junction of
forest and shrubs.

Inherent DI, percent = (Inherent Dl)lOO
= (1.69)100  = 169%.
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Induced Diversity Index 1

Induced diversity can be expressed
in the same manner:

Induced DI  = l-5  ;

2G

where TE, is the total length of the
edges (in meters or feet) created be-
tween successional stages or condi-
tions, within plant communities or
along their peripheries, for the area
under consideration. Then,

induced DI,  percent =  induced Dl(100).

Again, consider f igure 34.  The
dotted lines represent induced edge
within plant communities A and B.
The TE, is 61 meters (200 ft) and the
total area is 3 721 square meters
(40,000 ft*). The induced DI in percent
is computed as follows:

T EInduced DI =  A
(in meters) 2*

6 1  m= = 0.28:
2x/(3  721 m2)  (3.1416)

T E
Induced DI  =  5
(in feet) 2qx-T

200 ft - 0.28
2~(40.000  ft2)  (3.1416) -

Induced DI,  percent = Induced Dl(100)
= 0.28(100)  = 28%.

The number of successional stages
or conditions represented should be
added in parentheses after the In-
duced DI, percent as a further de-
scriptor of induced diversity:

Induced DI, percent (number of
successional stages or conditions) or

28%(6).

60.9 m (200 ft) ----- -4
I_-~-...-~~ 30.5 m (100 ft) ~__  ~~-----’

Success iona l
stage 1

r--  -  .--- 30.5 m (100 ft)-----/

Inherent edges Induced edges ~~~~~~~~~

Total area in meters = (60.9 m)(60.9  m) = 3 708.8 m*

Total area in feet = (200 ft)(200 ft) = 40,000 ft*

Total inherent edge = 365.8 m 1,200 ft
Total induced edge = +60.9  m + 200 ft

4 2 6 . 7  m 1,400 ft total edge

Figure 34. An area showing plant com-
munities, successional stages, and edges.
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The  b l ack ta i l  j a ck rabb i t  i s  espec ia l l y
adapted to the grass-shrub ecotone. Some
edges, such as this sagebrush-juniper
edge, result from differences in soils.

Total Diversity Index
Total DI is an index of the com-

bined effects of Inherent DI and In-
duced DI. This is computed as fol-
l o w s :

Total DI  = T’S+,- , and
Pm

Total DI,  percent = (Total Dl)lOO;

where TE, + S is the total length, in
meters or feet, of all inherent and in-
duced edges. This is computed as
follows (see fig. 34):

Total DI _ TEc+s

(in meters) 2m

= 427 m = 1.97;
2\/(3  721 m*)  ( 3 . 1 4 1 6 )

TE
Total DI = C+S

(in feet) 2$Cii

= 1,400 ft = 1.97.
2\/(40,000  ft*)  (3.1416)

Total DI, percent = Total Dl(lOO) =
1.97(100)  = 197%.

Total DI, percent can be enhanced
by showing the contributions of the
number of plant communities and
the number of successional stages
or conditions as follows:

Total DI, percent (number of communities)
(number of stages or conditions) or

197%(4)(6).

Note that when the expressions of
inherent and induced diversity are
added they equal total diversity:

Inherent DI, percent 169%
+ Induced DI,  percent + 28%

Total DI,  percent 197%

Therefore, if any two of the indexes
are known, the third may be derived
by appropriate addition or subtrac-
tion.

Mapping Codes
The indexes just discussed can be

helpful in evaluating the general
status of edge and diversity in a
planning area. The forest manager
may find it desirable to account for
the amount and characteristics of in-
dividual edges in an area. The follow-
ing coding system and order is sug-
gested:
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Edge type: T = induced;
P = inherent

Community: Commun i t y - commun i t y
for inherent edges, com-
m u n i t y  f o r  i n d u c e d
edges; the code is the
f i rs t  two le t ters  o f  the
g e n u s  a n d  s p e c i e s
names (Garrison et al.
1 9 7 6 )

Length: In meters or feet
Average width
of ecotone: In meters or feet
Contrast: 1 to5
Configuration: A = abrupt; M = mosaic
Example: T-PIPO-1,700-25-5-A
The codes in the example mean that
the area has an edge that is induced;
it is within the Pinus  ponderosa com-
munity; it is 1,700 feet long and 25
feet wide; the contrast is 5; and it
has an abrupt edge.

Management
Considerations

Each forest area has a unique set
of  possibi l i t ies for diversi ty.  One
area may have a high degree of di-
versity as a result of its inherent mix-
ture of communities. Such an area
may have low priority for manage-
ment to increase diversity. Converse-
ly, an area may have only one or a
few communities all in the same suc-
cessional stage or condition and
may be a good candidate for im-
provement in diversity if that is in
keeping with management objec-
tives.

The diversity of an area cannot be
i nc reased  i nde f i n i t e l y  by  mak ing
more and smaller “islands” and more
edges. Beyond some point the area’s
increasing heterogeneity tends to-
ward homogeneity (fig. 32). The pieces
become so small and mixed that they
assume a  sameness .

Diversity as a concept and goal of
wildlife habitat management has be-
come a shibboleth for many land-use
planners and forest managers. This
is because diversity seems to be a
worthy goal. First, a wide variety of
habitats are maintained which as-
sures the presence of many kinds of
wildlife. Second, all pieces of the
system are preserved. Third, the sys-
tem is protected to some extent from
potential disasters.

As a result, the use of diversity as
a goal has a certain biopolitical ap-
peal. Diversity goals that are too
broad are essentially non-constraining.
The forest manager can talk a good
story about wildlife habitat manage-
ment, never state the objectives pre-
cisely, and never have to show exactly
how the goal of diversity was accom-
plished. This is a misuse of the con-
cept.

Diversity as a goal in management
must be used with caution. The de-
gree of habitat diversi ty can be
“good” or “bad” only in relation to
management goals and objectives.
And maximum diversity may not al-
ways be an appropriate choice. For
example, it is impossible to maxi-
mize diversity and at the same time
maximize numbers of a particular
species. Thus, diversity is a measure
of habitat condition and must be
considered in combination with the
needs of the affected species. A mix
of management for species richness

A scenic vista provides an opportunity to
study edges in the landscape.

and featured species management is
feasible and will probably preclude
the loss of any species while insur-
ing desired yields of the featured
species-usually game or threatened
or endangered species (Gill et al.
1976) .

Diversity is meaningful only in the
context of cl-early stated forest man-
agement objectives. If diversity is a
goal of land management, it can be
accomplished only if the manager is
willing and able to measure changes
in diversity. Without a concise state-
ment of .goals  and adequate meas-
urement of the status of diversity,
forest managers cannot be held ac-
countable.
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Snags
by
Jack Ward Thomas
Ralph G. Anderson
Chris Maser
Evelyn L. Bull

The pileated woodpecker, a primary exca-
vator, requires snags at least 50.&centi-
meter (20~in)  d.b.h.  for nesting.

Snags provide a portion of the life
support system ‘for many species of
plants, invertebrates, birds, and
mammals (fig. 35). In the Blue Moun-
tains, 39 bird and 23 mammal spe-
cies use snags for nesting or shelter.
These species can be divided into
those that excavate their own cavi-
ties and those that occupy existing
cavities (fig. 36) (USDA Forest Service
[n.d.]). Cavities can occur naturally,
be excavated, or be formed by the
spaces under loose bark. Such cavi-
ties nearly always occur in dead or
partly dead trees (fig. 37). Table 13
shows some examples of the types
of excavation and uses made of cavi-
ties by selected wildlife species. Ap
pendix 20 has a complete list of all
62 cavity users.

It has been persuasively argued
that the absence of suitable nest
sites is the usual limiting factor for
cavity nesting birds. See literature re-
views by Thomas et al. (7975),  Beebe
(1974),  Jackman (1974b),  P o z n a n i n
(1956),  B r u n s  (1960),  F r a n z  (1961),
Herberg  (1965),  Haapanen (1965)  and
Gysel (1961). In this discussion, a di.
rect relationship has been assumed
between the number of snags and
the number of snag-dependent wild-
life in the forest.

The extensive literature that was
surveyed to provide information on
individual species for this chapter is
listed in appendix 29.

Types of Snags
The common forestry definition of

a snag is a standing dead tree from
which the leaves and most of the
limbs have fallen. If the dead tree is
broken off and more than 6.1 meters
(20 ft) tall it is still properly called a
snag. If shorter than that it is called
a stub (Ford-Robertson 1971, p. 246).
This definition, however, does not
meet the requirements for manage-
ment of snag-dependent wildlife. For
purposes of this discussion, a snag
is any dead or partly dead tree at
least 10.2 centimeters (4 in) in diam-
eter at breast height (d.b.h.)  and at
least 1.8 meters (6 ft) tall. This defini-
tion is based on the minimum diam-
eter and height of dead trees used by
birds for nesting.

Snags can be classified as either
hard or soft. There are two reasons
for making this breakdown-a for-
estry reason and a wildlife reason.
The forestry reason is that hard snags
are frequently marketable but soft
snags are usually without market
value. Hard snags are essentially
composed of sound wood, especially
on the outside. Soft snags are in ad-
vanced stages of decay and deteriora-
tion. Gale (1973) classified types of
snags by striking them with an ax. if
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the ax sank in with difficulty, the snag
was termed “hard”; if it penetrated
easily, the snag was called “soft.”
Hard snags usually have many dead
branches and an intact top. Soft
snags usually have broken tops and
few limbs (Gale et al. 1973).

The wildlife reason for designating
types of snags is that some species
can excavate only in soft wood. Soft
snags also produce the substrate for
invertebrates on which many wildlife
species feed. Other wildlife species
excavate only in hard snags. Some
authorities believe that woodpeckers
test for the presence of heart rot-
which usually makes snags easier to
excavate (Conner et al. 1976).

Forest Insect Control
There has been a recent surge of

interest in retaining snags for wild-
life habitat in managed forests. This
interest has been brought about by
two factors: (1) the increased empha-
sis of recent Federal laws on man-
agement of publicly owned forest
lands for wildlife and (2) the recogni-
tion that birds may play a significant
role in regulation of insect popula-
tions. Most of the snag-dependent
b i rds  and mammals  in  the  B lue
Mountains are insect ivorous and
represent a major portion of the in-
sectivorous forest fauna.

The role of insectivorous birds in
control of forest insect pests has
been reviewed by the German workers
Bruns (1960),  Franz (1961),  and Her-
berg (1965). Beebe (1974) reviewed re-
lationships between insectivorous
hole-nesting birds and forest man-
agement. Buckner  (1966, 1971) dis-
cussed the role of other vertebrate
predators in insect control.

Early workers (Beal  1906, 1917;
Forbush 1907; McAtee 1911, 1915,
1926; and many others) vividly de-
scribed the number of insects con-
sumed by birds, but they had a tend-
ency to overstate the case. For ex-
ample, McAtee (1926) referred to
many instances of control or sup-
pression of insect populations by
birds alone. Later studies cast doubt
on such simplistic interpretations
(Tinbergen 1960, Morris 1963).

Form of life

Fung i ,
mosses, and
lichens

Uses of snags Examples

Decayed wood Fungus Moss Lichen
serves as a growth
substrate.

Invertebrates Spaces under bark
serve as cover and

3ird.s Cavities are used for
nesting or roosting.
Snags are used as
perches and to
support nests.

Aammals Cavities serve as Bat Flying squirrel Mar ten
dens or as resting or
escape cover. Areas
under loose bark are
used by bats for
roosting.

Figure 35. Snags support many forms of life.

Excavators

16 birds

+ 23 mammals

\

Occupy existing
cavities

+ 0 mammals
1 6

I
Excavate in

1 sound wood

10 birds
+  0  m a m m a l s
‘10

4
Excavate in
soft wood

8 birds
+ 0 mammals
-i

+ 18 mammals

i
occupy
spaces
under
loose bark

1 bird
+ 10 mammals-

1 1

*
occupy
cavities
created
by decay
or other
processes

25 birds
f 23 mammals-

4 8

Figure 36. Wildlife species that excavate
andlor occupy cavities in trees and snags
can be divided into several categories
(source: appendix 20).
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Type of cavity

Natural cavities

I Spaces under bark

Dead or oartlv dead trees 1

Figure 37, Most cavities occur in dead
trees, but they may also be found in live
or partly dead trees.

Owls, such as the saw-whet, use cavities
excavated by other species.

Tinbergen (1960) contended that
the exact relationship of birds to in-
sect population dynamics could be
shown only by intensive study of a
single bird species over a large area
for a prolonged period. Pospelov
(1956, as quoted in Otvos 1965) indi-
cated that the relationship of birds to
insect population dynamics must be
determined for each bird and insect
species and for each forest stand.
Beebe (1974) listed a number of stud-
ies which suggested that birds help
regulate spruce budworm  popula-
tions at endemic levels (Kendeigh
1947, Morris et al. 1958, Morris 1963,
Dowden  and Carolin  1950, Dowden  et
al. 1953, George and Mitchell 1948).
Others have reported similar regula-
tion of the larch sawfly by insectivor-
ous vertebrates (Buckner  and Tur-
neck 1965)  w e s t e r n  p i n e  b e e t l e
(Otvos 1965),  and other beetles by
woodpeckers (Massey and Wygant
1973)  and moth larvae by tits (Gibb
1958, 1960).

There are many instances in which
birds may have reduced outbreak
populations of forest insects. Wood-
peckers seem to have had such an
effect on outbreaks of southern hard-
wood borers  (Solomon 1969,
Solomon and Morr is  1971),  Kn ight
(1958) and McCambridge  and Knight
(1972) reported control of Engelmann
spruce beetle by woodpeckers,

Insect control has also been re-
ported when large numbers of birds
drift into or congregate in outbreak
areas during the winter. This phenom-
enon has been most frequently noted
for woodpeckers by Blackford (1955),
Koplin (1969),  and Baldwin (1960). It
has also been reported in many other
species by Turcek (1948),  Blais  and
Parks (1964),  Sloan and Coppel(1968),
Coppel and Sloan (1970),  Mattson et
al. (1968),  and Dahlsten and Herman
(1965). The importance of birds as
biological control agents has received
more at tent ion in Europe where
shorter rotations, intensive forestry,
and loss of snag habitat have been
evident longer than in North America.
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Species 1 11  2 3 4 516  7 8 9101

PAAT -G-
GAGA 1 4

-
D E P U 1:

SPVA 13

DEVI 13

PAD0 14

EUAM 15

FASP 14

OTAS 14

BUAL 14

LOCU G

AISP Yi

B U C L 14
-

z
E
ti0

25 2
r -1
2

black-capped chickadee’

mountain chickadee’

downy woodpecker2

I
1 0 . 2 l l l l 0 l

(4)
l l l l l l

15.2 l l l l l l

(6)
yellow-bellied sapsucker2

hairy woodpecker2

house sparrow

yellow pine chipmunk

American kestrel

screech owl

bufflehead

hooded merganser

wood duck

common goldeneye

‘Primary excavators in soft wood.

*Primary excavators in sound wood.

l Symbol denotes occurrence only.

25.4 l l l l

(�0)  l
l l l l

l l l l

l l l

3 0 . 5 l l l

. (12)
l l l l l

38.1 l l l

(15)
l l l

5 0 . 8 l l l

(20)
l l l

/ / Types of cavities utilized/ Uses of cavities
/-

Literature reviews by Poznanin
(1956),  Bruns (1960),  Franz (1961),  and
Herberg (1965) also address the role
of birds in insect control. Franz (1961)
cites 229 references to support his
conclusion that birds, along with in-
sectivorous bats, small mammals,
microbes, and predatory insects,
help hold insect populations at en-
demic levels or exert some control
during early stages of an outbreak.
Bruns (1960) did a thorough review of
the European literature dealing with
insect control programs that satis-
factorily used nest boxes to enhance
populations of hole-nesting birds.
Appel and Schwartz(l921),  Freiberger
(1926-27),  Hahnle  (1936),  and Herberg
(1965) reported satisfactory results
with such techniques.

The importance that some Euro-
pean forest  managers p lace on Table 13. Types of excavation and uses

insectivorous birds as biological con-
made of cavities by selected wildlife spe-

trol agents is reflected in the funds
t ies  (source: appendix 20)

expended to provide artificial nesting
cavities. Cole [n.d.] noted that instal-
lation of boxes is common in Bavar-
ian forests and that some 400,000
boxes have been placed in an area of
140 000 hectares (345,947 acres). An-
other 300,000 were planned in Spain
(Molina 1971). It might be well to re-
flect on the cost of constructing, in-
stalling, and maintaining bird boxes
in lieu of retaining snags.
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Stage 1
Live

7gure  38

s; tage 2
C lee l in ing

1 Figure 39
f

stage 4
.oose
)ark

stage 5
Xean

stage 6
3roken

jtage  9
j tump

Figure 38. Snags undergo a series of
Beebe (1974, p. 27-28) summarized in which the sheer numbers of

successional changes from death of the his extensive literature review on the insects simply overwhelm the
tree to final decomposition. relationship between insectivorous bird’s ability to exert regulatory

hole-nesting birds and forest man- influence.
Figure 39. The wildlife species fhat  use agement:
snags are influenced by the stage of for- . . . With  few exceptions  the  con-
esf succession in which a snag occurs. elusions  of literally hundreds of

papers dealing with the impact
of avian predators on their in-
sect prey have been that, in
many instances, birds act as im-
portant components of natural
biological regulation of insect
population dynamics at endemic
. . . levels. In some rather unusual
circumstances birds may act to-
gether, each species and some-
times each sex in its own spe-
cialized way, to be a major cause
of the suppression of an insect
outbreak.. . .the most important
role of birds is in the prevention
of insect epidemics, rather than
their suppression. This impor-
tant role is probably still under-
estimated because the vast ma-
jority of research has been con-
ducted during insect epidemics

Bruns (1960, p. 204) provides an apt
conclusion to the discussion:

Birds are not a complete rem-
edy. On the balance of opinions
and considering recent investi-
gations, the truth may lie neither
in the one, nor in the other ex-
treme direction, but in between.
. . within the community of all
animals and plants of the forest,
birds form an important factor.
The birds generally are not able
to break down an insect plague,
but their function lies in prevent-
ing insect plagues. It is our duty
to preserve birds from aesthetic
as well as economic reasons,
and to create artifical  (sic] com-
pensation in the form of nest-
boxes, where nesting chances
are diminished by the forestry
work.
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.the wood is still able to de-
fend itself biologically against
insect plagues. It is our duty to
further these biological forces
(birds, bats, wood ants, para-
sites) and to conserve or create
a rich and diverse community. By
such a prophylactic, carrying out
of ‘hygiene’ before a possible
outbreak of an insect pest, the
forests will be better protected
than by any other means. If there
should be further insect plagues
their effect will at least be dimin-
ished, so that we will only need
to use chemical control in excep-
tional circumstances.

Snag Succession
Two successional processes influ-

ence the use of snags by wildlife: (1)
the internal and external characteris-
tics of the snag itself (fig. 38) and (2)
the successional stage of the plant
community that surrounds the snag
(fig. 39).

A snag undergoes a  ser ies  o f
changes from the time the tree dies un-
til final collapse (Keen 1955) (fig. 38).
Hard snags become sof t  snags
through a gradual process of deteri-
oration and decay. The rate at which
a hard snag becomes soft depends
on a combination of factors, includ-
ing the tree’s species and cause of
death, its condition prior to death,
the decay organisms present, its
location, and site conditions.

Each stage in the decay process
has particular value to certain wild-
life species. For example, stage 4 in
figure 38 is important to bats be-
cause they roost under loose bark.
Stage 6 is most heavily used by exca-
vating woodpeckers such as the pile-
ated woodpecker. Stage 7 provides
nest sites for birds such as the chick-
adee and Lewis’ woodpecker which
excavate in soft wood. Stages 8 and 9
provide feeding sites for insectivorous
birds and small mammals.

The successional  s tage of  the
surrounding plant community also
influences the way wildlife use snags
(fig. 39). Bluebirds and house wrens
will use cavities in a snag that occurs
in the grass-forb stage or shrub-seed-
ling stage and will not ordinarily use
the same snag if it is surrounded by
more advanced successional stages.
The pileated woodpecker, however,
will nest in a snag surrounded by
trees but tends to avoid nesting in
snags located in earlier successional
s tages .
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Snag  1
-teight:  17.4 m

(57 ft)
1.b.h.:  50.8 cm

( 2 0  in)

Number of cavity
nesting bird species
using snags this
size: 24

Snag 2 Number of cavity
Height: 11.6 m’ nesting bird species

(38 ft) using snags this
D.b.h.:  30.5 cm size: 22

(12 in)

Figure 40. The potential use of a snag by
The size and height of snags also

wildlife depends on its diameter and
determine which species will use a

height.
snag for nesting. Each cavity nesting
species exhibits a decided prefer-
ence for a specific height at which to
build its nest. The size of the species
dictates the minimum diameter of
the snag that can provide a large
enough nest ing s i te.  F igure 40
shows the number of cavity nesting
species that can be accommodated
by two snags of different heights
and diameters.

It has been pointed out that soft
snags are critical habitat compo-
nents for  a number of  wi ld l i fe
species. They are relatively rare in
managed forests  because they
evolve from hard snags, only a few of
which stand long enough to become
soft snags (Keen 1955).

But there is little reason to remove
soft snags or keep them from de-
veloping in the managed forest. They
have little or no commercial value
and, because of decay, are hazard-
ous to cut down. Furthermore, they
present little fire hazard as their tops
are usually broken off and do not
attract lightning. All soft snags that
are not distinct safety or fire hazards
should be retained in the stand.

If the requirements for hard snags
are met, their gradual deterioration
will probably provide sufficient soft
snags for cavity excavators. If the
birds that chisel out cavities (primary
excavators) are provided for, then the
cavities they leave will probably pro-
vide nesting sites for secondary cavi-
ty nesters. As a result, if the require-
ments of  woodpeckers for  hard
snags are met and all possible soft
snags are retained, the requirements
of all snag-dependent species should
be met.

Site Selection
by Primary Excavators

A number of investigators have
pointed out the relationship between
the sites selected for excavation by
primary excavators and the presence
of softened heartwood caused by
fungal heart rots. Woodpeckers prob-
ably select these sites because it
takes less energy to excavate in rot-
ten wood (Odum 194la, 1941b; Steirly
1957; Shigo and Kilham 1968; Dennis
1969; Ligon 1970; Kilham 197lb;  Con-
ner et al. 1975, 1976; Crockett and
Hadow  1975; Jackson 1977).

Conner et  al .  (1976) th ink that
woodpeckers detect the presence of
heart rot by pecking the tree and lis-
tening for a particular resonance.
The system is obviously not fool-
proof as woodpeckers make many
“false starts” and have to abandon
the excavation when they encounter
solid heartwood. This phenomenon
has also been observed in the Blue
Mountains (Bull, unpublished, see
“References Cited”).

Conner (1978) suggested that to
classify a tree as a suitable nest site
for cavity excavators there should be
some sign of heart rot at the height
and diameter required by the primary
excavator. According to Conner,
trees that harbor heart rot can some-
times be identified by:

1. Conks of species of fungi associ-
ated with heart rot (Shigo and Larson
1969, Hepting 1971,Conneretal.  1976).

2. Stubs of broken branches (Shigo
and Larson 1969, Baumgartner 1939b,
Conner et al. 1976).

3. Wounds or scars resulting from
fire, lightning, or mechanical damage
(Hepting 1935, Hepting and Hedg-
cock 1937, Stickel  1940, Wright and
Isaac 1956, Toole 1960, Shigo and
Larson 1969) .
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Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

BIRDS

MEME 14 common merganser

TYAL 14 barn owl

STVA 14 barred owl

CHVA 14 Vaux’s swif t

DRPI  13 pileated woodpecker
-

SPVA 13 yellow-beflied sapsucker

DEVI  73 hairy woodpecker

D E P U 13 downy woodpecker

PAAT  14 black-capped chickadee

PAGA 14 mountain chickadee

P A R U 14 chestnut-backed chickadee

MAMMALS

s l l l l

S l l l l

S l l l l

S l l l l l

P l l l

P l l

P l l l l l

P l l

P l l

P l l l l l l

P l l l

D IMA  5 o p o s s u m

PRLO 14 raccoon

MAPE 14 fisher

SPPU  15 spotted skunk

a l E
0 5

P Primary cavity excavator
” - S Secondary cavity user
zi 2 l Symbol denotes.-
Z -I

lUl  I

3
primary occurrence

/
l

Occurrence by major habitat
(plant community)

4.  Discolored or soft ,  decayed
wood in samples taken with an incre- Table 14. Each forest community sup-

ment borer (Toole 1960, Shigo and
ports a distinct combination of primary

Larson 1969, Conner et al. 1976, Jack-
excavators and secondary cavity users;
some examples are shown (source: ap-

son 1977) . pendix 17)
5. Woodpecker holes or cavities.
6. Dead areas on living trees.
7. Heart rot fungi in cultures of

wood from increment cores (David-
son et al. 1942, Nobles 1965, Conner
et al. 1976).

8. Positive indication of wood decay
using the “Shigometer” (Northeast-
ern Forest Experiment Station [n.d.]).
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Glossary
abiotic  the nonl iv ing components

of the environment, such as air,
rocks, soil, water, coal, peat, plant
litter, etc. (Schwarz et al. 1976).

abrupt edge an edge between
stands or communities that is reg-
ular (i.e., straight lines or gently
sweeping curves) leading to rela-
tively low amounts of edge per
unit area.

adapted the suitability of an organ-
ism for a particular condition, usu-
ally habitat, which comes from the
process by which an organism be-
comes better suited to its environ-
ment or particular functions.

adjunct a stand attached to or join-
ing another stand.

adventitious root a root arising from
a plant part other than preexisting
roots, such as from a stem or leaf
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

aerate to mix air and water so that
the oxygen content of the water is
enhanced.

aerial oblique photograph a photo-
graph of a landscape taken from
an aircraft or elevated position with
the camera at an angle of less
than 90” to the earth’s surface.

age classes intervals (commonly 10
years) into which the age range of
a tree crop is divided; also the
trees falling into such an interval
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

ambient surrounding,  enci rc l ing
(Morr is  1976) .

angiosperm any of a class of plants
that is identified by having their
seeds enclosed in an ovary (Mason
1975) .

animal community (also see “habitat
niche”) the species of animals
supported by a combinat ion of
habitat niches.

animal complex the variety of spe-
cies that together form the fauna
of a particular area.

animal habitat the arrangement of
food, cover, and water required to
meet the biological needs of an
an ima l .

apical growth growth from the ter-
minal shoot meristem.

aquatic habitat habitat that occurs
in free water.

aquatic zone an area covered by
wate r .

area control an indirect method of
controlling (and roughly determin-
ing) the amount of forest produce
to be harvested, annually or peri-
odically, on the basis of stocked
area (Ford-Robertson 1971); synon-
ymous with “area regulation.”

area regulation see “area control.”

arithmetical mean see “mean.”

arthropod any invertebrate organ-
ism of  the phylum Arthropoda,
which includes the insects, crusta-
ceans, arachnids, and myriapods,
having a horny, segmented, ex-
ternal covering and jointed limbs
(Morris 1976).

ascomycetes fungi with hyphae
divided into cells by cross septa;
with asexual reproduction by con-
idia and sexual reproduction by
the formation of ascospores in the
ascus (Abercrombie et al. 1964).

asexual having no evident sex or
sex organs; sexless; pertaining to
or characterizing reproduction in-
volving a single individual, and
without male or female gametes,
such as binary fission or budding
(Morris 1976).

aspect the direction toward which a
slope faces (Ford-Robertson 1971).

average snag life the average time
a class of snags (based on species
and d.b.h.)  may be expected to
stand after death.

basal area (also see “crop basal area”
and “stand basal area”) the area
of the cross section of a tree stem
near its base, generally at breast
height-l.37 meters (4.5 ft)-above
the ground and inclusive of bark
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

basal metabolism the measure of
metabolism of the body in the rest-
ing state, determined by the amount
of oxygen utilized or of heat pro-
duced (W. B. Saunders Company
1968) .

basalt (also see “igneous”) of or
pertaining to basalt, an extrusive
igneous rock.

base use potential the amount of
use expected by deer and elk on a
land-type when al l  forest  s i tes
meet the definition of hiding or
thermal cover or both.

bedding the process of an animal
lying down for rest.

best estimate the best possible ap-
proximation given a combination
of available information and under-
standing of a situation.

best-prediction equation the equa-
tion which best predicts, on the
basis of existing information, the
relationship between two or more
variables.

Betulaceae a family of plants; spe-
cifically, the birch family.

big game large animals hunted, or
potentially hunted, for sport; in the
Blue Mountains area-elk,  mule
deer, big-horned sheep, pronghorn,
black bear, and puma.

binomial the latinized name of an
organism consisting of two words,
the first of which is the genus and
the second the species (Hanson
1962); synonymous with scientific
name.

biological control the use of organ-
isms or viruses to control para-
sites, weeds, or other pests (Han-
son 1962) .
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biological potential the maximum
production of a selected organism
that can be attained under opti-
mum management.

biomass the total quantity of living
organisms of one or more species
per unit of space which is called
species biomass, or of all the spe-
c ies in  a communi ty  which is
called community biomass (Han-
son 1962) .

biotic life or the act of living (Han-
son 1962) .

biotrophic levels the feeding levels
in a food chain.

bird box a box with an entrance
hole into a hollow interior; these
boxes, when mounted in the forest,
provide nesting and roosting sites
primarily for secondary cavity-using
spec ies .

blowdown (also see “windthrow”)
trees felled by high winds.

blue stain the most common form
of fungal stain of the sap stain type,
producing a bluish discoloration of,
usually, the sapwood.  Most com-
monly caused by species of Cerato-
cystis,  Aureobasidium, and Lasiodi-
plodia (Ford-Robertson 1971).

blue stain fungi (also see “blue
stain”) any fungi that cause blue
stain in wood.

board foot the amount of  t imber
equivalent to a piece 1 by 1 foot
and 1 inch thick (=  1112 ft3)  (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

bole a tree stem once it has grown
to substantial thickness-roughly
capable of  y ie ld ing sawt imber,
veneer logs, or large poles (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

broadcast burning intentional burn-
ing in which fire is intended to
spread over all a specific area
(USDA Forest Service 1956).

brushblade a vert ical ly mounted carrying capacity the maximum
blade, commonly attached to rate of animal stocking possible
tracked logging equipment, having without inducing damage to vege-
f inger l ike project ions along i ts tation or related resources; may
lower edge which facilitates the vary from year to year because of
moving of logging debris without f luctuat ing forage product ion
excessive scraping of the soil. (Kothmann 1974).

brush form woody vegetation that
g ives the v isual  impress ion of
sh rubs .

case-harden in wood, characterized
by compression in the outer layers
and tension in the core, the result
of too severe drying conditions
(Ford-Robertson 1971); trees or
logs charred on the outside are
often case hardened.

buffer strip a strip of vegetation
that is left or managed to reduce
the impact of a treatment or action
of one area on another.

burrow a hole or tunnel dug in the
ground by an animal (Morris 1976).

cable assisted felling a technique
for felling trees in which a cable is
attached to the tree and pulled
taut to help guide the tree in the
desired direction.

calving area (also see “elk calving
habitat”) the areas, usually on
spring-fall range, where cows give
birth to calves and maintain them
during their  f i rst  few days or
w e e k s .

cambium in woody vegetation, the
layer of cells that lies between the
secondary xylem and secondary
phloem cell layers; through a pro-
cess of cell division, the cambium
produces the secondary xylem and
the secondary phloem which are
also known, respectively, as the
wood and the innermost living
bark (Ford-Robertson 1971).

canopy the more or less continuous
cover of  branches and fol iage
formed collectively by the crowns
of adjacent trees and other woody
growth. Layers of canopy may be
called stories (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

canopy closure the progressive re-
duction of space between tree
crowns as they spread laterally
(Ford-Robertson 1971); a measure
of the percent of potential open
space occupied by the collective
tree crowns in a stand.

catastrophic events events result-
ing from a great and sudden ca-
lamity or disaster. In the case of
forest stands such events include
windstorms, wildfire, floods, snow-
slides, and insect outbreaks.

catchment the total area draining
into a. given waterway or reservoir
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

cave a natural underground cham-
ber that is open to the surface.

cavity the hol low excavated in
snags by birds; used for roosting
and reproduction by many birds
and  mammals .

cavity excavation the process of
digging or chipping a cavity in dead
wood.

cavity excavator an animal that ex-
cavates a cavity in wood for nesting
or roosting.

cavity nesters wildlife species that
nest in cavities.

char to burn the surface of; scorch;
to reduce to charcoal by incom-
plete combustion (Morris 1976).

charcoal a black, porous carbon-
aceous material produced by the
destruct ive dist i l lat ion of  wood
(Morris 1976).

chill factor the increased chilling
effect on an animal, attributable to
air movement.
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chipping the process of reducing
large pieces of wood into small
pieces of more or less uniform
size by running the mater ia l
through a chipper.

colonization (also see “colony”) the
act or process of establishing a
colony or colonies (Morris 1976).

chipper a machine for cutting wood
into chips of more or less uniform
dimension (Ford-Robertson 1971).

colony a group of the same kind of
animals or plants living together
(Morris 1976).

commercial forest base see “com-
mercial forest land.”

chlorophyll a complex of  mainly
green pigments in the chloroplasts,
character is t ic  of  p lants whose
light-energy-transforming proper-
ties permit photosynthesis (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

chloroplast the protoplasm body or
plastid in plant cells that contains
chlorophyll (Hanson 1962).

commercial forest land in the Blue
Mountains, a working definition is
forest land capable of producing
1.4 cubic meters of wood per hec-
tare (20 ft3/acre)  per year of mer-
chantable t imber, current ly or
prospectively accessible to timber
harvest and not withdrawn from
such use.

clearcut  an area f rom which a l l commercial harvest the cutting and
trees have been removed by cutting. marketing of trees for use.

clearcutting removal of the entire
standing crop of trees; in practice
much unsalable material may be
lef t  standing (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

commercial thinning any type of
thinning that produces merchant-
able material at least equal to the
value of the direct costs of harvest-
ing (Ford-Robertson 1971).

cliff a steep, vertical, or overhang-
ing rock face.

commercial timber production the
process of growing wood products
for sale or use.

climax the culminat ing stage in
plant succession for a given site
where the vegetation has reached
a highly stable condi t ion (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

climax forest (also see “climax”) a
community that represents the cul-
minating stage of a natural forest
succession for a particular si.te
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

community a group of one or more
populations of plants and animals
in a common spatial arrangement;
an ecological term used in a broad
sense to include groups of various
sizes and degrees of integration
(Hanson 1962) .

climax vegetation (also see “climax”)
plants occurring in the climax suc-
cessional stage.

community type a generalized cate-
gory comprising a number of simi-
lar units or stands of vegetation
and including animal life (Hanson
1962) .

closed canopy the condition that
exists when the canopy created by
trees or shrubs or both is dense
enough to exclude most of  the
direct  sunl ight  f rom the forest
floor.

computer code see “species code.”

configuration the shape or outline
of forest stands or plant communi-
ties; the degree of irregularity in
the edge between stands or com-
munities; varying from simple to
mosa i c .

clumping of snags the occurrence
of snags in patches or groups.

conifer the most important order of
the Gymnospermae, comprising a
wide range of trees, mostly ever-
greens that bear cones and have
needle-shaped or scalelike leaves;
timber commercially identified as
softwood (Ford-Robertson 1971).

coniferous forest (also see “conifer”)
a forest dominated by cone-bearing
trees.

connectors st r ips or  patches of
vegetat ion used by wi ldl i fe to
move between habitats.

constraint the state, quali ty, or
sense of  be ing rest r ic ted to  a
given course of action or inaction;
something that restricts, limits, or
regulates (Morris 1976).

contour line an imaginary line, or
its representation on a contour
map, joining points of equal eleva-
tion (Morris 1976).

contrast in wildlife management,
the degree of difference in vegeta-
tive structure along edges where
plant communities meet or where
successional stages or vegetative
conditions within plant communi-
ties meet.

control in wildlife management, the
process of managing populations
of a species to accomplish an ob-
jective; usually used in the sense
of depressing population numbers
of a pest species to prevent or de-
crease the impact of that species.

control line (also see “fireline”) an
inclusive term for constructed or
natural fire barriers; a fire edge
treated to control a fire (USDA For-
est Service 1956).

coordinated timber-wildlife manage-
ment the melding of timber and
wildlife management planning and
action into one plan so that goals
of both timber and wildlife are met.

coring a small piece of wood re-
moved from a tree by means of an
increment borer; the number of
growth rings in a tree can be deter-
mined from such corings.
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correlation coefficient an index
number indicating the degree of
influence of two or more variables
on each other; a coefficient of 1.0
or - 1.0 indicates perfect correla-
tion-i.e., the change in one vari-
able can be totally explained by a
change in the other.

ortex the primary tissue of a stem
or root that lies between the epi-
dermis or the phellem and the vas-
cular  system (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

over vegetat ion used by wildl i fe
for protection from predators, or to
ameliorate conditions of weather,
or in which to reproduce; also a
shortened vers ion of “crown
cover.”

over patch a discrete area covered
by vegetation that meets either the
def in i t ion of  h id ing or  thermal
cover.

over-forage area ratio the ratio, in
percent, of the amount of area in
forage condition to that area in
cover condit ion; the cr i ter ia by
which potential deer and elk use
of an area is judged.

*itical habitat component one o f
the three general habitat require-
ments of all wildlife-food, cover,
and water.

crop the vegetation growing on a
forest area, more particularly the
major woody growth forming the
forest crop-anything harvestable
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

crop basal area (also see “basal area”
and “stand basal area”) the total
basal area per unit area (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

crop tree any tree forming, or
selected to form, part of the final
crop; generally a tree selected in a
young stand for that purpose (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

crown the upper part of a tree or
other woody plant, carrying the
main branch system and foliage,
and surmounting at the crown base
a more or less clean stem (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

crown class any grouping into
which t rees forming a crop or
stand may be identified on the
basis of crown development and
crown position relative to crowns
of adjacent trees and the general
canopy; also trees falling into such
groupings (Ford-Robertson 1971).

crown closure see “canopy clo-
sure.”

crown cover the amount of canopy
provided by branches and foliage
of trees, shrubs, and herbs in a
plant community. May be specified
by species, kind of plant, or col-
lectively.

cubic volume a measure of wood in
which the expression is the cube
of a linear measure-usually feet
cubed (1 ft by 1 ft by 1 ft) or meters
cubed (1 m by 1 m by 1 m).

culls any item of production (e.g.,
trees, logs, lumber) relegated or
rejected because it did not meet
certa in speci f icat ions (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

culmination of mean annual incre-
ment the stand age at  which
mean annual  increment  cu lmi-
nates; mean annual increment is
total increment up to a given age
divided by that age (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

cut material removed during road
construction to reach the forma-
t ion level or the excavat ion so
formed (Ford-Robertson 1971); the
removal of timber from a stand.

cutting the act of cutting or felling
a standing tree (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

cutting series an area of  forest
identified as a sustained-yield unit
and forming all or part of a working
circle; the purpose is to distribute
felling and regeneration operations
to suit local administrative or mar-
ket conditions and to maintain or
create a suitable distribution of
age classes (Ford-Robertson 1971).

cutting unit an area on which the
trees have been, are being, or are
to be cut, commonly forming one
of an annual succession (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

cycling to occur in or pass through
a cycle; to move in, or as if in, a
circle (Morris 1976).

d.b.h. see “diameter breast high.”

dead and down woody material all
woody material ,  f rom whatever
source, that is dead and lying on
the forest floor.

debris the scat tered remains of
something broken or destroyed;
ruins; rubble; fragments (Morris
1976) .

decadent deteriorating; when used
in reference to stand condition
there are inferences of the loss of
trees from the overstory and of the
presence of disease, or indications
of loss of vigor in dominant trees
so that the mean annual incre-
ment is negative.

decay in wood, the decomposition
by fungi and other micro-organisms
resulting in softening, progressive
loss of strength and weight, and
changes in texture and color (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

decay model a model representing
the decline in wood density with
residence time.

deciduous pertaining to any plant
organ or group of organs that is
shed naturally; perennial plants
that are leafless for some time
during the year (Ford-Robertson
1971).

decked logs logs stacked in a man-
ner to facilitate handling for haul-
ing or milling.

decompose to separate into com-
ponent parts or elements; to decay
or putrefy (Morris 1976).
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decomposition class any of five
stages of decomposition of logs
left in the forest; stages range
from essentially sound to almost
total decomposition.

decomposition model (also see
“model”) a model of the rate of
decomposition of dead and down
material as related to a number of
variables, such as tree species,
microclimate, temperature, age,
etc.

deer fawning habitat (also see “fawn-
ing area”) areas used regularly
by female deer for fawning; opti-
mum fawning habitat includes low
shrubs or small trees under a tree
overstory of about 50-percent clo-
sure, usually located on slopes of
less than 15 percent where vegeta-
tion is succulent and plentiful in
June and potable water is available
within 183 meters (600 ft).

Delphi Technique the process of
combining expert opinions into a
consensus (Gordon and Helmer-
Hirschberg 1964); a method of
making predictions.

denning site a place of shelter for
an animal; also where an animal
gives birth and raises young.

dense canopy (also see “closed can-
opy”) a condition where the for-
est canopy is essentially closed
and the foliage is particularly thick
or luxuriant.

dependent variable the variable in a
relationship that is influenced by
the independent variable.

deteriorated stand see “decadent.”

deviation the di f ference between
any particular observation in a set
of observations and the arithmeti-
cal mean of the set (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

DI see “diversity index.”

diameter breast high (d.b.h.) the
standard diameter measurement
for standing trees, including bark,
taken at 1.37 meters (4.5 ft) above
the ground (Ford-Robertson 1971).
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diplopod any species of millipede;
an order or class of Arthropoda

duff (also see “litter”) the combina-
tion of litter and the less decom-

(Abercrombie et al. 1964). posed humus on the forest floor.

direct habitat improvement habitat
manipulations primarily for the
benefit of wildlife.

dusting the process of  ro l l ing or
exercising vigorously in dust or
duff; in birds, has the function of
alining  barbules and maintaining
feathers.directional felling the fe l l ing of

trees in a prescribed direction to
accomplish a management objec-
tive.

dispersion (also see “law of disper-
sion”) the pattern of distribution
of individuals in an animal popula-
tion; in the mathematical sense,
dispersion describes the probabili-
ty of occurrence of such individ-
uals in particular places.

diversity the relat ive degree of
abundance of  wi ld l i fe  species,
plant species, communities, habi-
tats, or habitat features per unit of
area.

diversity index a number that indi-
cates the relative degree of diver-
sity in habitat per unit area. It is
expressed mathematically:

Dl  =  TP  ;
2qxz-

where TP is the total perimeter of
an area plus any edge within the
area in meters or feet, A is the area
in square meters or square feet,
and n is 3.1416.

dominant plant species or species
groups which, by means of their
numbers, coverage, or size, influ-
ence or control the existence of
associated species. Also, individ-
ual animals which determine the
behavior of one or more other ani-
mals, resulting in the establish-
ment of a social hierarchy (Koth-
mann 1974) .

dominant tree see “dominant.”

drainage see “catchment.”

drum to make a reverberating sound
by beating the wings rapidly as
grouse do or by tapping on a suit-
able surface as woodpeckers do.

dynamic characterized by or tend-
ing to produce continuous change
or advance (Morris 1976).

ecological niche the role a particu-
lar organism plays in the environ-
ment  (Hanson 1962) .

ecological role the part or influence
of an organism in an ecoystem.

ecology the study of the interrela-
tionships of organisms with one
another and with the environment
(Hanson 1962) .

ecosystem an interacting natural
system including all the compo-
nent organisms together with the
abiotic  environment (Hanson 1962).

ecotone the area influenced by the
transition between plant communi-
t ies  or  between success ional
stages or vegetative conditions
within a plant community.

ectomycorrhiza fungi which form a
symbiot ic  re lat ionship wi th the
roots of plants where the fungus
mantles the host rootlet  surface
with mycelial tissue and grows be-
tween the cells of the rootlet  cor-
tex.

edaphic pertaining to the soil, par-
ticularly the influence of soil on or-
ganisms (American Geological In-
stitute 1962).

edge the place where plant com-
munities meet or where succes-
sional stages or vegetative condi-
t ions wi th in p lant  communi t ies
come together.



edge effect the increased richness
of flora and fauna resulting from
the mixing of  two communit ies
where they join.

elk calving habitat (also see “calving
area”) a habitat used by elk for
calving; usually located on spring-

fall range in areas of gentle slope;
contains forage areas and hiding
and thermal cover close to water.

endangered species a wildlife spe-
cies officially designated by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as
having i ts cont inued existence
threatened over its entire range be
cause its habitat is threatened
with destruction, drastic modifica-
tion, or severe curtailment, or be-
cause of overexploitation, disease,
predation, or other factors.

endemic nat ive or  conf ined to a
certain region; having a compara-
tively restricted distribution (Mor-
ris 1976).

environment the sum total of all the
external conditions that may influ-
ence organisms (Hanson 1962).

Environmental Analysis Report a
report on environmental effects of
proposed Federal actions which
require an Environmental Impact
Statement under section 102 of
the National Environmental Policy
Act (U.S. Laws, Statutes, etc.
Public Law 91-190, 1970); an “in-
house” document which becomes
the final document on projects
whose effects are so minor as not
to require a formal Environmental
Impact Statement; though not for-
mally required by the Act, this
document is commonly used to
determine if section 102 applies to
the contemplated action (Schwarz
et al. 1976).

environmental factor any influence
on the combined plant and animal
community.

Environmental Impact Statement
the final version of the statement
required under section 102 of the
National Environmental Policy Act

, (U.S. Laws, Statutes, etc. Public
Law 91-190,  1970)  fo r  major  Federa l
actions affecting the environment;
a revision of the draft statement
which includes public and govern-
mental agency comments; a formal
document meeting legal require-
ments and used as the basis for
judicial decisions concerning com-
pliance with the Act; also refers to
similar statements required by
State and local laws patterned
after the Act (Schwarz et al. 1976).

enzyme a catalyst, generally a spe-
cific protein joined to some simple
substance produced by cellular
action that is essential to biologi-
cal processes (Ford-Robertson
1971).

ephemeral streams streams that
contain running water only for
brief periods.

epidermis the outermost layer(s) of
cells of a plant; often with strongly
thickened and cuticularized outer
wal ls  (Ford-Rober tson  1971) .

escape cover (also see “hiding cover
for deer” and “hiding cover for
elk”) usually vegetation dense
enough to hide an animal; used by
animals to escape from potential
enemies .

even-aged management a system
of forest management in which
stands are produced or maintained
with relatively minor differences in
age (Ford-Rober tson 1971) .

exponential expressed in terms of
a designated power of E,  the base
of natural logarithms (Morris 1976).

extended rotation carrying a timber
stand beyond the time when eco-
nomic return is greatest or the
wood production objectives are
best met; a longer rotation than is
normal for the majority of stands
in the forest.

extended rotation age any rotation
age for a stand or stands that is
longer than the optimum age for
‘maximized wood production or op-
timum age for a particular desired
class or form of wood product.

external succession the changes in
the plant community over time that
surround a snag or dead and down
log.

Fagaceae a family of plants; spe-
cifically, the beech family.

fawning area (also see “deer fawning
habitat”) an area,  usual ly  on
spring-fall range, where does give
birth to fawns and maintain them
in their first few days or weeks.

featured species management (also
see “indicator species manage-
ment”) a wi ld l i fe  management
strategy to produce relatively high
numbers of selected wildlife spe-
cies in particular places for partic-
ular purposes.

fecal material material discharged
from the bowels (W. B. Saunders
Company 1968); more generally,
any discharge from the digestive
tract of an organism.

feeding substrate the surface on
which an animal finds its food.

felling see “cutting.”

fill material placed during road con-
struction to complete the forma-
tion up to its required level (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

final crop the portion of the grow-
ing stock (crop trees) kept to ma-
turity; i.e., in regular crops roughly
until the end of the rotation, form-
ing the final yield (Ford-Robertson
1971) . I .
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final cut generally, removal of the
last trees left in a stand; more par-
ticularly, removal of the last seed
bearers or shelter trees after re-
generation is considered to be
established under a shelterwood
system.

final harvest cut see “final cut” and
“harvest cutting.”

financial maturity the age of a tree,
crop, or stand, beyond which in-
crease in value is insufficient to
earn a specified rate of interest ob-
ta inable f rom other  sources;
synonymous with financial rota-
tion (Ford-Robertson 1971).

fine fuels grass, leaves, tree nee-
dles, fern, tree moss, and some
kinds of slash which ignite readily
and are consumed rapidly when
dry (USDA Forest Service 1956).

fire hazard any condition in the for-
est  stand that appreciably in-
creases the danger of fire.

fireline (also see “control line”) part
of a control line that is scraped or
dug to mineral soil; sometimes
called a fire trail (USDA Forest
Service 1956).

fire retardant a substance that by
chemical or physical action re-
duces flammability of combusti-
bles (USDA Forest Service 1956).

fire succession a particular plant
succession that occurs on a site
following burning of the previous
vegetation.

firing technique the manner in
which a prescribed burn is ignited.

flashy fuel combust ib le  mater ia l
that has a low kindling tempera-
ture and burns with high intensity
for a comparatively short time.

flora the plant population of a par-
ticular area; a list of plant species
(with descriptions) of a particular
area arranged in families and gen-
era, together with a key to aid
identification (Abercrombie et al.
1964) .
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forage vegetation used for food by
wildlife, particularly ungulate wild-
life and domestic livestock.

forage areas forest stands that do
not qualify as either hiding or ther-
mal cover and all natural and man-
made openings.

forage medium the environment in
which feeding by a wildlife species
occurs.

foraging substrate see “ feeding
substrate.”

forb any herbaceous plant species
other than those in the Gramineae,
Cyperaceae, and Juncaceae fami-
lies (Kothmann 1974); fleshy leaved
plants.

forced trailing trails that compel
animals, particularly big game and
domestic livestock, to take a par-
ticular route of travel.

forest generally, an ecosystem char-
acterized by tree cover; more partic-
ularly, a plant community predomi-
nantly of trees and other woody
vegetation, growing closely togeth-
er; an area managed for the produc-
tion of timber and other forest pro-
duce; or maintained in forest cover
for such indirect benefits as protec-
tion of catchment areas or recrea-
tion; an area of land proclaimed to
be a forest under a forest act or or-
dinance (Ford-Robertson 1971).

forest estate an area, whatever its
ownership, used for forestry pur-
poses  (Ford-Rober tson  1971) .

forest floor the surface layer of a
soil supporting forest vegetation
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

forest inventory (also see “inventory”)
a list or estimate of the species
and sizes of trees within an area.

forest management the application
of scientific, economic, and social
principles to the management of a
forest estate for specified objec-
tives; the branch of forestry con-
cerned with its overall administra-
tive, economic, legal, social, scien-
tific, and technical aspects-espe-
cially silviculture, protection, and
forest regulation (Ford-Robertson
1971).

forest manager a person who makes
decisions concerning management
of forest land.

forest-opening edge an edge and
associated ecotone that exists
where an opening and a stand of
trees join.

form class any of the intervals into
which a numerical expression of
the taper of a tree stem or log may
be classified-commonly a range
of form factors, form quotients, or
form point  heights;  the actual
t rees or  logs fa l l ing in to such
classes (Ford-Robertson 1971).

formation geologically, something
naturally formed, commonly differ-
ing conspicuously from adjacent
objects or material, or being note-
worthy for  some other reason
(American Geological Inst i tute
1962)-for  example, a cliff; in road
works, the surface of the ground
on which the road base is laid
after excavation, filling, and shap-
ing are completed (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

fragile soils soils that are especially
subject to damage by human activi-
ties, particularly roadbuilding and
impacts by machinery used in
standard logging operations.

free water water that is not bound
to any surface, particularly soil
particles, and is available for trans-
piration by plants.

fructification the product ion of
f ru i t ;  a seed- or  spore-bear ing
structure (Morris 1976).



Fuel any substance that will, when
burned, produce energy or heat in
useful amounts; more precisely,
anything susceptible to ignition

: and combustion (Ford-Robertson
1971); in forestry, usually used to
describe dead and down woody
material on the forest floor.

fuel break a lane through the forest
or range land from which most

1

combustible material, including
t rees and shrubs,  has been re-
moved or markedly reduced to pre-
vent spread of fire.

fuel class an identifiable associa-
tion of fuel elements of distinctive
species, form, size, arrangement,
or other characteristics that will

1 result in a predictable rate of fire
spread or difficulty of control un-
der specified weather conditions;
also called fuel type (USDA Forest
Service 1956).

fuel loading the amount of combus-
tible material present per unit of
area.

fuel management the manipulation
of fuels to accomplish objectives
of management, usually to reduce
the risk of damage from wildfire.

fuel management standard a condi-
tion of size, arrangement, and den-
sity of fuel created to meet man-
agement requirements in terms of
fire hazard and susceptibility of
potential fire to control.

fuel moisture content the quantity
of moisture in fuel expressed as a
percentage of the weight when
thoroughly dried at 100°C (212°F)
(USDA Forest Service 1956).

fuel type see “fuel class.”

full stocking that stocking level of
a forest stand that yields maxi-
mum biologically possible growth
rates; synonymous with optimum
stocking.

fungal  (also see “fungi”) caused by
or associated with fungi.

fungal  conk a fruct i f icat ion of  a
wood-destroying fungus which
projects beyond the substrate
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

fungal hyphae see “ fungi ”  and
” hyphae.”

fungi mushrooms, molds, yeast,
rusts, etc.; subdivision of Thallo-
phyta; simply organized plants,
unicellular or made of cellular fila-
ments called hyphae, lacking chlor-
ophyll; reproduce sexually and
asexually with the formation of
spores; many are microscopic,
though some fruiting bodies reach
a larger size; saprophytes or para-
sites of other plants and animals;
take part with other soil organisms
in decomposition of plant and ani-
mal residues; important as agents
of many plant and some animal
diseases (Abercrombie et al. 1964).

game species of vertebrate wildlife
hunted by man for sport.

gametophyte a phase of the plant
l i fe cycle, characterized by the
presence of haploid nuclei, during
which sex cel ls  are produced
(Abercrombie et al. 1964).

gene pool narrowly, the genie  mate-
rial of a localized interbreeding
population; broadly, the genie  re-
sources or materials of a species
throughout its entire range (Han-
son 1962) .

genus one or a group of  re lated
species used in the classification
of organisms (Hanson 1962); the
first word in a binomial or scienti-
fic name.

geomorphic of or like the earth or
the configuration or shape of the
earth’s surface (Morris 1976).

function the natural or proper ac-
tion for which an organism or habi-
tat or behavioral action is fitted or
employed.

girdling making more or less con-
tinuous incisions around a living
stem which cut through at least
the bark and cambium; a method
of killing woody vegetation (Forcf-
Robertson 1971).

gleaning a process of feeding, par-
ticularly by birds, in which food
items are gathered from the sur-
face of the foraging substrate-
usually plant parts.

gradient the rise or fall of a ground
surface expressed in degrees of
slope (Ford-Robertson 1971).

grass any plant spectes  that  is  a
member of the family Gramineae
(Kothmann 1974).

grassforb stage (also see “succes
sional stage”) one of six succes-
sional stages in the coniferous for-
ests of the Blue Mountains; a suc-
cess iona l  s tage dominated by
grasses and forbs.

greater than l,OOO-hour  fuel timelag
class (>i,OOO-hour)  all dead fuels
larger than 20.3 centimeters (8 in)
in diameter or more than 30.5 centi-
meters (12 in) betow  surface of the
forest floor (no fuel classes are de-
fined beyond the l,OOO-hour  fuel
timelag  c lass)  (Deeming e t  a l .
1978) .

group selection (also see “selection
system”) a modif icat ion of  the
selection system in which trees
are removed in small groups rather
than individually (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

growing layer (also see “increment”)
a layer of wood or bark apparently
produced dur ing one growing
period (Ford-Robertson 1971); in
cross section the rings may be
readily discerned.

growing stock all the trees growing
in a forest or a specified part of it;
generally expressed in numbers or
volume (Ford-Robertson 1971).

growth increment (also see “volume
increment”) a measurab le  in -
crease in growth of a stand; usual-
ly expressed as an increase in
wood volume.
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growth ring see “growing layer.”

Gymnospermae a group of woody
plants having naked seed; i.e.,
seeds not enclosed in an ovary
(Mason 1975) .

habitat the sum total  of  environ-
mental conditions of a specific
place occupied by a wildlife spe-
cies or a population of such spe-
c i e s .

habitat block an area of land cov-
ered by a relatively homogeneous
plant community in essentially a
single successional stage or con-
dition.

habitat component a simple part, or
a relatively complex entity regarded
as a part, of an area or type of en-
vironment in which an organism or
b io logica l  populat ion normal ly
lives or occurs.

habitat niche the peculiar arrange-
ment of food, cover, and water that
meets the requirements of a par-
ticular species (Hanson 1962).

habitat richness the relative degree
of ability of a habitat to produce
numbers of species of either plants
or animals; the more species pro-
duced the richer the habitat.

habitat type (also see “site type” and
“plant community type”) the ag-
gregate of all areas that support,
or can support, the same primary
vegetative climax; a classification
of environmental settings charac-
terized by a single plant associa-
tion; the expression through the
plants present of the sum of the
environmental factors that influ-
ence the nature of the climax (Dau-
benmire 1976).

hand-piling (also see “machine-
piling”) the p i l ing of  s lash by
hand labor; causes less impact on
the site and is more selective than
machine piling but usually costs
more.

hang up the act of bats attaching
themselves to the ceiling of a cave
or other structure and resting in an
upside down position.
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hard snag a snag composed pri-
marily of sound wood, particularly
sound sapwood; general ly mer-
chantable.

hardwood the wood of broad-leaved
trees, and the trees themselves,
belonging to the botanical group
Angiospermae; distinguished from
softwoods by the presence of ves-
se ls  (Ford-Rober tson  1971) .

harvest cutting the felling of the
final crop of trees; either a single
cutting or a series of regeneration
cuttings; also a general term for
the removal of financially or physi-
cally mature trees as contrasted to
cut t ings that  remove immature
trees (Ford-Robertson 1971).

harvesting in forestry, a loose term
for the removal of wood from the
forest for utilization; comprised of
cutting and, sometimes, initial pro-
cessing and extraction of trees
from the forest (Ford-Robertson
1971); in wildlife management, the
removal, usually by sport hunting
or trapping, of all or part of the
surplus of a wildlife species.

harvesting techniques a means of
removing all or part of a stand for
commercial purposes.

hawking the feeding behavior of
birds wherein they catch insects in
flight.

hazard reduction a management
action designed to reduce risk
from a recognized combination of
factors that may lead to injury or
economic loss.

heart rot any rot in a tree confined
to the heartwood, associated with
fung i  such as Fomes and Poly-
porus  species; generally originat-
ing in a living tree (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

heartwood the inner layers of wood
which, in a growing tree, have
ceased to contain living cells and
in which the reserve materials
(e.g., starch) have been removed or
converted into more durable sub-
stances (Ford-Robertson 1971).

heavy fuels see “larger diameter
fuels.”

herbicide a chemica l  substance
used for killing plants (Hanson
1962) .

herd behavior the col lect ive be-
havior exhibited by social groups
of ungulates.

hibernacula habitat niches where
certain animals overwinter (Han-
son 1962) .

hiding cover see “hiding cover for
deer” and “hiding cover for elk.”

hiding cover for deer (also see “cov-
er”) vegetation capable of hiding
90 percent of a standing adult deer
from the view of a human at a dis-
tance equal to or less than 61
meters (200 ft); generally, any veg-
etation used by deer for security
or to escape from danger.

hiding cover for elk (also see “cover”)
vegetation capable of hiding 90
percent of a standing adult elk
from the view of a human at a dis-
tance equal to or less than 61
meters (200 ft); generally, any veg-
etation used by elk for security or
escape from danger.

high density fuel a large or heavy
accumulation of fuel per unit of
area.

holding crew personnel active in
fire management whose job it is to
contain a fire within prescribed
boundaries.

hole nesters wildlife species that
nest in cavities.

holistic emphasiz ing the impor-
tance of the whole and the inter-
dependence of its parts (Morris
1976) .

home range the area which an ani-
mal traverses in the scope of nor-
mal activities; not to be confused
with territory.



homoiotherm an animal which is incidental association the acciden-
able to maintain the temperature tal, unpredictable, or noncompel-
of the body at an approximately ling  association of a wildlife spe-
constant level independent of the cies with a habitat as opposed to
surrounding medium; “warm- an association that is strong, pre-
blooded” (Hanson 1962). dictable, and mandatory.

homoiothermic animals see “homo-
iotherm.”

horizontal diversity the diversity in
an area that results from the num-
ber of plant communities or suc-
cessional stages or both; the great-
er their number the greater the
horizontal diversity; also, the great-
er the amount of edge the higher
the degree of horizontal diversity.

increment (also see “growing layer”)
the increase in girth, diameter,
basal area, height, volume, quality,
or value of individual trees or crops
over a specified time, usually an-
nually (Ford-Robertson 7971).

humidity see “relative humidity.”

humus a general term for the more
or less decomposed plant and
animal residues in the soil, litter
therefore being excluded (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

increment borer (also see “increment
core”) an augerlike instrument
with a hollow bit and an extractor,
used to extract radial cylinders of
wood or corings  from trees with
annual growth rings; the growth
rings are used to determine incre-
ment and age (Ford-Robertson
1971).

humus layer the surface soil layer
composed of or dominated by or-
ganic material, whether or not in-
corporated with mineral soil (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

increment core (also see “increment
borer”) the wood section removed
by an increment borer; this section
is examined for annual growth
rings to determine increment and
age (Ford-Rober tson 1971) .

hyphae filament of a fungus thallus
that is composed of one or more
cyl indr ical  cel ls ;  increases by
growth at its tip; gives rise to new
hyphae by lateral branching (Aber-
crombie et al. 1964).

independent variable the variable in
a relationship that is judged for its
effect on the dependent variable.

indicator species management (also
see “featured species manage-
ment”) a wi ld l i fe  management
scheme in which the welfare of a
selected species is presumed to
indicate the welfare of other spe-
c i e s .

igneous rocks evolving from molten
material and of two types: (1) those
cooled from molten masses be-
neath the earth’s surface (intrusive
rocks) and (2) those cooled from
molten masses flowing or forcibly
extruded upon the earth’s surface
(extrusive rocks) (Baldwin 1964).

imperfect fungi a fungi group that
lacks a sexual reproduction stage;
mostly asexual Ascomycetes in
which the sexual stage has been
lost during evolution or has not yet
been identified (Abercrombie et al.
1964) .

indicator species system in wildlife,
analogous to “featured species
management”; in plant ecology,
plant species used to indicate spe-
cial environmental factors or plant
community types (Daubenmire
1976).

indirect habitat improvement habi-
tat manipulation done for purposes
other than wildlife habitat improve-
ment but exploited to accomplish
wildlife management objectives.

induced diversity index a number
that indicates the relative degree
of induced diversity in habitat per
uqit  area produced by edges
formed by the junction of succes-
sional stages or vegetative condi-
tions within plant communities;
expressed mathematically:

T E
Induced DI  =  -.--A.-  ;

2vxz

where TE, is the total length of
edges between successional
stages or conditions within plant
communities, in meters or feet; A
is the area expressed in square
meters or square feet and TI .is
3.1416.

induced edge an edge that results
from the meeting of two succes-
sional stages or vegetative condi-
tions within a plant community;
can be controlled by management
action.

inherent edge (also see “edge”) an
edge that results from the meeting
of two plant community types.

inherent diversity index a number
that indicates the relative degree
of inherent diversity in habitat per
unit area produced by plant com-
munity to plant community edges;
expressed mathematically:

Inherent DI  = TEc  ;
2qiix

where TE, is the total edge between
plant communities within or on the
perimeter of the area; A is the area
and n is 3.1416.

in-house inside or internal to an or-
ganization, agency, or bureau.

inoculation introduction of an or-
ganism into a new environment.

inorganic involving neither organic
life nor the products of organic life;
not composed of organic matter;
mineral (Morris 1976).
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insectivorous an animal that eats
insects (Hanson 1962); in common
usage, includes animals that eat
insects  and,  somet imes,  o ther
selected invertebrates.

integrator an attribute that ex-
presses the combined influence of
a number of interacting variables.

integrity the state of being unim-
paired; soundness; completeness;
unity (Morris 1976).

intensive forestry the practice of
forestry to obtain a high level of
volume and quality of wood pro-
ducts per uni t  of  area;  accom-
plished through the application of
the best techniques of silviculture
and management (F.ord-Robertson
1971) .

intensive timber management see
“intensive forestry.”

interface a surface forming a com-
mon boundary between two re-
gions (Morris 1976) or between two
things.

intermittent stream a stream that
ordinarily goes dry at one or more
times during the year but sustains
flows for some period.

internal succession the process of
change stimulated primarily by de-
cay and deterioration in a snag or
dead and down log.

interspersion (also see “law of inter-
spersion”) the intermixing of
plant species and plant communi-
ties that provide habitat for animals
in a defined area.

intersuccessional link (also see “rel-
ic”) something that persists from
one successional stage to one or
more later successional stages.

inventory (also see “forest inventory”)
a detailed list of things in posses-
sion; especially, a periodic survey
of goods and materials in stock;
the process of survey; the items
and the quantity of goods and ma-
terials listed (Morris 1976).

invertebrate an animal lacking a
spinal column (Hanson 1962).
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juxtapose to situate side by side;
to place together (Morris 1976).

juxtaposition (also see “juxtapose”)
the act  of  arranging stands in
space.

kerf the slot cut by a saw moving
through wood (Ford-Robertson
1971).

key-species management in wild-
life, analogous to “featured spe-
cies management;” in range man-
agement, the most palatable and
common plant species used by
livestock; the plants on whose
status livestock management deci-
sions are based (Kothmann 1974).

land base the amount of land with
which the land manager has to
work.

landscape the aspect of the land
that is characteristic of a particular
region (Morris 1976).

landscape foreground areas man-
aged particularly for their impact
on the visual attributes of an area
as viewed from a specified point.

land-type particular combinations
of land features and plant com-
munity types used by USDA For-
est Service land-use planners in
the Blue Mountains to predict re-
sponses to timber management
practices.

land-use planning the process of
categorizing land units for various
kinds and intensities of use and
management; theoretically based
on public demands, land use capa-
bility, cost/benefit analyses, public
welfare, sociological considera-
tions, and specifications or con-
straints of applicable law.

large diameter fuels fuels of large
diameter-such as snags, logs,
and large limbwood-which ignite
and are consumed more slowly
than small diameter fuels.

law of dispersion (also see “disper-
sion”) an ecological theory; the
potential density of wildlife spe-
cies with small home ranges that
require two or more types of habi-
tat is roughly proportional to the
sum of the peripheries of those
types (Kelker 1964).

law of interspersion (also see “inter-
spersion”) the number of resident
wildlife species that require two or
more types of habitat depends on
the degree of interspersion of nu-
merous blocks of such types (Leo-
pold 1933, Dice 1931).

lek a s i te  where b i rds (pr imar i ly
grouse) traditionally gather for sex-
ual display and courtship.

letter code see “species code.”

life form a group of wildlife species
whose requirements for habitat are
satisfied by similar successional
stages within given plant communi-
ties.

lighting pattern the arrangement of
ignition points and the timing of
the ignition of those points in a
prescribed burn.

limiting factor the environmental
influence through which the tolera-
tion limit of an organism is first
reached, which acts, therefore, as
the immediate restriction in one or
more of its functions or activities
or in its geographic distribution
(Hanson 1962) .

litter the uppermost layer of organic
debris on a forest floor; essentially
the freshly fallen or slightly decom-
posed vegetable material, mainly
foliate or leaf litter, but also bark
fragments,  f lowers,  and frui ts
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

litter fall see “litter.”

live burning progressive burning of
green slash as it is cut (USDA For-
est Service 1956).

livestock domestic animals, usually
ungulates, raised for use, profit, or
pleasure (Ford-Robertson 1971).



locally distributed the occurrence
of wildlife species in discrete lo-
calized areas as opposed to a gen-
eral  d ist r ibut ion throughout an
area of seemingly similar habitat.

log (also see “dead and down woody
material”) any section of the bole
or thicker branches of a felled tree
after trimming and cross-cutting
(Ford-Robertson 1971); also, any
section of the bole or of the thicker
branches of a dead and down tree.

log accumulation the total of logs
on the forest floor at any given
time.

log class the identification of logs
by groups based on their state of
decomposition,

log decomposition class see “log
class.”

log value the economic or market
value of a dead and down log on
the forest floor.

logging debris (also see “debris”)
woody material left on the forest
floor as a result of logging.

long-range planning planning for a
future more than 5 years distant
(Schwarz et al. 1976).

lookout site a structure used by
wildlife for a better vantage point.

lopping after felling, the chopping
of small trees and branches and
tops of large trees so that the re-
sultant slash will lie close to the
ground and decay more rapidly
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

lopping and scattering lopping the
slash created by logging and
spreading it more or less evenly
over the ground without burning
(Ford-Robertson 1971); a method of
slash disposal.

machine-piling (also see “hand-
piling”) the p i l ing of  s lash .by
machine; creates more soil impacts
than hand-piling but is cheaper.

main crop in regular crops or stands,
the portion of the growing stock
retained after an intermediate cut-
ting (Ford-Robertson 1971).

main road a forest  road, 1 Vi or
more lanes wide, in good condi-
tion; main route of travel, having
constant maintenance (Perry and
Overly 1977).

managed forest a forest that has
been brought under management
to accomplish specified objectives.

managed stand a stand subject to
silvicultural manipulation planned
to give a desired result-usually
increased wood production.

managed yield table a table that
shows the growth pattern for one
or more tree species in a managed,
even-aged stand; derived from
measurements at regular intervals
covering the stand’s useful life;
inc ludes mean d.b.h.  and t ree
height ,  number of  s tems,  and
standing wood volume per unit
area; may include volume of thin-
nings or main crop or total volume
(Ford-Rober tson 1971) .

management constraint see “con-
straint.”

management for species richness a
wildlife management strategy to
produce a relatively high number of
species per unit area.

mast the fruit of trees suitable as
food for l ivestock and wi ldl i fe
(Ford-Rober tson 1971) .

mature stage (also see “successional
stage” and “maturity”) one of six
recognized successional stages in
the coniferous forests of the Blue
Mountains in which the stand is
primarily composed of ordominated
by mature trees in vigorous condi-
tion.

mature tree see “maturity.”

maturity in physiology, the stage at
which a tree or other plant has at-
tained full development and is in
full seed production; in forest man-
agement, the stage at which a tree
or stand best fulfills the purpose
for which it was managed (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

maximum population level the
greatest number of a wildlife spe-
cies that can occur i f  the con-
straints of food, cover, and water
are removed; the greatest number
that can exist  wi thout losses
caused by social strife.

mean average; the total of a series
of measurements divided by the
number of measurements.

mean annual increment (also see “in-
crement” and “culmination of
mean annual increment”) the
total increment up to a certain age
divided by that age (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

Mendelian population a group of in-
dividuals that share in a common
gene pool through reproduction; a
spec ies  (Hanson 1962) .

merchantable snag a snag contain-
ing enough sound wood that its
value at the mill exceeds the cost
of cutting and transporting it to
that location.

merchantable trees trees that can
be marketed.

meristem a plant tissue that divides
to form new cells; located in such
places as root tips, stem tips, and
buds (Hanson 1962) .

metabolic rate (also see “basal me-,
tabolism”) the rate of expenditure
of energy compared to basal me-
tabolism.

metamorphic a rock formed from
any existing rock which has been
altered by additionalheat and pres-
sure (Baldwin 1964); for example,
slate.

microarthropod (also see “arthropod”
and “microscopic”) an arthropod
that is microscopic.
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microbe microscop ic  organ ism
(Hanson 1962) .

microbial community (also see “mi-
crobe” and “community”) a com-
munity of microbes of one or more
spec ies .

mixed conifer community a forest
community of the Blue Mountains
dominated by two or more conifer-
ous  spec ies-ponderosa p ine ,
Douglas-fir, white fir, lodgepole
pine, and larch.

microclimate the c l imat ic condi-
tions within a small or local habitat
that is well defined (Hanson 1962).

mixed-species stand a stand com-
posed of two or more species.

microenvironment (also see “environ-
ment”) a small environment.

micro-organism see “microbe.”

microscopic too small to be seen
by the unaided eye; large enough
to be seen with the aid of a micro-
scope; exceedingly small; minute
(Morris 1976).

MM standard the type and amount
of fuel that would allow a medium
rate of fire spread and be of medi-
um resistance to control based on
tree cover and type, understory
type and density, and the amount
of fuel on the ground (USDA Forest
Service 1956).

model a formalized expression of a
theory or of the causal situation
that generated observed data (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

migration corridor (also see “travel
corridor”) a belt, band, or stringer
of vegetation that provides a com-
pletely or partially suitable habitat
and which animals follow during
migrations.

moisture regime the amount  of
moisture available at specific times
in a particular area.

migration route a travel route used
routinely by wildlife in their sea-
sonal movement from one habitat
to another.

mopup the act of making a fire safe
after it has been controlled; extin-
guish ing or  removing burn ing
material along or near the control
line, felling snags, or trenching
logs to prevent rolling(USDA  For-
est Service 1956).

mineral cycling (also see “cycling”
and “ecosystem”) the cycling of
minerals throughout an ecosystem.

mineral soil soil composed mainly
of inorganic materials and with a
relatively low amount of organic
material (Hanson 1962).

mortality in wildlife management,
the loss in a population from any
cause, including hunter kill, poach-
ing, predation, accident, and dis-
ease (Ford-Robertson 1971); in for-
estry, the trees in a stand that die
of natural causes.

minimally stocked (also see “stock- mosaic the intermingling of plant
ing”) the  smal les t  number  o f communities and their succes-
trees in an area that will allow ac- sional stages in such a manner as
complishment of the timber man- to give the impression of an inter-
agement goal. woven design.

minimum size snag the smallest
d.b.h. snag that can be excavated
by a particular species of primary
excavator for a nest or roost cavity.

mosaic edge an edge between
stands or  communi t ies that  is
highly irregular, leading to a rela-
tively large amount of edge per
unit area.

mixed age stand a stand composed
of trees of two or more ages. mulch any loose covering on the

surface of the soil, such as litter
or deliberately applied organic
material; residues or artificial cover
may be used in this manner(Ford-
Rober tson 1971)

multiple use a concept of  land
management in which a number of
products are deliberately produced
from the same land base; in Na-
tional Forests, the simultaneous
provision of water, wood, recrea-
tion, wildlife, and recreation is re-
quired by the Multiple-Use Sus-
tained Yield Act (U. S. Laws, Stat-
utes, etc. Public Law 86-517,  1960).

multiple use constraint a restric-
tion placed on the forest manager
because of requirements of the
Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act
(U. S. Laws, Statutes, etc. Public
Law 86-517,  1960) .

multiple use planning (also see “mul-
tiple use”) the planning of man-
agement activities for a defined
area to simultaneously accomplish
goals for several distinct purposes,
such as production of wood, water,
wildlife, recreation, and grazing
(U. S. Laws, Statutes, etc. Public
Law 86-517,  1960) .

Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act
(U. S. Laws, Statutes, etc. Public
Law 86-517, 1960) authorizes and
directs that the National Forests
be managed for outdoor recreation,
range, timber, watershed, and wild-
life and fish purposes, and to pro-
duce a sustained yield of products
and services, and for other pur-
poses (Schwarz et al. 1976).

multistoried stands see “multi-
tiered stands.”

multitiered stands stands with two
or more distinct tree layers in the
canopy; synonymous with multi-
storied stands.

mycelial tissue see “mycelium.”

mycelium the vegetative part of a
fungus, composed of hyphae, as
distinct from fructification (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

mycorrhiza the symbiotic relation-
ship of a fungus with the roots of
Certain plants (Hanson 1962).
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National Environmental Policy Act
(U.S. Laws, Statutes, etc. Public
Law 91-190,  1970) declares a na-
tional policy encouraging produc-
tive and enjoyable harmony be-
tween man and environment, to
promote prevention or elimination
of damage to the environment and
biosphere and st imulate heal th
and welfare of people, to enrich
understanding of ecological sys-
tems and natural resources of the
United States and to establish a
Council of Environmental Quality
(Schwarz et al. 1976).

N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  i n  t h e  U n i t e d
States, a Federal reservation, of
forest, range, or other wild land
administered by the Forest Service
of the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture under a program of multiple
use and susta ined y ie ld  (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

natural regulation (also see “regu-
late”) the regulation of a stand
through naturally occurring biologi-
cal processes as opposed to regu-
lation through silvicultural prac-
tices.

nematode an an imal  in  the c lass
Nematoda and the phylum Nema-
thelminthes (Hanson 1962); like a
thread; roundworms (W. B. Saun-
ders Company 1968).

nest box see “bird box.”

nesting population level the num-
ber of individuals or pairs of a spe-
cies in an area during the breeding
season.

new soil profile the soil profile that
exists after a management action
or a rapidly occurring natural pro-
c e s s .

niche see “habitat niche.”

nitrogen fixation the conversion of
elemental nitrogen (NJ from the
atmosphere to organic combina-
tions or to forms readily utilizable
in  b io log ica l  processes (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

node a point  on the stem from
which a leaf arises (Mason 1975).

nongame wildlife (also see “game”
and “wildlife”) all wild terrestrial
vertebrates not subject to sport
hunting.

normal distribution a continuous
frequency distribution symmetrical
about the random variable having
the greatest frequency and con-
forming to a particular mathemati-
cal formula; this distribution ap-
pears to be a good approximation
of many naturally occurring distri-
butions; the basis of many methods
of statistical analysis (Ford-Robert-
son 1971) .

nurse log a dead and down log that
fosters tree seedlings by protect-
ing them from such environmental
factors as wind, insolation! or frost,
or by providing appropriate  so i l
and microclimate.

nursery colonies a congregating of
bats for the purpose of giving birth
and nurturing their young.

nutrient cycling the circulation of
elements, such as nitrogen and
carbon, via specific pathways from
abiotic  to biotic portions of the en-
vironment and back again;  a l l
mineral and nutrient cycles involv-
ing man, animals, and plants-
such as the carbon cycle, phos-
phorous cycle, and nitrogen cycle
(Schwarz et al. 7976).

nutrient immobilization the tying
up of nutrients in some form so
that they are temporarily restrained
from cycling in the ecosystem.

obligate a plant or animal that oc-
curs in a narrowly defined habitat.

old-growth stand a stand that is
past  fu l l  matur i ty  and showing
decadence; the last stage in forest
succession; the USDA Forest Serv-
ice’s working def in i t ion for  old-
growth stands in the Blue Moun-
tains is 37 live trees or more per
hectare (15lacre)  over 53-centimeter
(21-in)  d.b.h., 1.2 or more snags per
hectare (0.5 snag/acre) over 53-
cent imeter (21-in)  d.b.h., two or
more canopy levels, heart rot and
other signs of stand decadence
present and obvious, overstory
canopy closure of IO-40  percent,
usuallywithadefiniteshrub-sapling
layer with a canopy closure of over
40 percent, with understory and
overstory canopy combined ex-
ceeding 70 percent, and logs obvi-
ous on the ground.

l-hour fuel timelag class dead her-
baceous and woody fuels less than
0.6 centimeter (0.25 in) in diameter
and the uppermost 0.6 centimeter
(0.25 in) of needles and leaves on
the forest floor (Deeming et al.
1978,  Furman 1975) .

loo-hour  fuel timelag class dead
fuels  from 2.5 to 7.6 centimeters (1
to 3 in) in diameter and litter from
2.5 to 10.2 centimeters (1 to 4 in)
below surface of the forest floor
(Deeming et al. 1978, Furman 1975).

l,OOO-hour  fuel timelag class dead
fuels  from 7.6 to 20.3 centimeters
(3 to 8 in) in diameter and litter 10.2
t0 30.5 centimeters (4 to 12 in) be-
low surface of forest floor (Deem-
ing et al. 1978).

on-grade strictly, timber free from
defect; more generally, timber free
from any defect not acceptable in
the grade or for the particular use
intended (Ford-Robertson 1971).
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open canopy a canopy condit ion
which a l lows large amounts  o f
direct sunlight to reach the ground.

opening a break in the forest can-
opy; the existence of an area of es-
sentially bare soil, grasses, forbs,
or shrubs in an area dominated by
trees.

openstocked stand a stand of trees
in which the trees are located rela-
tively far apart.

opportunity curve a curve on a
graph that displays the expected
yield of a product under the possi-
ble combinations of two or more
factors bearing on the production
of that product.

optimum habitat amounts and ar-
rangement of  cover and forage
areas that result in the greatest
possible proper use of the greatest
possible area by deer and elk.

optimum stocking see “full stock-
ing.”

organ a distinct part of a plant or
animal that has one or more par-
ticular functions (Hanson 1962).

organic matter in soil materials de-
rived from plants or animals, much
of it in an advanced state of de-
composition (Hanson 1962).

organism any l iv ing individual of
any plant or animal species (Mor-
r is  1976) .

overgrazing a continued overuse,
usually by ungulates, that creates
a deter iorated range condi t ion
(Kothmann 1974).

overmature (also see “old-growth
stand”) the condition that exists
after an even-aged stand reaches
maturi ty and decl ine in vigor,
h e a l t h  a n d  soundness(Ford-
Robertson 1971).

overstocked (also see “stocking”) a
situation in which so many trees
exist in a stand that it is impossi-
ble to achieve maximum wood pro-
duction.
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overstory the portion of the trees
that form the uppermost canopy
layer in a forest of more than one
story (Ford-Robertson 1971).

overstory removal the removal ,
usually for silvicultural purposes,
of overstory trees from a stand.

overuse use by ungulates of an ex-
cessive amount of  the current
year’s growth of forage plants
which, if continued, will result in
overgrazing and range deteriora-
tion (Kothmann 1974).

parameter any variable or arbitrary
constant appearing in a mathema-
t ical  expression,  the values of
which restrict or determine the
specific form of the expression
(Morris 1976).

phellem a tissue produced exter-
nally; i.e., on the bark side, by the
phellogen in a stem or root(Ford-
Robertson 1971).

photosynthesis the buildup of or-
ganic compounds, particularly car-
bohydrates, in green cells (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

partial cuts any timber harvest that
leaves live trees standing for some
management purpose.

phylogenetic order species listed
in sequence as to evolut ionary
development.

pathogen any agent that causes dis-
ease, especially micro-organisms,
such as bacteria or fungi (Morris
1976) .

phylogenetic sequence see “phylo-
genetic order.”

p a t h o l o g i c a l  p e r t a i n i n g  t o  o r
caused by disease (Morris 1976).

piling and burning the stacking of
slash from logging and the subse-
quent burning of  the indiv idual
stacks (USDA Forest Service 1956).

pathology the anatomic or func-
tional manifestations of disease
(Morris 1976).

Pinaceae a family of plants; speci-
fically, the pine family.

perennial stream a stream that or- planning area the area encom-
dinarily has running water on a passed by a particular forest man-
year-round basis. agement plan.

perfect simplicity (also see “diversity
index”) an area in which no edges
occur either on or within the perim-
eter; i.e., where the diversity index
is equal to zero.

permanent stream see “perennial
stream.”

plant community a vegetative com-
plex unique in its combination of
plants; occurs in particular loca-
tions under particular influences; a
reflection or integration of the en-
vironmental influences on the site
-such as soils, temperature, ele-
vation, solar radiation, slope, as-
pect, and rainfall; denotes a gen-
eral  k ind of c l imax vegetat ion,
such as ponderosa pine or bunch-
grass, from which several plant
community types may be derived
on the basis of  character is t ic
lesser vegetation.

pest an organism causing or capa-
ble of causing damage to the for-
est (Ford-Robertson 1971).

pesticide a substance that destroys
pests; e.g., a fungicide or an in-
secticide (Hanson 1962).

pH  a notat ion designat ing acid i ty
and alkalinity, and standing for the
negative logarithm to base 10 of the
H-ion concentration in a solution;
a pH  of 7 indicates neutral i ty;
higher values indicate alkalinity
and lower values indicate acidity
(Ford-Robertson 1971).



plant community structure see
“vegetative structure.”

plant community type (also see “habi-
tat type” and “plant community”)
a classification unit for vegetation
us ing p lant  assoc ia t ions which
characterize a type of plant com-
munity in a manner part icular ly
useful to forest managers; classi-
fication is based on (1) floristic
similarity in climax or other stable
state, (2) similarity in biomass pro-
duction, and (3) differences from
other plant community types in
terms of management actions ac-
ceptable or required; must be iden-
tifiable in any state of disturbance.

pole a young tree, from the time its
lower branches begin to die until
the time the rate of crown growth
begins to slow and crown expan-
sion is noticeable (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

pole-sapling stage (also see “succes-
sional stage,” “pole,” and “sap-
ling”) one of six recognized suc-
cessional stages in the coniferous
forests of the Blue Mountains in
which the dominant vegetation is
trees that qualify as poles or sap-
lings or both.

population in statistics, the aggre-
gate of all units forming the sub-
ject of study; otherwise, a commu-
nity of individuals that share a com-
mon gene pool (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

population dynamics the totality of
changes in number, sex, and age
that take place during the life of a
population (Hanson 1962).

potential maximum population see
“maximum population level.“

precommercial thinning (also see
“thinning”) any type of thinning
that takes place in a stand before
the size or condition of the material
cut or killed makes it of sufficient
value to meet the costs of  the
activity (Ford-Robertson 1971).

predator any animal that kills and
feeds on other  an imals  (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

prescribed burning skillful applica-
tion of fire to natural fuels under
conditions of weather, fuel mois-
ture, soil moisture, etc., that allows
confinement of the fire to a prede-
termined area and produces the in-
tensity of heat and rate of spread
to accomplish planned benefits to
one or more objectives of silvicul-
ture, wildlife management, grazing,
or hazard reduction (USDA Forest
Service 1956).

prescribed fire fire used as a man-
agement tool under specified con-
ditions for burning a defined area
(Kothmann 1974).

prescription in silvicultural terms,
the formal written plan of action to
carry out a silvicultural treatment
of a forest stand to achieve speci-
fic objectives.

primary association the relationship
between a wildlife species and a
habitat condition that reflects a
dependence on such habitat; a re-
lationship that is strong and pre-
d i c t a b l e .

primary cavity nesters wildlife spe-
cies that excavate cavit ies in
snags .

primary climax the climax vegeta-
tive stage toward and to which the
vegetation evolves without inter-
ference of fire or other catastrophic
event (Daubenmire 1968).

primary conversion the first stage
in converting trees to products;
the cutting and removal of trees
from the forest.

primary excavator a species that
digs or chips out cavities in wood
to provide itself or its mate with a
site for nesting or roosting.

primitive road a one-lane unim-
proved forest road in fair to poor
condition that is seldom or never
maintained (Perry and Overly 1977).

probability the frequency, expressed
as a proportion or percent of the
total occurrences, which will, over
a long series of trials, produce a
specified value for the variable in
question (F,ord-Robertson  1971).

program a p lanned sequence of
logical instructions and routines
performed by a computer to solve
a problem (Ford-Robertson 1971);
any organized list of procedures or
schedule (Morris 1976).

programed (also see “program”) to
include or schedule in a program
(Morris 7976).

proper use a degree and time of use
by ungulates of the current year’s
forage production which, if con-
tinued, will either maintain or im-
prove the range condition (Koth-
mann 1974) .

prosenchyma cells elongated cells
with tapering ends (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

public forest any forest in public
ownership; in the Blue Mountains
such forests are primarily in Na-
t ional  Forests managed by the
USDA Forest Service.

public involvement the inclusion of
the general public in the process
of planning the goals and activi-
ties to occur on public forest land
over a specified time period.

public land (also see “public forest”)
any land, including public forest
land, held in Government owner-
ship in trust for the citizens of the
State or Nation; in the Blue Moun-
tains, lands under the control of
the USDA Forest Service and the
U.S. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Land Management.

quantify (also see “quantity”) to
determine or express the number
of some item (Morris 1976).

quantity a number  or  amount  o f
anything, either specific or indefi-
nite (Morris 1976).
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radiation the emission and trans-
mission of energy from any source
(Hanson 1962) .

radiation loss the heat loss from an
animal by radiation to the surround-
ing environment.

radio-collar a col lar  conta in ing a
radio transmitter that is fastened
on an an imal ;  s ignals  f rom the
transmitter are received and used
by wildlife biologists to gain infor-
mation, usually about the position
of the animal.

range in statistics, an elementary
measure of the dispersion of a set
of random variables, equal to the
largest minus the smallest; in land
classification, all land, including
forest land, that pr.oduces  native
forage in contrast to land cultivated
for agricultural crops or carrying
dense forest (Ford-Robertson 1971);
in wildlife management, the gen-
eral area occupied by a particular
animal, often on a seasonal basis,
such as elk winter range.

raptor any predatory bird-such as
a falcon, hawk, eagle, or owl-that
has feet with sharp talons or claws
adapted for  seiz ing prey and a
hooked beak for tearing flesh.

recoverable wood volume the wood
produced in a growing stand that
can be commercial ly  harvested
over a specified period.

recruitment of logs (also see “dead
and down woody material”) new
logs accumulating on the forest
floor.

reforestation reestablishment of a
tree crop on forest  s i tes (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

regenerate to renew a tree crop
through artificial or natural means
or both (Ford-Robertson 1971).

regeneration the renewal of  the
tree crop by natural or artificial
means; also, the young crop (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

regeneration area (also see “regener-
ate”) the area selected for regen-
eration; generally, with a stated
specified period for accomplish-
ment (Ford-Robertson 1971).

regeneration cut any removal of
trees intended to assist regen-
eration already present or to make
regenerat ion poss ib le  (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

regeneration unit see “regeneration
area.”

regulate to control or direct by rule,
principle, or method; to adjust to
some standard or requirement; to
put in desired order.

relative humidity the ratio of the
amount of water vapor in the air at
a specific temperature to the maxi-
mum capacity of the air to contain
water vapor at that temperature
(Morris 1976).

relic a surviving memorial of some-
thing past: an object having inter-
est by reason of its age or associa-
t ion with the past;  a surviving
trace of  something;  remaining
parts or fragments.

residence time the amount of time
something has been in place; the
amount of time a log has lain on
the forest floor.

resident species the wildlife spe-
cies commonly found in a specific
area.

response curve a curve describing
the response in potential use by
elk or deer on a land-type to
changes in the cover-forage area
ratio.

rhizoid a filamentous organ, one
cell thick, found in mosses, ferns,
Gametophytes, and other plants;
used for attachment and probably
for absorption of water and nutrient
sa l t s  (Hanson  1962) .

rhizome a stem, generally modified
for  stor ing food mater ia ls,  that
grows along and below the ground
surface and produces adventitious
roots, scale leaves, and suckers ir-
regularly along its length, not just
at nodes (Ford-Robertson 1971).

rhizomorph a compact  s t rand of
fungus hyphae, capable of increase
in length by apical growth, that
transports food materials from one
thallus  part to another and assists
in spreading fungi through or over
substratum (Abercrombie et  a l .
1964).

richness (also see “species richness
management”) a measure of the
relative degree or number of plant
or wildlife species or both associ-
ated with particular habitat condi-
tions.

ring see “growing layer.”

riparian zone an area identified by
the presence of vegetation that re-
quires free or unbound water or
conditions more moist than nor-
mally found in the area(Franklin
and Dyrness 1973, Minore and
Smith 1971).

road hunter a hunter  who seeks
game by cruising roads in vehicles
which is illegal as a means of tak-
ing game in the Blue Mountains.

roadtess  area in the Blue Moun-
tains, the USDA Forest Service’s
working definition is any area of
2 023 contiguous hectares (5,000
acres) that contains no developed
roads; areas temporarily withdrawn
from management until their suit-
ability for wilderness classification
is determined; also, any area to be
managed without construction of
roads .

root wad the mass of roots, soil,
and rocks that  remains intact
when a tree, shrub, or stump is up-
rooted.

rotation the p lanned number  of
years between the regeneration of
a stand and its final cutting at a
specified stage (Ford-Robertson
1971) .
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rotation age the age of the forest
stand when the final harvest cut is
made (Ford-Robertson 1971).

rotation cycle see “rotation.”

roundwood any wood products pre-
pared in the round state-from
felled trees to material trimmed,
barked, and cross-cut; examples of
such products are unsplit fuelwood,
poles, and posts (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

runoff precipitation that is not re-
tained on the site where it fell;
natural drainage away from an area
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

runway a path so frequently fol-
lowed by wildlife that a definite
trail is formed, characterized by
denuding of the land or creation of
a depression on the ground.

sale area the area in which a timber
sale has been made or is planned;
often refers to the area in which
timber will be, is being, or has
been harvested.

salvage (also see “salvage cutting”)
the dead, dying, or deteriorating
woody material removed from the
stand and sold.

salvage cutting the removal  and
sale of trees that are dead, dying,
or deteriorating (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

salvage logging see “salvage cut-
ting.”

sanitation cutting the removal of
dead or damaged trees or trees
susceptible to death or damage-
usually to prevent the spread of
pests or pathogens and so promote
forest hygiene (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

sanitation harvest see “sanitation
cutting.”

sapling a young tree that is no
longer a seedling but not yet a
pole; a tree more than a few feet
high and an inch or so in d.b.h.,
growing v igorously and wi thout
dead bark or more than an occa-
sional dead branch (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

secondary cavity user see “second-
ary cavity nester.”

secondary occupier see “secon-
dary cavity nester.”

saprophytes a plant incapable of
synthesizing its nutrient require-
ments from inorganic sources that
feeds on dead organic material,
commonly assisting decay (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

secondary road a forest road of 1 l/z
lanes or less, somewhat improved,
in good to fair condition, irregularly
maintained (Perry and Overly 1977).

secondary wind maxima the air
movement at ground level under
dense canopied stands.

sap stain (also see “stain”) any
stain that predominantly affects
sapwood; stain resulting from the
growth of fungi that derive their
nourishment from the ceil contents
but do not cause decomposition of
the timber (Ford-Robertson 1971).

sediment mater ia l  suspended in
liquid or air; the deposition of that
material onto the surface under-
lying this liquid or air (Morris 1976);
usually the deposition of organic
and inorganic  so i l  mater ia ls  by
water.

sapwood the outer layer of wood in
the growing tree which contains
living cells and reserve materials;
e.g., starch (Ford-Robertson 1971).

sedimentary rocks rocks formed by
the accumulation of sediment in
water (aqueous deposits) or from
air  (eol ian deposi ts)  (Amer ican
Geological institute 1962).

saw log a log suitable in size and seed bearer any tree retained to
quality to produce sawn timber provide seed for natural regenera-
(Ford-Robertson 1971). tion (Ford-Robertson 1971).

sawtimber t rees f i t  to y ield saw
logs or logs that will yield sawn
timber (Ford-Robertson 1971).

scheduling the selection of times
to institute silvicultural treatments
to accomplish management objec-
tives.

seedling a young tree grown from
seed from the time of germination
until it becomes a sapling; the divi-
sion between seedlings and sap-
lings is indefinite and may be arbi-
trarily fixed (Ford-Robertson 1971).

seed tree see “seed bearer.”

scientific name (also see “genus,”
“species,” and “binomial”) the
binomial  or  two-word lat in ized
name of an organism; the first
word describes the genus, the
second the species.

seed-tree cutting removal in one
cut of the mature timber crop from
an area, except for a small number
of seed bearers left singly or in
smal l  groups (Ford-Rober tson
1971) .

Scribner  rule one of the oldest dia-
gram log rules in existence; the
rule assumes l-inch boards and a
%-inch  kerf; makes a liberal allow-
ance for  s labs and d isregards
taper (Ford-Robertson 1971).

seed-tree regeneration regeneration
of the stand by the intent ional
leaving of selected seed trees dur-
ing the final harvest cut; once the
new stand has sprouted, these
trees are commonly removed or
killed.

secondary cavity nester wildl i fe
that occupies a cavity in a snag
that was excavated by another
spec ies .
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selection cutting the annual  or
periodic removal of trees, individu-
ally or in small groups, from an
uneven-aged forest in order to rea-
lize the yield and establish a new
tree crop (Ford-Robertson 1971).

selection system an uneven-aged
silvicultural system; trees are re-
moved indiv idual ly  or  in smal l
groups,  here and there,  f rom a
large area each year; regeneration
is mainly natural and the stand is
ideally composed of many ages
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

self-sustaining population a wildlife
populat ion of suff ic ient ly large
size to assure its continued exis-
tence within the area of concern
without introduction of other indi-
viduals from outside the area.

semiaquatic species wildlife spe-
cies that spend part of their lives
on land and part in water.

sere the stages that  fo l low one
another in an ecologic succession
(Hanson 1962) .

shaded fuel break a lane through
forest  or  rangeland f rom which
most  combust ib le  mater ia l  has
been removed; some shade-forming
vegetation is left to provide shade
to retard growth of understory
vegetat ion and to maintain a
cooler, more moist environment.

shade-intolerant plants plant spe-
cies that do not germinate or grow
well in shade.

shade-tolerant plants plants that
grow well in shade.

sheet erosion loss or movement of
soil in thin layers.

shelterwoo# see “shelterwood cut-
ting.”

shelterwood cutting any regenera-
tion cutting designed to establish
a new tree crop under the protec-
tion of remnants of the old stand
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

Shigometer an instrument used to
detect the presence of wood decay.
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short-range planning planning for a single-storied stand a stand of trees
future less than 5 years distant in which the canopy is contained
(Schwarz  et al. 1976). in one layer.

shrub a plant with persistent woody
stems and relatively low growth
form; usual ly  produces several
basal shoots as opposed to a sin-
gle bole; differs from a tree by its
low stature and nonarborescent
form (Kothmann 1974).

single-tiered stand see “single-
storied stand.”

single tree selection a method of
harvesting under an uneven-aged
forest  management  system in
which trees are individually se-
lected for harvest.

shrub-seedling stage (also see “suc-
cessional stage,” “shrub,” and
“seedling”) one of six recognized
successional stages in the conifer-
ous forests of the Blue Mountains;
the vegetation of the stand is dom-
inated by shrubs or tree seedlings
or both.

single-tree selection cutting single
trees are removed from an uneven-
aged forest in order to realize the
yield and establish a new crop of
irregular constitution.

sight barrier any object that serves
to block the vision of an observer.

single use a concept of manage-
ment in which a single manage-
ment objective is paramount.

sight distance the distance at which
90 percent or more of an adult elk
or deer is hidden from the view of
a human.

site an area considered in terms of
its environment, particularly as this
determines the type, quality, and
growth rate of the potential vegeta-
tion.

silvics the study of the life history
and general characteristics of for-
est trees and stands, with particu-
lar reference to site factors, in or-
der to provide a basis for the prac-
tice of silviculture (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

site class a measure of the relative
productive capacity of a forest site
based on volume or height of the
trees or the maximum mean an-
nual increment that is attained or
attainable at  a given age (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

silvicultural prescription the deci-
sion to use one or more of a series
of silvicultural treatments to pro-
duce a desired result in terms of
stand composition and condition.

site index a measure of forest site
class based on the height of the
dominant trees in a stand at an arbi-
trarily chosen age (Ford-Robertson
1971); in the Blue Mountains the
age is 100 years.

silvicultural system a process
which fo l lows accepted silvicul-
tural principles, whereby the tree
crops are tended to produce crops
of a desired form, harvested, and
replaced (Ford-Robertson 1971).

site potential see “site index.”

silviculture generally, the science
and art of cultivating forest crops,
based on a knowledge of silvics;
more particularly, the theory and
practice of controlling establish-
ment, composition, constitution,
a n d  g r o w t h  o f  f o r e s t s  (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

site type (also see “plant community
type” and “habitat type”) classifi-
cation of an area considered quanti-
tatively in terms of how its environ-
ment determines the type, quality,
and growth rate of the potential
vegetation (Ford-Robertson 1971).

single-species stand a stand com-
posed essentially of a single spe-
c i e s .

slabs any exterior portion of a log
that is removed by the saw in the
process of ripping; one side of this
off-cut is the natural curve of the
log and the other is the sawn sur-
face (Ford-Robertson 1971).



slash the residue left on the ground
after trees are felled or accumu-
lated there as a result of storm,
fire, or silvicultural treatment (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

slash disposal (also see “lopping
and scattering”) the treatment or
handling of slash to reduce fire or
insect hazard; main treatments are
broadcast burning, live burning,
pi l ing and burning,  progressive
burning, spot burning, chipping,
and strip burning; the main meth-
ods of handling are lopping and
scattering and pulling tops (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

slash treatment see“slash disposal.”

slope the incl ine of  the land sur-
face measured in degrees from the
horizontal or in percent as deter-
mined by the number of  uni ts
change in elevation per 100 of the
same measurement units; also,
character ized by the compass
direction in which it faces (Koth-
mann 1974) .

small diameter fuel woody fuels of
small diameter that ignite and are
consumed much more rapidly than
large diameter fuels; usually com-
posed of small diameter limbs,
twigs, and stems.

snag (also see “stub”) a standing
dead tree from which the leaves
and most of the limbs have fallen;
such a t ree broken of f  but  st i l l
more than 6.1 meters (20 ft) tail is
a snag; less than 6.1 meters (20 ft)
ta l l ,  i t  is  cal led a stub (Ford-
Robertson 1971); in the Blue Moun-
tains, a snag is defined for man-
agement purposes as any dead or
part ly dead tree at least 10.2-
centimeter (4-in)  d.b.h. and at least
1.8 meters (6 ft) tall.

snag-dependent wildlife wildl i fe
species that  are dependent  on
snags for nesting or roosting habi-
tat or for food.

snag life the length of time a tree
stands after it dies.

snag management level the number
of snags per unit of area by d.b.h.
class selected as a management
goal; the level is predicated on the
theoretical number of snags per
unit of area by d.b.h. class needed
to support nesting populations of
woodpeckers at a selected density.

snag substitutability in snag man-
agement, larger snags can be sub-
stituted for smaller snags.

snag volume (also see “snags”) the
cubic volume of wood contained in
snags .

snag year one snag standing for 1
year is equal to 1 snag year.

soaker hose a hose with holes or
per forat ions a long i ts  length;
stretched out and filled with water
under pressure, the hose delivers
water  a long i ts  length;  usual ly
used to soak a strip of soil with
water.

social strife conflict between ani-
mals of the same species; usually
associated with overcrowding.

soft snag a snag composed pri-
marily of wood in advanced stages
of decay and deterioration, particu-
larly in the sapwood portions; gen-
erally not merchantable.

softwood excavators cavity exca-
vating birds that can excavate only
in soft snags.

soil earth material so modified by
physical, chemical, and biological
agents that it will support rooted
plants (American Geological Insti-
tute 1962).

soil erosion the displacement of
soil from one place to another by
any means, including water, wind,
logging, and roadbuilding.

soil profile (also see “soil”) a verti-
cal section of the soil through all
its horizons and extending into
the parent material (Soil Science
Society of America 1973).

soil structure (also see “soil”) the
form which individual soil particles
assume when they cling together
or aggregate as natural units of
the soil mass; structures vary in
shape, size, and degree of aggre-
gation.

solid wastes any material regarded
as worthless or useless that is in a
solid state as opposed to gaseous
or liquid; often a byproduct of a
process.

sound wood wood free from decay
or marked deterioration.

special habitat a habitat which has
a special function not provided by
plant communities and succes-
sional stages; includes riparian
zones, snags, dead and down
woody material, and edges; biolog-
ical in nature; can be created or al-
tered by management.

species a unit of classification of
plants and animals consisting of
the largest and most inclusive ar-
ray of sexually reproducing and
cross-fertilizing individuals which
share a common gene pool; the
most inclusive Mendelian popula-
tion (Hanson 1962).

species-area curve a relationship
describing the increasing number
of plant or animal species per unit
increase in area or vice versa.

species-area phenomenon a rela-
tionship revealing that the number
of  p lant  or  wi ld l i fe  species in-
creases with the size of the area.

species code a code of four to six
letters for the binomial (see “bino-
mial”) of each vertebrate; the first
two letters of the code are the first
two letters of its genus and the
next two to four letters of the code
are the first letters of its species
(e.g., Cervus elaphus or CEEL).

species composition the species
that occur on a site or in a succes-
sional  or  vegetat ive stage of  a
plant community.
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species richness a measurement or
expression of the number of spe-
cies of plants or animals present
in an area; the more species pres-
ent, the higher the degree of spe-
cies richness.

species richness management a
wi ld l i fe  management s t rategy
whose goal is to produce a rela-
tively high number of species per
unit area.

spore a single- or several-celled re-
productive body that becomes de-
tached from the parent and gives
rise to a new individual; occurs in
all groups of plants but particularly
in fungi, bacteria, and protozoa
(Abercrombie et al. 1964).

sporocarp a multicellular structure
in which spores are formed (Morris
1976) .

spot burning a modi f ied form of
broadcast slash burning in which
only the greater accumulations are
fired and the fire is confined to
these spots (USDA Forest Service
1956) .

spring-fall range an area between
summer range at high elevation
and winter range at low elevation
that is used by deer and elk during
spring and fail as they move be-
tween summer and winter range.

stability the abi l i ty of  an ecosys-
tem, when changed from a steady
state, to develop forces that tend
to restore it to its original condi-
tion (Margalef 1969).

stagnated stand a stand in which
the growth of individual trees is
much below potential because of
crowding or high density of the
trees.

stagnation the process of the less-
ening of the growth rate of individ-
ual trees in a stand because of
overcrowding.

stain (also see “blue stain” and “sap
stain”) in wood, any alteration in
natural color caused by fungus at-
tack.
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stand plant communities, particu- standard error a statistical term;
larly of trees, sufficiently uniform the standard deviation of a distri-
in composition, constitution, age, bution of means or of any other
spatial arrangement, or condition statistic determined from samples;
to be distinguishable from adja- determined by dividing the stand-
cent communities; also, may delin- ard deviation by the square root of
eate a silvicultural or management the number of observations (Ford-
entity (Ford-Robertson 1971). Robertson 1971).

stand age the age of a stand under
even-aged management at any par-
ticular time; stand age 1 occurs
when trees sprout and the final
age occurs when the stand is sub-
jected to final harvest or regenera-
tion cutting.

stem the principal axis of a plant,
from which buds and shoots de-
velop; with woody species, the
term applies to all ages and thick-
nesses (Ford-Robertson 1971); in
forestry, synonymous with a stand-
ing tree.

stand basal area (also see “basal
area” and “crop basal area”) the
total basal area in a stand (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

stand condition the descript ive
measurement of a stand by the cri-
teria of composition, health, age,
size, volume, or spatial arrange-
ment.

stocking a loose term for the
amount of anything in a given area,
particularly in relation to the opti-
mum; more precisely, a measure of
the proportion of an area actually
occupied by t rees,  in terms of
stocked quadrats  or percent can-
opy closure (Ford-Robertson 1971).

stand mortality t rees in  a s tand
that die from natural causes, usu-
ally low vigor, inferior crown posi-
tion, or crowding, or a combination
of these factors; also, loss from in-
sects, disease, or blowdown.

stocking density (also see “stock-
ing”) a measure of the proportion
of the area actually occupied by
trees (Ford-Robertson 1971); syno-
nymous with stocking rate.

stocking rate see “stocking den-
sity.”

stand regulation (also see “regulate”)
to bring stand conditions into a
desired state.

stand structure (also see “stand”)
the conf igurat ion of  e lements,
parts, or constituents of a stand.

story a horizontal stratum or layer
of vegetation formed by a plant
community;  in forests they are
formed essentially by canopy lay-
ers (Ford-Robertson 1971).

stand type a classification for silvi-
cultural or management purposes
made on the basis of composition,
size, density, and age (Ford-
Rober tson  1971) .

strata see “vegetative strata.”

stream management unit a man-
agement zone alongside a stream
where the management objective
is the protection of the riparian
zone or of water quality or quantity
or both.

standard aerial Photograph a photo-
graph of the landscape taken from
an aircraft with the camera at about
a 90” angle to the earth’s surface.

standard deviation a stat is t ical
term; a measure of the dispersion
about the mean of a population;
i.e., the positive square root of the
variance (Ford-Robertson 1971).

stream protection zone a zone in
which management activity is ex-
cluded or modified to protect the
riparian zone or quality and quan-
tity of water or both.

stringer vegetation arranged in a
long, thin, linear fashion.



strip burning setting fire to a nar.
row strip of fuel adjacent to a cen-
tral line and then burning succes-
sively wider adjacent strips inside
as the preceding strip burns out;
or, burning only a relatively narrow
strip or strips of slash through a
cutt ing unit  and leaving the re-
mainder (USDA Forest Service
1956) .

structural diversity divers i ty  in a
forest stand that results from lay-
ering or tiering of the canopy; an
increase in layering or tiering leads
to an increase in structural  di-
versi ty.

structure see “stand structure.”

stub (also see “snag”) a standing
dead tree broken off at a height of
6.1 meters (20 f t )  or  less f rom
which the leaves and most of the
limbs have fallen (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

stump the woody base of a tree left
in the ground after felling (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

substitutable area an area that may
serve in the place of another area
for a particular purpose selected
by the forest manager.

succession the changes in vegeta-
tion and in animal life that take
place as the p lant  communi ty
evolves from bare ground to climax.

successional stage a stage or rec-
ognizable condi t ion of  a p lant
community which occurs during
its development from bare ground
to climax; coniferous forests in the
Blue Mountains progress through
six recognized stages: grass-forb
-+  shrub-seedling .+ pole-sapling
-+ young +  mature -+ old growth.

sucker a shoot arising from below
ground level, either from a rhizome
or from a root (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

summer range a range, usually at
higher elevation, used by deer and
elk during the summer; a summer
range is usually much more exten-
sive than a winter range.

sunning the process of an animal
methodical ly exposing i tsel f  to
direct sunlight; also called sun-
bathing.

surface sediment (also see “sedi-
ment”) sediment originating on
the soil surface.

surface-water runoff runoff from
precipitation that does not soak
into the soil but moves over the
soil surface.

suspended sediment soil and other
material suspended in water, usu-
ally disturbed or moving water;
this material drops out of suspen-
sion when water movement slows
or  ceases .

sustained yield the yield that a for-
est can produce continuously from
a given intensity of management;
implies continuous production; a
prime goal is to achieve, at the
earliest practical time, a balance
between increment and cut t ing
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

symbiosis a relationship between
two or more kinds of living organ-
isms wherein all benefit; some-
times obligatory to one or more of
the organisms in the relationship
(Ford-Robertson 1971).

talus the accumulation of broken
rocks that occurs at the base of
cliffs or other steep slopes.

taper the decrease in diameter of a
tree stem or log from the base up-
ward (Ford-Robertson 1971).

temperate forest (also see “temperate
zone”) a forest occurring in the
temperate zone.

temperate zone the portions of the
earth in the northern and southern
hemispheres that lie between the
tropics and the polar circles 23”27’
from the poles (Hanson 1962).

IO-hour fuel timelag class dead
fuels from 0.6 to 2.5 centimeters
(0.25 to 7 in) in diameter and litter
from 0.6 to 2.5 centimeters (0.25 to
1 in) below the surface of the for-
est floor (fuel moisture sticks 1.25
centimeters (0.5 in) in diameter are
used to estimate moisture content
of this fuel timelag  class) (Deeming
et al. 1978, Furman 1975).

terrestrial vertebrates animals with
backbones that dwell primarily on
land.

terrestrial wildlife wildlife species
that dwell primarily on land.

territorial requirement (also see “ter-
ritory”) the area necessary to sat-
isfy an animal’s need for space.

territory the area which an animal
defends, usually during breeding
season, against intruders of its
own species (Hanson 1962).

thallophyte a plant  in any one of
the phyla of algae and fungi (Han-
son 1962) .

thallus a plant body that is not dif-
ferentiated into leaves, stems, and
roots; one- to many-celled, e.g.
thallophytes (Hanson 1962).

thermal cover (also see “cover” and
“cover patch”) cover used by ani-
mals to  amel iorate ef fects  of
weather; for elk, a stand of conifer-
ous trees 12 meters (40 ft) or more
tall with an average crown closure
of 70 percent or more; for deer,
c o v e r  m a y inc lude sap l ings ,
shrubs, or trees at least 1.5 meters
(5 ft)  tal l  with 75-percent crown
closure.

thermal-neutral zone an area where
the ambient conditions do not trig-
ger a metabolic response on the
part of the occupying animal.

thinning felling of part of an imma-
ture crop or stand to accelerate
growth in the remaining trees; by
suitable selection, to improve the
form of the trees that remain (Ford-
Robertson 1971).
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thinning regime (also see “thinning”)
the silviculturally prescribed sched-
ule and intensities of thinnings
throughout the life of a stand.

threatened species a wildlife spe-
cies officially designated by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as
having its existence threatened in
a localized area, such as State or
province or lesser area, because
its habitat is threatened with des-
truction, drastic modification, or
severe curtailment, or because of
overexploitation, disease, preda-
tion, or other factors.

timber a general  term for  forest
crops and stands containing tim-
ber; also, for any lesser aggrega-
tion of such trees (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

timber management the manage-
ment of the forest to enhance pro-
duction of wood products for com-
mercial use.

timber management system the
overal l  process fo l lowed in the
management of a forest to pro-
duce timber; the two primary types
are even-aged and uneven-aged
management.

Timber Resource Allocation Model
(Timber RAM) a computer model
developed by the USDA Forest
Service (Navon 1971) that projects
data on timber stands and is used
in calculating timber harvest levels
over the rotation period; accepts
constra ints imposed by y ie ld
tables, area by timber class or type,
and law or management decision.

timber sale the process of selling
timber to a buyer.

timber type a c lass i f ica t ion o f  a
plant  communi ty based on the
naturally occurring dominant tree
species in the climax.

timelag (TL) the time required for a
fuel particle to lose 63 percent of
the moisture it can potentially lose
under a particular set of environ
mental conditions.
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total diversity (also see “total diversi-
ty index”) the sum total of diver-
sity within an area; the sum of in-
duced and inherent diversity.

total diversity index a number that
indicates the relative degrees of
total diversity (induced diversity +
inherent diversity) in habitat per
unit area produced by all edges
within or on the periphery of the
area. Expressed mathematically:

TE,+,Total DI  = ----.--;
2G

where TE,, s is the total length, in
meters or feet, of all inherent and
induced edges, A is the area in
square meters or square feet, and
n is 3.1416; or

Total DI  = tnherent DI  + Induced DI

trade-off an exchange of one thing
in return for another; especially a
giving up of something desirable,
as a benef i t  or advantage, for
something regarded as more desir-
able (Morris 1976).

transition zone (also see “ecotone”)
an area on which two or more plant
communities or  success iona l
stages within plant communities
merge and which shows character-
istics of all involved communities
or stages.

travel corridor (also see “migration
corridor”) a route fo l lowed by
animals along a belt or band of
suitable cover or habitat.

travel lanes (also see “travel corri-
dor”) areas of cover commonly
used by animals moving from one
location to another.

treat to subject to some process,
action, or change (Morris 1976).

treatment in experimentat ion, a
stimulus applied in order to ob-
serve its effect on an experimental
situation or to compare its effect
with the effects of other treat-
ments; in practice, may refer to
anything capable of controlled ap-
plication according to experimen-
tal requirements (Ford-Robertson
1971); the act or manner of treating
something (Morris 1976).

treatment scheduling the t imes
chosen to institute various silvicul-
tural practices.

tree form woody vegetat ion that
presents the shape and structure
of trees.

tropical forest a forest occurring in
the tropics.

tropics the region between the
Tropic of Cancer at 23”27’  north
latitude and the Tropic of Capri-
corn at 23”27’  south latitude(Han-
son 1962) .

two-storied stand a stand of trees
whose crown structure is divided
into two distinct canopy layers.

type (also see “site type,” “habitat
type,” and “plant community type”)
a site classified qualitatively by its
climate, soil, or vegetation (Ford-
Robertson 1971); in forestry, usu-
ally based on the dominant tree
species.

unbound water see “free water.”

underburning (also see “prescribed
fire”) the prescribed use of fire
to burn vegetation under a forest
canopy but without burning the
canopy.

understory in si lv icul ture, trees
growing under the canopy formed
by taller trees; in range manage-
ment, herbaceous and shrub vege-
tation under a brushwood or tree
canopy (Ford-Robertson 1971).



uneven-aged stand a forest stand variance a statistical term; a mea-
managed to mainta in an inter- sure of variabi l i ty within a f inite
mingling of trees that differ mark- population or sample; the total of
edly in age (Ford-Robertson 1971); the squared deviations of each ob-

? stands continuously or periodically servat ion from the ar i thmet ical
regenerated, tended, and harvested mean divided by one less than the
with no real beginning or end (Al- total number of observations (Ford-
exander and Edminster 1977). Rober tson  1971) .

ungulate a mammal  wi th  hooves
(Hanson 1962).

unique habitats (also see “special
habitat”) wildl i fe habitats ( i .e. ,
cliffs, caves, and talus) of special
function not included within plant
communi t ies  and success iona l
stages or special habitats; geo-
morphic in nature.

vascular containing or concerning
vessels which contain fluid; in ani-
mals, the fluid is usually blood; in
plants, water with mineral salts
and synthesized food materials
(Abercrombie et al. 1964).

vascular plants plants containing
v e s s e l s .

vector a carrier
i unit area control see “area control.”

unmanaged forest (also see “man-
aged forest”) a forest in which
no management is presently oc-
curring; an unmanaged forest may
have been managed in the past or
may be managed in the future.

vegetation complex the admixture
of plant species that occupy a site.

vegetation condition the results of
a silvicultural treatment imposed
on a successional stage of a for-
est plant community.

unsalvaged mortality (also see “salS
vage” and “mortality”) any dead
or dying trees in the stand that
have not been or will not be sal-
vaged.

vegetation strata the layers of vege-
tation that may be discerned in a
plant community.

unstacked a forest  s i te on which
there are no trees.

vegetation structure the form or ap-
pearance of a stand; the arrange-
ment of the canopy; the volume of
vegetation in tiers or layers.

upper slope a location on the upper
one-third of a slope.

use potential the amount of use by
deer and elk that may be expected
on a land-type as cover-forage area
ratios are changed when judged
against base use potential.

variable generally, any quantity that
varies; more precisely, a quantity
that may take any one of a set of
values (Ford-Robertson 1971); a
single influence or one of several
measurable influences acting on a
particular process.

versatile capable of or adapted for
survival in several plant communi-
ties or successional stages or
both.

versatility index a figure indicating
relative degrees of versatility be-
tween species in  terms of  the
number of plant communities and
successional stages used by the
individual species for feeding and
reproduction; the more communi-
ties and successional stages used,
the more versatile the species.

versatility rating (also see “versatility
index”) the posi t ion,  in rank
order, assigned to a wildlife spe-
cies on the basis of its versatility
index number.

vertical diversity the diversity in an
area that results from the com-
plexity of the aboveground struc-
ture of the vegetation; the more
tiers of vegetation or the more di-
verse the species makeup or both,
the higher the degree of vertical di-
versity.

viable population a wildlife popula-
tion of sufficient size to maintain
its existence over time in spite of
normal fluctuations in population
leve ls .

visual management zone an area in
which the overriding management
concern is  for  an esthet ical ly
pleasing appearance; in most for-
ested areas, such zones are man-
aged to give the impression of ma-
ture and relatively unbroken for-
e s t .

visual resource management area
see “visual management zone.“

volume control see “volume regula-
tion.”

volume increment (also see “growth
increment”) a measurab le  in -
crease in wood volume in a tree or
stand of trees.

volume regulation a direct method
of determining and controlling the
amount of timber to be cut, an-
nually or periodically, through cai-
culations based on growing stock
volume and increment and disre-
garding area (Ford-Robertson 1971).

V score see “versatility index.”

vulnerability the relative probability
of timber management activities
having an adverse effect on the
numbers of a wildlife species; vui-
nerability can be measured by the
inverse of the versatility index.
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water-holding capacity a measure
of the ability of soil to soak up and
hold water.

water quality determined by a series
of standard parameters: turbidity,
temperature, bacterial content, pH,
and dissolved oxygen.

water quantity the amount of water
coming from a watershed or drain-
age.

watershed see “catchment.”

wilderness lands designated by law
as wilderness; no roadbuilding or
timber management is allowed on
such lands; they are intentionally
managed to maintain their primitive
character.

wildfire an unplanned fire requiring
suppression action, as contrasted
with a prescribed fire burning with-
in  p repared  l ines  enc los ing  a
designated area under prescribed
conditions; a free-burning fire un-
affected by fire suppression mea-
sures (USDA Forest Service 1956).

wildlife all nondomesticated verte-
brates.

wildlife habitat management the
manipulation or maintenance of
vegetation to yield desired results
in terms of  habi tat  sui table for
des ignated wi ld l i fe  spec ies or
groups of species.

wildlife logs logs left in place on
the forest floor for wildlife habitat.

wildlife management the scientifi-
cally based art of manipulating
habitats to produce some level of
a desired species or manipulating
animal populations to achieve a
desired end.

wiridrow slash, brushwood, etc.,
concentrated along a line, so as to
clear the intervening ground be-
tween such lines (Ford-Robertson
1971) .

windthrow (also see “blowdown”) a
tree or trees uprooted or felled by
the wind (Ford-Robertson 1971).

winter range a range, usually at
lower elevation, used by migratory
deer and elk dur ing the winter
months; usually better defined and
smaller than summer ranges.

woody debris (also see “dead and
down woody material”) the woody
remains of something scattered or
destroyed-ruins, rubble, f rag-
ments; the accumulation of dead
woody material on the forest floor.

working circle (see also “working
plan” and “working plan area”) a
forest area that forms all or part of
a working plan area, organized to
accomplish a particular objective
and operated under one set of
working plan prescriptions that
embodies one silvicultural system
or a designed combination of such
systems (Ford-Robertson 1971).

working definition a definition used
in management even though the
definition is recognized as interim
and subject to revision.

working plan a plan for forest man-
agement; more particularly a writ-
ten plan aimed at achieving a con-
tinuity of policy and action; pre-
scribes and controls basic opera-
tions in a forest over an extended
period (Ford-Robertson 1971).

working plan area the area covered
by a single working plan; the larg-
est forest management unit (Ford-
Robertson 1971).

yarding t ransport ing t imber f rom
the point of felling to a yard or
landing (Ford-Robertson 1971).

yield in forestry, the wood products
that are harvested.

yield table see “managed y ie ld
table.”

young stage (also see “successional
stage”) one of six successional
stages in the coniferous forests of
the Blue Mountains in which a
stand of trees is dominated by
trees that are no longer poles but
have not yet reached maturity.
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not indexed; for these see appen-
dices 1,  2,  and 5.  The appendix
material is not indexed.

abiot ic  470
abiot ic  environment 14
abrupt edge 50, 55, 59, 470
absence of nesting sites 60
accountability of managers 13
accounting for impacts of forestry on

wildlife 22-23
accumulation, log 81, 481
activity of humans, impact on deer and

elk 104-105
adaptation, wildlife 128
adapted 470
adjunct 470
adventitious foot 470
aerate  4 7 0
aerial photographs 118, 144, 470
age: mixed 482; rotation 487; stand 131,

4 9 0
age classes 470
age class distribution 158, 160-161
agency interpretation of law 11
agricultural land 53
agriculture, impact on deer and elk

habitat 105
a i r  cu r ren ts  9 7
airflow 43, 45, 96: inside thermal cover 113
air temperature: as influenced by canopy

113; as influenced by thermal cover 113
alder 82: thinleaf  24
Aldrich mountain range 18
Allocation Model, Timber Resource 492
allocation of forage, deer and elk 107
alpine ecosystem 24
alpine fescue, plant community type 24
alpine fleeceflower, plant community

type 24
alpine meadows and barren ecosystem 20
alpine meadows and barren (K  521,

potential natural vegetation 24, 106
alpine meadow plant community 24, 28, 30
alpine sagebrush, plant community type

2 4
alpine sedge, plant community type 24
alteration of forest ecosystems 104
ambient 470
American goldfinch 27
American kestrel 27, 39, 63, 68, 98, 100
American robin 27
amount of edge 52
amphibians 46
analysis reports, environmental 39
Anderson, Ralph G. 22, 60, 78

andesite 99
angiosperm 470
animal community 11, 14-15,  23, 470
animal complex 470
animal damage, tree seedlings 90
animal diversity by successional stage 26
animal habitat 14-15, 470
annual increment, mean 481
anticipated tree mortality 153
ants: carpenter 86, 137, 139; wood 65
apical growth 470
aquatic habitat 47, 470
aquatic zone 44-46, 470
architects, landscape 15
area: basal 470; by stand type 149, 152;

calving 471; control 470; fawning 475;
forage 478; of ecotone 52, 59; planning
484; regeneration 488; regulation 160,
470; roadless  486; sale 487;
substitutable 491

arithmetical mean 470
arrangement and juxtaposition of

vegetation, effect on deer and elk 107
arrangement of stands 129, 131, 135, 138,

1 4 2 - 1 4 4
arrangement, silvicultural treatments

1 3 5 - 1 3 6
arthropod 470
artificial nesting cavities 63
ascomycetes 470
asexual 470
Asotin  County, Washington 18
aspect 26,40,  107, 134, 470
aspen 69, 75,83:  quaking 24,67
association: incidental 479; primary 485
Audubon “blue list” 147
avalanches 25
average snag life 470
avian predators 64

backgrounds, resource management
professionals 15

badger 98, 100
Baird’s sandpiper 100
Baker County, Oregon 18
banks, stream 45
bank swallow 27
bark 79, 85, 88: loose 60-61,  63, 65; spaces

under 61-62
barn owl 67, 98, 100, 102
barn swallow 78
barred owl 67
barrier, sight 488
basal area 470: crop 473; stand 490
basal metabolism 470
basalt 99, 470
base, land 480
base use potential 470
basis, species-by-species 53

bats 43, 61, 65, 99, 102-103:  big brown 98,
100, 102; hoary 27; pallid 98, 102;
spotted 98; western big-eared 98, 100,
1 0 2

Bavarian forests 63
bear, black 89, 98, 100
bearer, seed 487
bedding 470
beetle 61-62: Engelmann spruce 62;

western pine 62
behavior, herd 478: to conserve energy,

deer and elk 112
best estimate 470
best prediction 53
best-prediction equation 470
Betulaceae 470
big brown bat 98. 100, 102
big game 104-127,  470
big-horned sheep 98, 100
big huckleberry 24, 106, 134-136
big sagebrush 24
big sagebrushlbunchgrass, plant

community type 24
binomial 470
biological control 62-63, 470: insects 64
biological data by species 26, 33-36
biological potential 141, 147, 471
biologists, wildlife 11-13, 15, 26, 33, 39,

1 1 8 ,  1 5 2
biomass 41-42, 471
biopolitics 59
biotic 471
biotic diversity 15
biotrophic levels 471
bird boxes 77, 471
birds 53, 61, 65, 97, 102: cavity nesting 77;

hole-nesting 61, 63-64; insect control
61; insectivorous 63-65; related to
insect populations 62

biscuit scabland, plant community type 24
bitterbrush 24
bitterbrush/bunchgrass,  plant community

type 24
black-backed three-toed woodpecker

30-31,  34-38, 77, 146-147
black bear 84, 98, 100
black-billed magpie 98, 100
black-capped chickadee 63, 67-68
Black, Hugh, Jr. 104
black rosy finch 98, 100
black swift 98, 100
blacktail jackrabbit 58
block, habitat 52, 478
block size, habitat 52
blowdown  128, 471
bluebirds 65: mountain 89, 98, 100;

western 89, 98, 100
bluegrass 24, 106
bluegrass scabland, plant community

type 24, 106, 108
blue grouse 87, 89: courtship display 94
“blue list,” Audubon 147
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Blue Mountain province 19
blue stain 471
blue stain fungi 471
blue wildrye  24
board foot 471
boa, rubber 27, 85, 88, 100
bobcat 89, 98, 100, 102
body temperature control, deer and elk

1 1 2
bogs 41, 46
bole 471
book, purposes 10
border vegetation 48
borer, increment 67, 479
borers, southern hardwood 62
box: bird 471; nest 63, 77, 483
branches, stubs of 66
break, fuel 477
broadcast burning 92, 471
broken top snag 65, 75-76
browse 131: production, related to

successional stage 26
brushblade 471
brush control 23
brush form 471
budgets 54
budworm,  spruce 62
buffer strip 471
bufflehead 63, 68
Bull, Evelyn L. 60
bullfrog 27
bunchgrass 24,108, 134-136
bunchgrass on deep soil and gentle

slopes, plant community type 24, 106,
1 3 4 - 1 3 6

bunchgrass on deep soil and steep
slopes, plant community type 24, 106,
1 3 4 - 1 3 6

bunchgrass on shallow soil and gentle
slopes, plant community type 24, 106,
1 3 4 - 1 3 6

bunchgrass on shallow soil and steep
slopes, plant community type 24, 106,
1 3 4 - 1 3 6

burned areas 69,128: use by deer and elk
1 1 6

burning 69: broadcast 92, 471; live 480;
piling and 484; prescribed 485; slash
89, 91; spot 490; strip 491

burrow 27, 79, 84-85, 88, 471
burrowing owl 27, 100
bushy-tailed woodrat  87, 89, 98, 100, 102

cable assisted felling 471
calculating impacts of habitat

management 148-150,152
calculation, timber harvest level 148
California myot is  102
calving area 471: elk 120
cambium 471
campground 45

4 9 6 index

C a n a d a g o o s e
canopy 471: closed 472; cover 44, 46;

dense 474; impact on air temperature
113; open 484; single-tiered 18; volume
by successional stage 26

canopy closure 137,471: by successional
stage 26; effect on thermal cover for
deer and elk 110; related to
effectiveness of thermal cover 115;
related to ground vegetation 116;
related to thermal cover effectiveness
113,115

canyon mouse 98-100, 102
canyon wren, 98, 100
capacity: carrying 471; water-holding 494
carpenter ants 86, 137
carrying capacity 471: deer and elk 105;

elk 135136
Carter, Bernie E. 22
case-harden 471
catastrophic events 471
catchment 471
cattle 41, 90: grazing or browsing 29
caves 96-103, 141, 144, 471: as unique

habitats 31-32, 35
cavities 60-62, 65, 471: artificial nesting

63; created by decay 61, 63; excavated
27,62,  471; excavated per year by
woodpeckers 70; excavator 471; natural
62-63; nest 79; primary excavators of
67-68; secondary user 63; type of 63;
users of 61, 63; woodpecker 67

cavity nesters 66, 89, 93, 140, 149, 471:
birds 77; minimum d.b.h. for 63;
requirements of 70; secondary 77; trees
suitable for 66; vulnerability of 77

cavity users, secondary 67-68, 70, 75
ceanothus 25
cedar waxwing  27
cells, prosenchyma 485
chaparral-mountain shrub ecosystem 24-25
char 471
characteristics: edges 52; logs 80; snags

6 5
charcoal 471
charred logs 85
chat, yellow-breasted 27
chemical control of insects 65
chemical treatment, protection of woody

debris 90-91
chickadee 65: black-capped 63, 67-68;

chestnut-backed 67; mountain 63,67-68
chickaree 87, 89
Chief of the Forest Service 54
chill factor 471
chipmunk: least 98, 100; yellow pine 63,

8 7 - 8 8 ,  9 8 ,  1 0 0 ,  1 4 1
chipper 472
chipping 472
chipping sparrow 27
chlorophyll 472
chloroplast 472

chukar 98, 100
circle, working 494
circumference 54
Clark’s nutcracker 98
class: age 470; area 155; crown 473;

decomposition 474; form 476; fuel 477;
log 481; site 488; snag 60

classification: fuel 91, 93; land-type
134; of plant communities, relationship
between systems 24-25

clearcuts 23, 29, 32-33, 46-47, 51, 55, 7.5,
90-91, 130-131, 140-144, 472: use by
deer and elk 116

clearcutting 18, 472
cliffs 68, 96-103, 141, 144, 472: as unique

habitat 31-32, 35
cliff swallow 98, 100
climax 15, 472: forest 472; primary 485;

vegetation 472
closed canopy 472
closure: canopy 471; crown 473
clumping of snags 77, 472
code, species 489
coefficient, correlation 473
colonies, nursery 483
colonization 472
colony 472: nursery 102
Columbia County, Washington 18
Columbian ground squirrel 27, 89, 98, 100
commercial forest base 472
commercial forest land 472: in National

Forests, Blue Mountains 19; in the Blue
Mountains 19

commercial harvest 472
commercial thinning 472
commercial timber production 472
Commoner’s “laws” of ecology 12, 161
common flicker 2.7, 30-31, 34-38, 61, 69-72,

1 4 6 - 1 4 7 ,  1 5 0
common garter snake 27
common goldeneye 63,68
common ground for considering wildlife

by resource professionals 11
common merganser 67
common nighthawk 27, 98, 100
common raven 27, 98-100
common snipe 45
community 472: animal 11, 14-15,  23, 470;

forest 67-69; microbial 481; plant 11, 14,
15, 40, 44, 48-50,  54, 56-59, 67, 69, 96,
103, 149, 484; structure 42, 45, 91; type
4 7 2 ,  4 8 5

compaction, soil 45
compatibility of timber and wildlife

management 11
competition, tree 136, 144, 152
complex: animal 470; plant 42; unique

animal 103; vegetative 40, 44-45, 493
component, habitat 53, 66, 89, 95, 478
composition, species 489
computer: code 472; program 148
concentration of nitrogen 82



concepts and principles, generally
applicable 13

conceptual framework for planning 12
condition: stand 129.$33,  138-140,

’ 742-144,  490; vegetative 493
conductance, electrical 47
configuration 472: of edge 52, 59
conflicts between resources 21
conflicts, land management 22
Congress of the United States 7 1
conifer 472: mixed 18, 50, 67, 69, 84, 9 4 ,

134, 139, 143-144, 146-147,  482
coniferous 43
coniferous forest 42-43, 472
coniferous trees 43-44
conk, fungal  477
conks 66
connectors 472: forested 44
consequences of timber management

decisions 148
conservationists 12
constraints 472: multiple-use 142, 144,

482; on management 136, 146, 148-149,
152,155,481

construction, road 45
contact, human-wildlife 45
content, mineral 47
contour line 472
contrast 472: degree of 52, 129; edge 52,

59, 142-144
control 472: area 470; biological 62-63,

470; body temperature, deer and elk
112; brush 23; community structure 91;
forest insect 61;  insect 62-63; insects,
chemical 65; line 472; species,
composition 91; unit area 493; volume
4 9 3

controlled burn: cold 29; hot 29
conversion, primary 485
cooperation, State and Federal 11, 16
coordinated timber-wildlife management

4 7 2
coordination: management 104; of timber

and wildlife management 13
core, increment 479
coring 472
correlation coefficient 473
corridor: migration 482; travel 43, 492
cortex 473
costs of meeting wildlife objectives 142
costs of obtaining wildlife goals 148
cottonwood 25, 67, 75, 83
cottonwood-alder plant community 69
court opinions 22
courtship display, blue grouse 94
courtship ritual 63
courts, interpretation of law 11

cover 42, 44, 49, 61, 144, 473: canopy 44,
46; configuration related to edge effect
110; crown 473; deer and elk 18, 104,
107-109, 125, 131; effectiveness retated
to stand size, for deer and elk 125;
escape 475; hiding 85-88,  129-137,
139-141, 478; limiting factor for deer
and elk 118; logs as 84, 86, 90;
maximizing use by deer and elk 123;
nesting 79; optimum sizes 111; patch
473; potential-related to forest sites
118; resting 61; size of cover areas for
deer and elk 110-111; spacing, for deer
and elk 117; thermal 43, 79, 87-88,
129-137, 139-141,  491; winter range, for
deer and elk 114

cover-forage area ratio 131, 133, 136, 473:
deriving the optimum for deer and elk
125; affected by timber management
117; related to emphasis on deer and
elk habitat 123; response by deer and
elk 104, 117-119

cover types, optimum mix for deer and
elk 121

coyote 98, 100, 102, 143
crew, holding 478
critical habitat component 473
criticism of land use plans 12
Cromack, Kermit C., Jr. 78
Crook County, Oregon 18
crop 473: final 475; main 481
crop basal area 473
crop trees 121,473
crown 473: class 473; closure 134, 473;

cover 473
cubic volume 473
culls 473
culmination of mean annual increment

1 2 9 ,  1 6 0 ,  4 7 3
curlleaf  mountainmahogany 24, 25: plant

community 24-25, 28, 30, 35; /grass,
plant community type 24

currents, air 97
curves: opportunity 484; response 486
curves, species area 53, 489
cut.473: final 476; harvest 139; intensity

of 136; partial 484; regeneration 46,
129, 131, 135, 142-143, 486; sanitation
1 4 2

cutting 473: harvest 478; reserved from
155; salvage 487; sanitation 487; seed-
tree 487; selection 488; series 473;
shelterwood 488; single-tree selection
488; unit 473

cycle, rotation 487
cycling 473: mineral 79:  482; nutrient 79,

82, 90, 483

damage: insect 69; to tree seedlings,
animal 90; to trees, mechanical 66

dark-eyed junco  27
darkness 102
d.b.h. 473
dead and down woody material 75, 78-95,

105, 128, 137, 141, 143-144, 147, 473;
management tips 94-95

dead trees 62
debris 46, 473: logging 84, 481; logging

impact 85; management techniques 90;
woody 79-81, 84, 90, 494

decadence158
decadent 473
decay 75, 473: creation of cavities 63; in

logs, rate 83; in snags 65; model 473;
of wood, characteristics of stages 81;
wood 61, 67, 76-79

deciduous 43, 473: trees 42-43, 75
decision making 148
decked logs 473
decompose 473
decomposition: class 474; class, logs in

old-growth al; classes, logs 80, 481;
titter 81; logs 82, 88; model 474; rate,
woody material 81, 83-84

deer 43, 79, 89-90, 104-127,  130, 140:
fawning area 120; fawning habitat 474;
fawning habitat, optimum 120; fawning
habitat, succulent forage as part of
120; fawning habitat, water as part of
120; grazing and browsing 29; habitat,
related to stand size 144; hiding cover
for 478; optimum size of thermal cover
1 1 5

deer and elk 18,21:  access as influenced
by slash 105; agriculture, impact of
105; area, related to size and shape of
107; behavior to conserve energy 112;
burned areas, use of 116; carrying
capacity 105; clearcuts, use of 116;
competition with livestock 107; cover
104, 107-109; cover as a limiting factor
118; cover effectiveness related to
stand size 114; cover-forage area ratios,
response to changes in 117-119, 123;
cover, maximizing use 125; cover on
winter range 114; cover patch size,
optimum 110, 114; cover types,
optimum mix 121; deriving optimum
cover-forage area arrangement 125;
effect of juxtaposition and
arrangement of vegetation 107; forage
104; forage allocation 107; forage area,
maximum size 117; forage areas
116-l 17; forage area, size and
arrangement 109-117; forage as a
limiting factor 107; forest edges, use of
109-110, 117; fuel breaks, minimizing
adverse impacts 124; habitat change,
response to 108; habitat components
105; habitat, optimum 108-110, 117-118;

index 4 9 7



habitat selection to conserve energy
112; habitat use, optimum 108; heat
production adjustment 112; hiding
cover 18, 108110; hiding cover, size of
110; hiding cover, slash  to provide
127; hunting 105; land management,
response to 107; land-types, related to
107-109; livestock grazing, effect of
105; logging, effect of 110; metabolic
rate, adjustments in 112; metabolism
112; mobility 117; openings, use of 116;
opportunity curves 118; planning for
104-105;  plant community type, related
to 108; predicting effects of timber
management 104, 108; riparian habitat
109; roads and habitat effectiveness
105, 107, 122-123; roads minimizing
adverse impacts 126; rotation length,
effect of 123; security 109; sight
barriers 110; sight distance 109;
silvicultural treatment, effect of 107,
123; site potential, related to 107;
slash, effect of 117; slash piles as
cover 110; slash treatment to minimize
adverse impacts 124; social group size
110; soils features, related to 107;
spacing of cover pat,ches 117; spring-
fall range 108, 113-l 15; stand condition,
response to 107; summer range 105,
109, 114, 116; thermal cover 18, 107,
112-115;  thermal cover, influence of
canopy closure 110; thermal cover
requirements on winter range 115;
thermal cover to reduce radiational
heat loss 113; thermoregulatory
requirements 113; timber management,
minimizing adverse impacts 124; timber
sales, impact of 104-105; topography,
realted  to 107, 110; traffic, influence of
122-123; travel lanes 107; travel lanes,
maximizing effectiveness 125; water as
a limiting factor 118; water as part of
optimum habitat 109; water, need for
104; wet meadows, use of 109; winter
range 105, 108, 113, 115116

deer, elk and timber, simultaneous
production of 104

deer mouse 79, 88-89, 98, loo-102
definition, working 494
degree of contrast between stages and

communities 52
delayed harvest 158
delayed regeneration 140, 144
Delphi Technique 117, 474
demands for resources, balancing 12
demands for timber harvest, wildlife,

recreation and grazing 21
denning 61, 89, 143: site 474
dense canopy 474
density: of logs 83-84, 86; potential 48;

snags 75; stocking 490
dependent variable 474

4 9 8 index

deteriorated stand 474
deviation 474: standard 490
D I  5 5 ,  4 7 4
diameter breast high 474
diameter classes in managed stands,

distribution 153
diameter of snags 66: for nesting by

cavity nesting birds 68
diplopod 474
direct habitat improvement 474
directional felling 474
disaster, ecosystems’ ability to withstand

5 3
discolored wood 67
disease, tree 18, 51, 128-129, 136
dispersal, animal 44
dispersion 48, 474: law of 48-49, 480
disposal, slash 84, 489
distance, sight 488
distributed, locally 481
distribution: age class 158, 160-161;

diameter classes, managed stand 153;
log class 84; normal 483; snag 77;
species 33

disturbance, human 45, 102.103
diversity 14-15, 17, 41-42, 44, 52-54, 56,

5 8 - 5 9 ,  9 6 ,  1 1 0 ,  1 2 8 ,  1 4 2 ,  4 7 4 :  a n d
stability of the forest ecosystem-
affected by timber management 17;
biotic 15; forest ecosystem, protection
of 16; goals for 59; habitat 51, 143, 149;
horizontal 17-18, 479; index 54-56, 474;
index, induced 479; index, inherent 479;
index, total 492; indicators of 52;
induced 54, 56, 58; inherent 54, 56;
management for 53; measured by edge
53; related to timber management
system 17; species 52; species, impact
of timber management 33; structural
17, 42, 491; the Blue Mountains 18;
total 54, 58, 492; trends in habitat 54;
vertical 17-18, 493; wildlife 53-54,  96,
1 2 9 ,  1 4 3 - 1 4 4

downy woodpecker 30-31,  34-38, 63, 67-68
drainage 474
drum 474
drumming sites 89
drying rates, fuel 92
dry meadow plant community 24, 28, 30,

3 5
duck, wood 27,63
duff 474
dusky flycatcher 27
dusky shrew 87-88
dusting 79, 89, 474

dominant 474; activity, timber 144
dominant tree 474
Douglas-fir 24-25, 80-83, 88, 106, 134-136,

138: forest ecosystem 20, 24-25; forest
[interior] (K-12) potential natural
vegetation 24, 106, 134

dove, rock 98

dynamic 474
dynamics: insect population 62;

population 485

eagle, golden 98, 100
ecoclass 106, 134
ecological niche 14-15, 474
ecological role 474: small vertebrates 86
ecologist 12, 15, 93
ecology 474: Commoner’s “laws” of 161
economic conditions, influence on forest

management 11
economic loss, snags 76
economics: “laws” of 161; local 19
ecosystem 474: ability to withstand

disaster 53; alpine 24; chaparral-
mountain shrub 25; Douglas-fir 24-25;
forest 15; forest, alteration of 104;
Garrison et al.‘s  23-25; insurance 53;
KUchler’s  23-25; Kiichler’s  forest and
range 18, 20; larch 21, 25; lodgepole
pine 24; mountain grassland 24;
mountain meadow 24; pinyon-juniper
24; ponderosa pine 24; sagebrush 25;
spruce-fir 25

ecotone 14-15, 18, 48-59, 144, 147, 474:
area of 52, 59; shrub-forest 56; grass-
shrub 58

ectomycorrhiza 474
ectomycorrhizal fungi 82
edaphic 474
edge 14-15, 18, 41-42, 44, 48-59, 96, 141,

143-144, 146-147, 474: abrupt 50, 55, 59,
470; amount 52; characteristics of 52;
configuration 52, 59; contrast of 52, 59,
142-144; diversity, measure of 53;
ecotones, special habitat 31-32, 35;
effect 14-15, 18, 44, 48-49, 53, 474, 475;
effect related to cover patch
configuration 110; forest-opening 476;
forest, use by deer and elk 117; habitat
52; increase in 110; induced 50-51,  54,
57, 59, 479; inherent 50-51,  54, 57, 59,
479; length of 52, 59; mosaic 50, 55, 59,
482; sagebrush-juniper 58; simple 52,
55; total 55-56; total length 57; width
5 2 ,  5 9

elk 18, 27, 43, 79, 89-90, 104-127, 129-130,
132, 139-141: calving areas 120; calving
habitat 475; carrying capacity 135136;
changes in potential use 134; deer and
timber, simultaneous production of
104; grazing and browsing 29; habitat,
related to stand size 144; hiding cover
for 478; impact of timber sales 134;
maximum rotation length for 132-133;
minimum rotation length for 132;
optimum calving habitat 120; optimum
habitat 130, 133, 136; response curves

electrical conductance 47
elevation 26, 134



134-136; response to cover-forage area
ratios 118; sedge 24, 106, 134; use,

elk and deer (see “deer and elk”): carrying
capacity 105; habitat, as influenced by

potential 136

slash treatment 127; winter range 105
Elkhorn  mountain range 18
endangered habitat, snags 77
endangered or threatened species 22,31,

3 9
endangered species 59, 475
Endangered Species Act 11
endemic 475: levels, insects 63
Engelmann spruce beetle 62
engineers, forest 15
England 81: Hampshire 78; Wytham 79
environment 14, 475
environmental: analysis report 11, 39, 475;

factor 475; impact 46-47; impact
statement 11-12, 39, 475; Policy Act,
National 483

enzyme 475
ephemeral streams 475
epidermis 475
equation, best-prediction 470
erosion 50-51:  sheet 488; soil 45-46, 489
error, standard 490
escape cover 475
establishment, tree 82
estate, forest 476
esthetics 53
estimate, best 470
European forest managers 63
evaluating trade-offs 148
evaluation of habitat change 141
evaluation of management 54
evolution, wildlife 128
even-aged management 17-18,  109, 141,

146, 475: objective of 17
even-aged stands 18
even- and uneven-aged management,

differences 18
evening grosbeak 27
events, catastrophic 471
excavated cavities 27, 62
excavation 27, 60-63:  cavity 471; pileated

woodpecker 130; type of 63;
woodpeckers 138

excavators: cavity 471; in soft wood 63;
in sound wood 63; primary 60, 67-68,
75, 140, 485; soft wood 489

existing cavities, occupancy of 61
exponential 475
extended rotation 153, 158-160,  475: age

475; impact on wood production 159
external characteristics, snags 65
external succession 475

factor: chill 471; environmental 475;
limiting 60, 480

Fagaceae 475

falcon, peregrine 39

fawning area 475: deer 120

falcon, prairie 39, 98-100

featured species 59, 104
featured species management 17, 23, 30,

fall, litter 480

59, 129-131, 141-142, 147, 475: goals of
16; objectives of 16; process of 16

features, geomorphic 50
fecal material 475
Federal and State cooperation 11, 16
Federal funds 12
Federal law 10, 61: regarding wildlife 11
Federal payments, in lieu of taxes 19
Federal responsibility for wildlife 11, 16
feeding 61, 65, 98, 100, 102, 128, 144-147:

sites 79, 87
feeding substrate 61, 475: pileated

woodpeckers 136-139
felling 475: cable assisted 471; directional

4 7 4
ferruginous hawk 98, 100
fertilization 29
fescue 24
fill 475
final crop 475
final cut 476
final harvest cut 476
financial maturity 476
finch, black rosy 98, 100
finch, gray-crowned rosy 98, 100
finch, house 27
fine fuels 476
Finland 27
fir 75: Douglas- 24-25, 80-83,  88, 106,

134-136, 138; grand 24, 67; subalpine
24-25, 69, 106, 147; true 82; white 24-25,
69, 106, 134-139, 147

fire 25, 29, 50-51,  66, 79, 83, 90, 142:
hazard 66, 78, 476; hazard, snags 77;
lightning 128; logs, effect on 85, 90;
prescribed 485; prevention 77;
prevention, felling snags to enhance
77; retardant 476; specialists 91;
succession 476

firel ine  476
firewood 77
firing technique 476
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 11
fisher 67, 98, 100
fishery biologist 45, 47
fixation, nitrogen 79, 483
flammulated owl 76
flashy fuel 78, 476
fleeceflower 24
flexibility: forest management 13, 18;

management 16
flicker, common 27, 30-31, 34-38, 61,

6 9 - 7 2 ,  1 4 6 - 1 4 7 ,  1 5 0
flooding 50-51
floods 79
floor, forest 128, 476

flora 476
flycatcher 79: dusky 27; gray 98, 100
flying squirrel 61
food 42,44,  86, 97, 103, 144; storage 79, 89
foot, board 471
forage 134, 476: allocation, deer and elk

107; deer and elk 104; limiting for deer
and elk 107; medium 476; production
by successional stage 26; succulent-
as part of deer fawning habitat 120

forage area 130-131, 133-136, 139-140, 476:
contained in elk calving areas 120;
/cover  ratio 476; deer and elk 116-117;
maximum size 117; natural and man-
made openings 116; ratio, cover to 473;
size 130; size and arrangement related
to deer and elk use 109; sizes, use by
deer and elk 117

foraging substrate 476: pileated
woodpeckers 147

forb 134, 476
forced trailing 476: ungulates 94
forgoing salvage to provide snags 76-77
foreground, landscape 480
forest 476: area impacted by management

12; base, commercial 472; Bavarian 63;
climax 472; communities 67-69;
coniferous 42-43, 472; ecosystem 15;
ecosystems, alteration by forest
management 104,123; edges, use by
deer and elk 109-110; engineers, 15;
environment, manipulation of 11;
estate 476; floor 79, 128, 476; hygiene
65; insect control 61; insect pests 61;
intensivety managed 75; inventory
476; land base 103; land, commercial
472; land managment goals 54;
managed 481; managers 10-13,  18, 22,
27, 29, 32-33, 39, 59, 61, 64, 68, 70, 75,
77, 104, 115117,  123, 127-128,  133, 143,
148-149,  153, 160, 476; managers,
European 63; mature 18; National 483;
opening edge 476; Practices Act,
Oregon 11; public 485; Spanish 63;
structure 23, 25, 128; successional
around snags 64-65; supervisors, USDA
Forest Service 13; temperate 491;
tropical 492; unmanaged 493; wildlife
management systems 16-17

forest and range ecosystems, Kijchler’s
1 8

forest and range ecosystems, map,
Kiichler’s  20

Forest and Rangeland Renewable
Resources Planning Act 11

forested connectors 44
foresters 11, 13, 15, 78, 147
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forest management 476: economic
conditions, influence on 11; flexibility
in 13; intensified 13; land capability,
influence of 11; legislation, influence
of 11; objectives 59; production of
wildlife 11-12; public demand, influence
on 11; strategy 148; uneven-aged 109

forestry impacts on wildlife, accounting
for 22-23

forestry, intensive 62, 480
Forest Service, Chief of 54
Forest Service, USDA 13
shrub-forest ecotone 56
forest sites as potential cover 118
form: brush 471; class 476; life 480; tree

4 9 2
formation 476
fox: gray 102; red, 98, 100
fragile soils 476
Franklin’s grouse 87, 89
free water 40, 476
frog 101: Pacific tree- 27, 41; tailed 87
fructification 476
fuel 477: break 477; break, minimizing

adverse impacts on deer and elk 124;
break, shaded 488; class 477;
classification 91, 93; drying rates 92;
fine 476; flashy 78, 476; heavy 478;
high density 478; large diameter 480;
loading 477; management 477;
management standard 477; moisture
content 92, 477; l-hour 483; loo-hour
483; l,OOO-hour  483; reduction 91; small
diameter 489; IO-hour t imelag  class
491; type 477

full stocking 477
function 477
funds, Federal 12
fungal  477: conk 477; hyphae 82, 477;

spore 90
fungi 61, 67, 82, 477: blue stain 471;

ecotomycorrhizal 82; imperfect 479;
mycorrhizal 90

game 59, 477: big 470
gametophyte 477
Garfield County, Washington 18
Garrison et at’s  ecosystems 23-25
gene pool 477
genus 477
geomorphic 96, 477: features 50
girdling 477
gleaning 477
goals 129, 142-144, 146-147: diversity 59;

forest land management 54;
management 91,93;  timber
management 148; wildlife 11, 16, 54, 155

goats: grazing and browsing 29; mountain
39, 98,100

golden-crowned kinglet  27
golden eagle 98, 100

5 0 0 index

goldeneye, common 63, 68
goldfinch: American 27; lesser 98, 100
goose, Canada 98
gopher snake 87-88,98,  100
goshawk 27,87,98,  100
government, local 19
gradient 40, 477
grand fir 24, 67
grand fir-Douglas-fir forest ecosystem 20
grand fir-Douglas-fir forest (K 14)

potential natural vegetation 24, 134
Grant County, Oregon 18
grass 88, 477: planting 23, 29, 143; sod-

forming 144
grass-forb stage 477
grass-forb successional stage 23, 26,

2 8 - 2 9 ,  3 1 - 3 3 ,  5 2 ,  6 5 ,  8 3 ,  1 2 8 ,  1 4 1 ,
1 4 3 - l  4 5

grass-shrub ecotone 58
gray-crowned rosy finch 98, 100
gray flycatcher 98, 100
gray fox 102
grazing 45, 47, 50-51:  demand for 21
grazing and browsing: cattle 29; deer 29;

elk 29; goats 29
Great Basin pocket mouse 100
Great Basin sagebrush ecosystem 20
great blue heron 27
greater than l,OOO-hour  fuel t imelag  class

4 7 7
great gray owl 65
great horned owl 27,98-100
grebe, western 42
Greenhorn mountain range 18
green-tailed towhee 98
grosbeak, evening 27
ground vegetation related to canopy

closure 116
group selection 17, 46, 477
grouse 79: blue 87, 89; Franklin’s 87, 89;

ruffed 87, 89
grouse huckleberry 24, 106, 134
growing layer 477
growing stock 477
growth: apical 470; increment 477; ring

478; substrate 61; tree volume 153
guidelines for protecting wildlife habitat

1 3
Gymnospermae 478

habitat 49, 478: animal 14-15, 470; aquatic
47, 470; arrangement, optimum for
deer and elk 117; block 478; block size
52; change, evaluation of 141; change,
deer and elk response 108; component
53, 66, 89, 95, 478; components, critical
473; components, deer and elk 105;
condition, a predictor of wildlife
welfare 21; condition, measure of 59;
deer fawning 474; diversity 51, 143,
149; diversity, trends in 54; edge 52;
elk calving 475; homogeneity of 52;
improvement, direct 474; improvement,
indirect 479; juxtaposition of 129;
lent ic  41; lo t ic  41; management,
impacts on wood production 148-150,
152; management, wildlife 16;
manipulation, vulnerability to 26;
niches 14-15, 17-18, 478; optimum 484;
optimum-deer and elk 118; potential,
snag dependent species 73;
prescription 144; pristine 53; required
per pair 34; richness 14-15,  52, 478;
riparian 40-47; selection to conserve
energy, deer and elk 112; size 52-53;
size requirements, minimum 53; snag
74; snag dependent species 73; special
96, 489; type 478; unique 96, 103, 495

habits of species 33
hairy woodpecker 30-31, 34-38, 63, 67-72,

1 4 6 - 1 4 7 ,  1 5 0
Hall, Frederick C. 128
Hall’s plant community types 24-25, 106
Hampshire, England 78
hand-piling 478
hang up 102,478
hard snag 60-61,  65-66, 478
hardwood 478
hardwood borer, southern 62
hare, snowshoe 79,87,89
Harvey County, Oregon 18
harvest: commercial 472; cut 139; cut,

final 476; cutting 478; delayed 158;
related to mean annual increment 160;
sanitation 487; scheduling, impact on
wood production 159; single tree
selection 29; timber 50, 136; timber, by
ownership 19

harvested, tree volume 153
harvesting 478: techniques 478
hawks 68: ferruginous 98, 100; red-tailed

27, 68, 98, 100; Swainson’s 98, 100
hawking 478
hazard: fire 66, 78, 476; reduction 478;

safety 66
heart rot 61, 66-67, 136-139, 142, 478
heartwood 478: softened 66
heat production adjustment, deer and elk

1 1 2
heavy fuels 478
height of snags 66: for nesting 68
hemlock 82, 91



herbaceous vegetation 101
herbicides 21, 91, 478: shrub control 29
herd behavior 478
heron, great blue 27
heterogeneity 59
hibernacula 478
hibernate 63
hibernation 101-102
hiding cover 85-88, 129-137, 139-141,  478:

elk calving areas, in 120; deer 478; deer
and elk 18, 108-110; deer and elk,
provided by slash 127; elk 478;
effectiveness, as influenced by
topography 110; size 110

high density fuel 478
hoary bat 27
holding crew 478
hole nesters 478
hole-nesting birds 61, 63-64
holes, woodpecker 67
holistic 478: planning 12
hollow logs 87-88
home range 34, 48-49,478
homogeneity 59: habitat 52
homoiotherm 479
homoiothermic animals 479
homoiothermy 112, 115
hooded merganser 63,68
horizontal diversity 17-18, 479
hose, soaker 489
house finch 27
house sparrow 63
house wren 65, 89
huckleberry 24: big 24, 106, 134-136;

grouse 24, 106, 134
human: activity, impact on deer and elk

102-105; waste 46
human-wildlife contact 45
humidity 102, 479: relative 488
humus 479: layer 479
hunters, road 486
hunting 21: deer and elk 105
hygiene, forest 65
hyphae 479: fungal  477

identification of trade-offs 161
igneous 479: rock 97,102
immobilization, nutrient 79, 483
impact: environmental 46-47; forestry

practices on wildlife, prediction of 10;
statements, environmental 39; wildlife
habitat, on wood production 148-161

imperfect fungi 479
incidental association 479
increasing: distribution of woodpeckers

74; probability of woodpecker
occurrence 74; welfare of woodpeckers
7 4

increment 479: borer 67, 479; core 479;
growth 477; volume 493

independent variable 479

index: diversity 54-56,  474; induced
diversity 57-58; inherent diversity 56,
58; site 488; total diversity 58;
versatility 37-39, 493

indicator, diversity 52
indicator-species management 16, 479
indicator species system 479
indirect habitat improvement 479
induced diversity 54, 56, 58: index 57-58,

4 7 9
induced edge 50-51,  54, 57, 59, 479
industry, timber 19
influences, integrator of 50
information of management significance,

by species 36
inherent diversity 54, 56: index 56, 58, 479
inherent edge 50-51,54,57,59,479
in-house 479
inoculation 479
inorganic 479
insect 18, 85, 128-129,  142: biological

control of 64; chemical control of 65;
control 6165;  control by birds 61;
damage 69; endemic levels 63;
epidemic, prevention 64; infestation 29;
outbreak 51, 63; outbreak suppression
64; pests, forest 61, 65; population
dynamics 62; population, regulation 61

insectivorous 480: birds 63-65; species 61;
vertebrates 62

insurance for the ecosystem 53
integrator 480: of influences 50
integrity 480: forest ecosystem,

protection of 16
intensified forest management 13
intensity of cut 136
intensive: forestry 62, 480; managed forest

75; timber management 77,138,480
interface 480
intermittent stream 43, 480
internal characteristics of snags 65
internal succession 480
interspersion 14-15,  49, 54, 480: law of

4 8 - 4 9 ,  4 8 0
interspersion of forage, water and cover

-deer and elk habitat 104
intersuccessional link 480
intrusions by man 53
inventory 480: forest 476
invertebrates 61, 88, 480
involvement, public 485
island 50, 59

jay, Steller’s  98, 100
jumping mice 89
junco  79, 88: dark-eyed 27
juniper 69, 83, 87
juniper/big sagebrush, plant community

type 24
juniperlbunchgrass, plant community

type 24

juniper/low sagebrush, plant community
type 24

juniper-sagebrush edge 58
juniper steppe woodland ecosystem 20
juniper steppe woodland (K 24) potential

natural vegetation 24
juniper/stiff sage scabland, plant

community type 24
juniper, western 24, 67
juxtapose 480
juxtaposition 480: and arrangement of

vegetation, effect on deer and elk 107;
of habitats 129; of stands 18

kerf 480
kestrel, American 27, 39, 63, 68, 98, 100
key-species management 16, 480
kil ldeer  2 7
killing trees to provide snags 75-76
kinglet,  golden-crowned 27
Kiichler’s  ecosystems 18, 20, 23-25106,

1 3 5

lake 41: special habitat 31-32, 35
land: agricultural 53; base 96, 480; base,

forest 103; capability, influence on
forest management 11; management
56; management conflicts 22;
management coordination
requirements 11; manager 45-47, 56;
public 485

landscape 50-51,  480: architects 15;
foreground 480

landslides 50
land-type 129-130, 134-137, 139, 142.144,

146, 480: classification 134;
description of 106; related to deer and
elk 107-109; related to logging costs
107; silvicultural options 134-137

land-use planning 13, 25, 27, 31, 39, 56,
59, 90, 480: criticism of 12; documents
11; process 12

lanes, travel 492
larch 25, 75, 82: ecosystem 24-25; sawfly

6 2
large diameter fuels 480
large snags, production of 75
larvae, moth 62
law(s) 89, 95, 147-148: Endangered

Species Act 11; Endangered Species
Conservation Act 11; Federal 10, 61;
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act 11;
Forest and Rangeland Renewable
Resources Planning Act 11; interpreted
by agencies and courts 11; Mul t ip le-
Use Sustained Yield Act 11; National
Environmental Policy Act 11; National
Forest Management Act 12; of
dispersion 48-49, 480; of ecology,
Commoner’s 12, 161; of economics

Index 501



161; of interspersion 48-49, 480;
regarding wildlife, State and Federal
11; Sikes Act 11

layer: growing 477; humus 479; vegetative
4 3

least chipmunk 98, 100
ledge, nest 99
legal challenges to management

activities 22
legislation, influence on forest

management 11
lek 480
length of edge 52,59
lent ic  habitat 41
lesser goldfinch 98, 100
letter code 480
levels: biotrophic 471; snag management

72, 74-75
Lewis’ woodpecker 30-31, 34-38, 65, 69,

71-72, 146-147, 150
lichens 61
life form 26, 30, 34, 39, 130, 146, 480:

associated with successional stage
144-145; descriptions 27; related to
plant communities and successional
stages 26-29; relative degree of use of
plant communities and successional
stages 28; response to succession 141;
versatility rating 147

life, snag 489
lightning 66: fires 128
lighting pattern 480
limbs 79

Lincoln’s sparrow 27
line: contour 472; control 472
link, intersuccessional 480
litter 480: decomposition 81; fall 80-81, 480
little brown myot is 98, 100
live burning 480

limiting factor 16, 60, 69, 72-73, 480
limnologist 54

livestock 480: competition with deer and
elk 107; grazing, impact on deer and
elk habitat 105; production of 11

live trees 62
lizard 101: side-blotched 27, 98, 100;

western fence 27, 87, 89, 98, 100
loading, fuel 477
local economics 19
locally distributed 481
lodgepolelbig huckleberry, plant

community type 24, 106
lodgepolelgrouse huckleberry, plant

community type 24, 106
lodgepole pine 24-25, 32, 67, 69, 84, 86,

106, 134, 147: ecosystem 24; plant
community 24, 28, 30, 32, 35, 67, 134,
1 4 7

lodgepolelpinegrass-grouse huckleberry,
plant community type 24, 106

log(s) 79, 101, 481: accumulation 81,

lopping and scattering 481

481; bridges 89; characteristics 80;
charred 85; class 481; cover 84, 90, 96;

lo t ic  habitat 41

decked 473; decomposition 82,88:
class, related to snag condition 80;

low sagebrush 24

classes 80, 481; density 83-84, 86;
distribution 84; external succession

low sagebrushlbunchgrass,  plant

82-83; features important to wildlife 79;
feeding sites for wildlife 84, 86, 88;

community type 24

fire, effect of 85, 90; hollow 87, 89;
influence on ungulates 84, 94; in o ld-

lynx 98,100

growth by decomposition class 81;
internal succession 82-83; in water 89;
management for wildlife 89-90; nitrogen
concentration 82; number retained on
forest floor 95; nurse 82, 483;
recruitment 81, 486; relics 84;
reproductive sites for wildlife 84, 86,
88; residence time 83, 86; saw 487; size
84, 86; soil under 85; special habitat
31-32, 35; use by wildlife 86-89; value
481; water content 82; wildlife 494;
wildlife habitat 82-84, 91

loggerhead shrike 98,100
logging 25, 46, 51: costs related to land-

type 107; debris 84-85, 481; deer and elk
habitat, effect on 110; salvage 76, 487;
slash 105; thermal cover, effect on 115

long-range planning 481
long rotations, effect on snags 75
long-tailed weasel 98, 100, 102
long-toed salamander 27, 100
lookout site 79, 89, 481
loose bark 60-61, 63, 65
lopping 481

machine-piling 481
magpie, black-billed 98, 100
mahogany, curlleaf  mountain. 24-25
main crop 481
main road 481
Malheur County, Oregon 18
Malheur National Forest 19, 106-107, 118,

1 3 4
mammals 61, 97, 101: small 65, 102
managed forest 481: intensively 75
managed stands 148,481
managed yield tables 148-149, 152-155,

1 6 0 ,  4 8 1

management: activity, alteration of
successional stage 29; area, visual
resource 493; constraint 136, 146,
148-149, 152, 155, 481; coordination
104; diversity 53; evaluation of 54;
even-aged 141, 146, 475; featured
species 23, 30, 59, 129-131,  141-142,
147, 475; forest 61, 64, 476; fuel 477;
goals 91,93;  indicator species 479;
intensive timber 77; land 56; land, deer
and elk response to 107; levels, snags
69,74-75,489;  logs for wildlife 89-90;
objectives 59, 90, 95, 128-129, 136, 144,
147; public access 104; requirements
for snags 72; snags, modifications to
provide 154; species richness 23, 59,
141-142, 144, 146-147, 481, 490;
systems, forest wildlife 16-17; systems,
timber 17-18, 492; techniques, woody
debris 90; timber 46, 104, 492; tips,
dead and down woody material 94-95;
uneven-aged 141; unit, stream 490;
visual 91; visual resource 155; wildlife
494; wildlife habitat 59, 494; wildlife,
responsibility for 11, 16; zone, visual
4 9 3

manager: forest 10-12,  18, 22, 27, 29,
32-33, 39, 59, 68, 70, 75, 77, 104, 115,
1 1 7 - 1 1 8 ,  1 2 3 ,  1 2 8 - 1 2 9 ,  1 3 3 ,  1 4 3 ,  1 4 6 - 1 4 9 ,
153, 160, 476; land 56; wildlife 49 -

managerial: accountability 13; flexibility
1 6

manipulation: forest environment 11;
silvicultural 128; vegetation 50-51

mantled ground squirrel 89, 98, 100
manual manipulation, woody debris 90-91
marginal populations, woodpeckers 74
marketable snag 60
marmot 101: yellow-bellied 89, 98, 100
marsh 45: special habitat 31-32, 35
marten 61, 89, 98, 100
Martin, Robert E. 78
Maser, Chris 22, 40, 60, 78, 96
mast 481
material, fecal 475
mating rituals, woodpeckers 77
mature: forest 18; forest successional

stage 23, 26, 28-29, 31-33, 83, 128, 138,
141-142, 144-147; stage 481; tree 481

maturity 481: financial 476
Maury mountain range 18
maximum population level 481
maximum wood production 142
meadow 41,45
mean 481: arithmetical 470
mean annual increment 481: culmination

of 129, 160, 473; formula for computing
percent reduction between rotation
lengths 159; formula to compute 159;
formula to compute percent reduction
due to wildlife habitat 159; reduction in
159; related to harvest 160

5 0 2 Index



mechanical: damage to trees 66;
manipulation, woody debris 90-91;
shrub cant  rol 29

medium, forage 47fi
Mendelian population 481
merchantable snag 481; trees 481
merganser: common 67; hooded 63,68
meristem 481
merlin 39
metabolic rate 481: adjustment by deer

and elk 112
metabolism: basal 470; deer and elk 112
metamorphic 481: rock 102
microarthropod 481
microbe 482
microbial community 482
microclimate 26, 43-46, 50, 482
microenvironment 482
micro-organism 482
microscopic 482
migration corridor 482
migration route 43, 482
Miller, Rodney J. 22
mineral: content 47; cycling 79, 482; soil

4 8 2
mineshafts 102
minimally stocked 482
minimum d.b.h.:  for cavity nesters 63; of

snags for nesting by woodpeckers 70
minimum habitat size requirements 53
minimum size snag 482
mink 89
mixed age stand 482
mixed conifer 18, 44, 50, 67, 69, 84, 94,

130, 132, 134, 139, 143-144, 146-147:
plant community 24-25, 28-30, 32-33, 35,
50,67,  136, 147, 482

mixed coniferlpinegrass-ash soil, plant
community type 24, 134

mixed coniferlpinegrass-residual soil,
plant community type 24, 134

mixed-species stand 482
MM standard 482: for slash management

1 0 5
mobility of deer and elk ll7
model 482: decay 473; decomposition

4 7 4
moist meadow, plant community 24, 28,

30,35
moisture content, fuel 92, 477
moisture regime 26, 482
mopup  482
Morrow County, Oregon 18
mortality 482: anticipated tree 153;

natural tree 152; stand 490; unsalvaged
78,493

mosaic 482: edge 50, 55, 59, 482;
vegetation 135

mosses 61
moths 61

mountain: bluebird 89, 98, 100; chickadee
63, 67.68; ecosystem 24; goat 39, 98,
100; grassland 44; meadows ecosystem
24; vole 100; grasslands ecosystem 24

mountainmahogany-oak scrub
ecosystem 20

mountainmahogany-oak scrub (K 37)
potential natural vegetation 24

mouse 88: canyon 98s99,100,102;  deer
79, 88-89, 98, 100-102; Great Basin
pocket 100; northern grasshopper 100;
pinyon 98-99, 102; western harvest 100;
western jumping 27

movement, air 43
mulch 482
mule deer, Rocky Mountain (see “deer

and elk”)
multiple use 10, 13, 148, 167, 482:

constraints 142, 144, 482; planning 482
Multiple-use Sustained Yield Act 11, 482
multistoried stands 482; effectiveness as

thermal cover 115
multitiered stands 482
muskrats 27, 89
mycelial tissue 482
mycelium 482
mycorrhiza 482
mycorrhizal fungi 90
myotis:  California 102; little brown 98,

100; small-footed 98, 100, 102

name, scientific 487
National Environmental Policy Act 11, 483
National Forest 54, 483: Malheur 134;

Ochoco 134; Umatilla 134, 152, 160;
Wallowa-Whitman 134

National Forest Management Act 12
natural: cavity 62-63; mortality, trees 152;

openings 130; regulation 483
nematode 483
nest 61, 63: box 63, 77, 483; cavities 79;

ledge 99; sites 65
nester: cavity 471; hole 478; primary

cavity 485; secondary cavity 487
nesting 60-61,  79, 87: cavities, artificial

63; cover 79; minimum d.b.h. of snags
for use by woodpeckers 70; population
level 483; sites, absence of 60; snags 66

new forest 78
New Jersey 53
new soil profile 483
niche 23, 26, 128, 483: ecological 14-15,

474; habitat 14-15, 17-18, 478
nighthawk, common 27, 98, 100
night roost 102
night snake 98, 100
ninebark  24-25, 106, 134-136
ninebark  shrubland, plant community

type 24, 106, 134
nitrogen concentration 62: logs 82
nitrogen fixation 79, 483
node 483

nongame  wildlife 483
nonviable populations, woodpeckers 74
normal distribution 483
northern: flying squirrel 27, 56, 87, 89;

grasshopper mouse 100; oriole 27;
three-toed woodpecker 30-31,  34-38, 77;
water shrew 87

numbers of snags 68-69
nurse logs 82,483
nursery colonies 102, 483
nutcracker, Clark’s 98
nuthatch: pygmy 30-31, 34-38, 61, 146-147;

red-breasted 27, 30-31,  34-38, 146147;
white-breasted 30-31,  34-38, 146-147

nutrient 47, 82: cycling 79, 82, 90, 483;
immobilization 79, 483; loss 84

oak 24,82
objectives: forest management 59;

management 59,90,95,  128-129, 136,
144, 147, 158; wildlife 149

obligate 483
occupier, secondary 487
oceanspray 24-25
Ochoco: mountains 18; National Forest

19, 106-107,  118, 134
old growth 75, 81-82, 128, 130-131,

137-139, 141-142, 144, 146-147,  149, 155,
158, 160-161,  483: habitat, providing
155-159; in managed forests 158; logs
by decomposition class 81; rotation
139, 141,  143; silvicultural production
of 158; successional stage 23, 26,
28-29, 31, 33, 50, 52, 83

l-hour fuel t imelag  class 483
lOO-hour fuel t imelag  class 483
l,OOO-hour  fuel t imelag  class 483
on-grade 483
open canopy484
opening(s) 10, 17, 135, 137, 144, 484:

adjusting yield tables for 154; as forage
areas 116; deer and elk use 116; natural
130; to forest site ratio 144.

open-stocked stand 484
opossum 67
opportunity curve 484: deer and elk 118
optimum: calving habitat, elk 120; cover

patches for deer and elk 114; stocking
484; timber production 128;  use of
habitat, deer and elk 108

optimum habitat 484: deer and elk
108-109, 118; for elk 130, 133, 136;
pileated woodpecker 130, 137-139

options, silvicultural 128-147
order, phylogenetic 484
Oregon: Department of Fish and Wildlife

13; Forest Practices Act 11; map of 19,
2 0

organ 484
organic matter in soil 484
organism 484
oriole, northern 27
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osprey 39
other grasses, plant community 24-25,

28,30,  144
other shrubs, plant community 24-25, 28,

30, 35
otter, river 27, 89
outbreak: insect 51, 63; prevention of

insect 64; suppression of insect 64
overgrazing 25,484
overmature 484
overstocked 484
overstory 484: removal 153, 155, 484;

trees 18
overuse 484
overwinter 63
owl 102: barn 67, 98, 100, 102; barred 67;

burrowing 27, 100; flammulated 76;
great gray 65; great horned 27, 98-100;
pygmy 100; saw-whet 62; screech 63,
68,98,100,  102

Pacific treefrog  27, 41, 79, 87-88, 98, 100
painted turtle 87
pallid bat 98, 102
parameter 484
parasites 65
partial cuts 484
partial snag requirements 71
partly dead trees 62
patch, cover 473
patches of snags 77
pathogen 484
pathological 484
pathology 484
pattern, lighting 480
pectoral sandpiper 100
Pedersen, Richard J. 104
peninsula 50
perches 65, 103
perching 61, 79
peregrine falcon 39, 98, 100
perennial stream 484
perfect simplicity 56, 484
perimeter 55-56:  total 54
permanent stream 43, 484
pest(s) 484: impede reforestation 86, 90;

insect 65; vertebrate 78
pesticide 91, 484
pH 484
phellem 484
phenomenon, species-area 489
phoebe, Say’s 96,100
photograph: aerial 118, 144; aerial oblique

470; standard aerial 490
photosynthesis 484
phylogenetic: order 484; sequence 464
physical stability 15
pika 27, 100-101, 103

pileated woodpecker 18, 27, 30-31, 34-38,
6 0 - 6 1 ,  6 5 ,  6 7 ,  6 9 - 7 2 ,  7 5 ,  7 7 ,  7 9 ,  8 6 ,  1 2 8 ,
130, 136, 140, 146-147, 150: excavation
139; feeding substrate 136-139;
foraging substrate 147; optimum
habitat 130, 137-739; reproduction 138;
territorial requirement 138-139

piled slash 84
piling and burning 484
Pinaceae 484
pine 82: beetle, western 62; lodgepole

2 4 - 2 5 ,  3 2 ,  6 7 ,  6 9 ,  8 4 ,  8 6 ,  1 0 6 ,  1 3 4 ,  1 4 7 ;
ponderosa 18, 24-25, 32, 44, 50, 59, 67,
6 9 ,  7 0 - 7 2 ,  7 6 ,  9 4 ,  1 0 6 ,  1 0 8 ,  1 1 5 ,  1 3 3 ,
147, 151-157, 160-161; siskin 98, 100;
whitebark 24, fO6

pinegrass 24, 106, 134
pinyon-juniper ecosystem 24
pinyon mouse 98-99, 102
pipistrelle, western 98-100
plan: area, working 494; working 494
planning 22-23, 25, 47, 103: area 484; area

size 155; conceptual framework for 12;
deer and elk 104-105;  holistic 12; land-
use 13, 25, 27, 31, 39, 56, 59, 90, 480;
long-range 481; multiple use 482;
requirements 11; short-range 488

plant community 11, 14-15,  17, 21, 40, 44,
4 8 - 5 0 ,  5 4 ,  5 7 - 5 9 ,  6 7 ,  6 9 ,  8 4 ,  9 6 ,  1 0 3 ,
134-137,  1 3 9 ,  1 4 1 ,  1 4 4 ,  1 4 6 - 1 4 7 ,  1 4 9 ,
484: alpine meadow 24, 28, 30;
classification systems, relationship
between 24-25; curlleaf  mounta in-
mahogany 24-25,‘28,  30, 35; description
23-25; development, dynamic aspects
17; dry meadow 24, 28, 30, 35;
integrator of site factors 26; lodgepole
p i n e  2 4 ,  2 8 ,  3 0 ,  3 2 ,  3 5 ,  6 7 ,  1 3 4 ,  1 4 7 ;
mixed conifer 24, 28-30,  32-33, 35, 50,
67, 136, 147; moist meadow 24, 28, 30,
35; orientation of species to 30, 32, 35;
other grasses 24-25, 28,30;  other
shrubs 24-25, 28, 30, 35; ponderosa
p i n e  2 4 ,  2 8 - 3 0 ,  3 2 ,  3 5 ,  5 0 ,  5 9 ,  6 7 ,  6 9 ,  7 2 ,
75, 147, 150, 155; quaking aspen 24-25,
28, 30; riparian 24-25, 28, 30; sagebrush-
bitterbrush 24, 26, 30, 35; snag
requirements by 74; structure 485;
subalpine fir 24, 28, 30, 32, 35, 67;
successional stages, a common
ground for timber-wildlife planning 23;
successional stages related to wildlife
habitat 22-39; western juniper 24, 28,
30, 35, 67; white fir 24-25, 28, 30, 32,
35,67,  134, 147

plant community type 15, 26, 485: alpine
fescue 24; alpine fleeceflower 24;
alpine sagebrush 24; alpine sedge 24;
big sagebrushlbunchgrass 24; biscuit
scabland  24; bitterbrushlbunchgrass
24; bluegrass scabland  24, 106, 108;
bunchgrass on deep soil and gentle
slopes 24, 134-136; bunchgrass on
deep soil and steep slopes 24, 134-136;
bunchgrass on shallow soil and gentle
slopes 24, 134-136; bunchgrass on
shallow soils and steep slopes 24,
134-136; curlleaf  mountainmahoganyl
grass 24; Hall’s 24-25, 106; juniper/big
sagebrush 24; juniper/bunchgrass  24;
juniper/low sagebrush 24; juniperlstiff
sage scabland  24; lodgepolelbig
huckleberry 24, 106; lodgepolelgrouse
huckleberry 24, 106; lodgepole l
pinegrass-grouse huckleberry 24, 106;
low sagebrushlbunchgrass 24; mixed
coniferlpinegrass-ash soil 24, 134;
mixed conifer/pinegrass-residual soil
24, 134; ninebark  shrubland 24, 106,
134; ponderosa pinelbitterbrush/Ross
sedge 24; ponderosa pine/blue wildrye
24; ponderosa pine-Douglas-fir/elk
sedge 24, 106, 134; ponderosa pine-
Douglas-firlninebark 24, 106, 134-136;
ponderosa pine-Douglas-fir/snowberry-
oceanspray 24; ponderosa pine/fescue
24, 106; ponderosa pinelwheatgrass 24,
106; quaking aspen meadow 24; related
to deer and elk 108; snowberry
shrubland 24; stiff sage scabland  24;
subalpine fir/big huckleberry 24, 106;
subalpine fir/grouse huckleberry 24,
106; subalpine fir-whitebark pine/sedge
24, 106; thinleaf  alder snowslides 24;
wet meadow 24; white fir/grouse
huckleberry 24, 106, 134; white fir/
huckleberry 24, 106, 134-136; white fir/
twinflower 24, 134

plant complex 42
plant diversity by successional stage 26
planting 50-51, 133: grass 23, 29, 143;

shrubs 29; trees 23, 29, 144
plants: shade-tolerant 488; vascular 493
plant species richness 14
p o l e  4 8 5
pole-sapling: stage 485; successional

stage 26, 28-29, 31, 33, 50, 52, 83, 128,
1 3 1 ,  1 3 8 ,  1 4 1 ,  1 4 3 ,  1 4 5 - 1 4 6

policy 148
pond 41: special habitat 31-32, 35
ponderosa pine 18, 24-25, 32, 44, 50, 59,

6 7 ,  6 9 - 7 2 ,  7 5 - 7 6 ,  9 4 ,  1 3 3 ,  1 4 7 ,  1 5 1 - 1 5 5 ,
160-161:  ecosystem 24; plant
community 24, 28-30, 32, 35, 50, 59, 67,
6 9 ,  7 2 ,  7 5 ,  1 4 7 ,  1 5 0 ,  1 5 5

ponderosa pinelbitterbrush/Ross  sedge,
plant community type 24

5 0 4 index



ponderosa pine/blue wildrye,  plant
community type 24

ponderosa pine-Douglas-fir/elk sedge,
plant community type 24, 106, 134

ponderosa pine-Douglas-firlninebark,
plant community type 24, 106, 134-136

ponderosa pine-Douglas-fir/snowberry-
ocean spray, plant community type 24

ponderosa pine/fescue, plant community
type 24, 106

ponderosa pinelwheatgrass,  plant
community type 24, 106

ponderosa shrub forest ecosystem 20
ponderosa shrub forest (K lo), potential

natural vegetation 24
pool, gene 477
poorwil l  98, 100
population 485: dynamics 485; level,

maximum 481; level, nesting 483;
management, wildlife 16; Mendelian
481; potential maximum 485; self-
sustaining 72, 101, 488; viable 493

porcupine 27, 84, 87-88, 98, 102, 147
potential: base use 470; biological 147,

471; density 48; elk use 136; maximum
population 485; maximum population,
woodpeckers 69; site 488; use 493

potential natural vegetation: alpine
meadows and barren (K 52) 24, 106;
Douglas-fir forest [interior] (K 12) 24,
134; grand fir-Douglas-fir forest (K 14)
24, 106, 134; juniper steppe woodland
(K 24) 24; mountainmahogany-oak
scrub (K 37) 24; ponderosa shrub forest
(K 10) 24; sagebrush steppe (K 55) 24;
western ponderosa forest (K 11)  24,
106; western spruce-fir forest (K 15) 24,
106; wheatgrass-bluegrass (K  51) 24,
1 0 6 ,  1 3 4

prairie falcon 39, 96100
precipitation, related to prescribed

burning 91
precommercial thinning 485
predator 88, 99, 102, 435: avian 64
predicting effects of timber management

on deer and elk 104, 106
predicting wildlife welfare from habitat

conditions 21
prediction: best 53; impacts of timber

management on wildlife habitat 12-13
preening 89
prescribed burning 485: related to

precipitation 91
prescribed fire 485: woody debris 90-93
prescription 485: habitat 144; silvicultural

133,137, 143, 488
prevention: fire 77; insect outbreak 64
primary: cavity excavator 60, 67-68, 75,

140, 485; cavity nesters 485; climax
485; conversion 485

primary association 485
orimitive road 485

process, land-use planning 12

principles: and concepts, generally

production: goals, wildlife 11, 16; timber
10, 140, 143; wood 129

applicable 13; forest-wildlife

profile, soil 489
program 485

management 15; substitutability 71

programed 485
proper use 485

priorities, resource 90

prosenchyma cells 485
protection zone, stream 490

pristine habitat 53

providing: old-growth habitat 155159;

probability 485

snag habitat 151
province, Blue Mountain 19
pseudoscorpian 61
ptarmigan, white-tailed 100
public: access, management of 104;

demand, influence on forest
management 11; forest 485;
involvement 485; lands 147, 485;
ownership of land 10; policy 11

puma 102
purpose of the book 10
py:;;;;;thatch  30-31,  34-38, 61, 146-147;

quaking aspen 24, 67: plant community
24-25, 28, 30

quaking aspen meadow plant community
type 24

quality, water 494
quantify 485
quantity 485: water 45-47, 494

rabbit, blacktail jack- 58
raccoon 47, 67‘89
racer, yellow-bellied 100
radiation 486: intensity, solar 112;

intensity, thermal 112; loss 486; solar 46
radio-collar 486
railroad tunnel 96
raising young 63
RAM, Timber 148, 152,155, 160-161
range 486: home 48-49, 478; spring-fall

490; summer 43,491; winter 43,494
range and forest ecosystems: KUchler’s

18; map, Kijchler’s  20
raptors 97, 99, 486
rate: decay, in logs 83; metabolic 481;

stocking 490
rating, versatility 493: life forms 38;

species 37-38
ratio of openings to forest sites 144
rattlesnake, western 98, 100
raven, common 27, 98-100
recoverable wood volume 486

recreation 18, 21, 41, 46-47, 103: demand
21; production 7 I

recruitment: log 81, 486; snags 77

red squirrel 27, 86-69
red-tailed hawk 27, 68, 98, 100

red-backed voles 65, 88

reduction: hazard 478; in wood yield,

red-breasted nuthatch 27, 30-31, 34-38, 146

formula 155

red fox 98, 100

reforestation 78, 486: impeded by pests
86,90

regenerate 139, 142, 144, 486
regeneration 18, 29, 136, 158, 160, 486;

area 486; cut 46, 129, 131, 135, 142, 146,
486; cut, clearcut  29; cut, seed tree 29;
cut, shelterwood 29; cuts, effects on
wildlife 18; delayed 140, 144; failure of
144; schedule 161; seed-tree 487;
technique 129; unit 486; unit, size 129,
1 3 6

regime: moisture 482; thinning 492
regulate 486
regulation: area 160, 470; insect

populations 61; natural 483; stand 160,
490; volume 160-161, 493

relationship between plant community
classification systems 24-25

relative degree of use of plant
communities and successional stages
by life form 28

relative humidity 486
relic 486: logs 84
removal: of existing snags 77; overstory

4 6 4
replacement snags 75
Report, Environmental Analysis 475
reproduction 98, 100, 102, 128, 137,

144-147: capacity 34; pileated
woodpecker 138

reptiles 46, 97
requirement: snag 68; territorial 491
research 12
Research Natural Area “yellow book” 147
reserved from cutting 155
reservoir, special habitat 31, 32, 35
residence time 83, 86, 94, 486
resident species 486
resource management professionals,

backgrounds of 15
resource priorities 90
response curve 486: elk 134-136
responsibility for wildlife management

1 1 ,  1 6
resources, conflicts between 21
resting cover 61
retardant, fire 476
retention of snags 75-76
rhizoid 486
rhizome 486
rhizomorphs 82, 486

index 5 0 5



richness 48, 51, 486: habitat 14-15,  52,
478; plant species 14; wildlife species
14, 51-53, 129, 141-144, 146, 490

ring 486: growth 478
ringneck  snake 88
riparian 69: habitat, deer and elk use of

109; plant community 24-25, 28, 30;
zone 17, 40-47, 141, 144, 147, 486

ritual, courtship 63
river 41, 44: special habitat 31-32, 35
river otter 27, 89
road(s) 41, 45, 103: alteration of habitat

12; bed 103; construction 45; density,
impact on deer and elk 122; effect on
wildlife 10; habitat effectiveness for
deer and elk 105, 107, 122; hunter
486; main 481; minimizing adverse
impact on deer and elk 126; primitive
485; secondary 487

roadless  area 486
robin, American 27
rock: dove 98; igneous 97, 102;

metamorphic 102; sedimentary 97, 99,
102, 487; wren 98, 100

Rocky Mountain: elk (see “deer and elk”)
104-127; mute deer (see “deer and elk”)
1 0 4 - 1 2 7

Rodiek, Jon E. 40, 96
role, ecological 474
roosting 61, 63, 65: night 102; under loose

bark 65
root: adventitious 470; wads 79, 94, 486
Ross sedge 24
rotation 139-141, 143, 146, 152-153, 155,

486: age 487; age, extended 475;
extended 153, 158-160,475;  cycle 487;
for snags 75; impact on elk habitat
131-133; length 138, 161; length, effect
on deer and elk habitat 123, 132-133;
old growth 139, 141, 143

rot, heart 61, 66-67, 478
roundwood 487
route, migration 43, 482
rubber boa 27,85,  88, 100
ruffed grouse 87,89
rule, Scribner 487
running water, special habitat 31, 32, 35
runoff 487: surface-water 491
runways 88,487

safety: feiiing snags 77; hazard 66;
hazard, snags 77

sage: sparrow 98, 100; stiff 24; thrasher
98, 100

sagebrush 24, 44: big 24; ecosystem 24;
low 24; vole 100

sagebrush-bitterbrush plant Community
24, 28, 30, 35

sagebrush steppe ecosystem 29
sagebrush steppe (K  5%  Potential natural

vegetation 24

5 0 6 index

salamander, long-toed 27, 100
sale: area 487; timber 492
salvage 29, 487: cutting 487; forgone to

provide snags 76, 77; logging 76, 487
sandpiper: Baird’s 100; pectoral 100;

western 100
sanitation: cut 142; cutting 487; harvest

4 8 7
sapling 487: successional stage 50, 52
saprophytes 487
sap stain 487
sapsucker: Williamson’s 30-31, 34-38, 69,

71-72, 146-147,  150; yellow-bellied
30-31,  34-38, 63, 67-68

sapwood  487
sawfly, larch 62
saw log 487
sawtimber 128, 132, 138, 487
saw-whet owl 62
Say’s phoebe 98, 100
scabland  106, 108
scars, trees 66
scattering, lopping and 481
scenic values 41
scheduling 487: harvest, impact on wood

production 159; silvicultural treatment
1 2 9 - 1 3 1 ,  1 3 4 ,  1 3 8 ,  1 4 0 ,  1 4 2 - 1 4 4 ,  1 4 9 ;
treatment 492; treatment, impact on
wood production 160-161

Scherzinger, Richard J. 104
scientific name 487
screech owl 63,68,98,100,102
Scribner rule 487
season of occurrence, species 34
secondary: cavity nesters 77, 487; cavity

user 63, 67-68, 70, 75, 487; occupier
487; road 487; wind maxima 113, 487

security, deer and elk 109
sedge 24: elk 24, 106, 134; Ross 24
sediment 487: surface 491; suspended 491
sedimentary rock 97,99,  102, 487
sedimentation 45
seed bearer 487
seedlings 50-51, 82, 137, 487
seed tree 18, 29, 46, 487
seed-tree: cutting 487; regeneration 487
seeps 41,42
selected references for each species 26,

3 7
selection: cutting 488; group 17, 46, 477;

single tree 17, 46-47; system 488
self-sustaining population 72, 101, 488
semiaquatic species 46, 488
sequence, phylogenetic 484
sere 488
series, cutting 473
shade 43
shaded fuel break 488
shade-intolerant plants 17, 488
shade-tolerant plants 488
shape: stands 18, 143; timber harvest

areas 54

sheep, big-horned 98, 100
sheet erosion 488
shelter 60
shelterwood 18, 29, 46-47, 153-154,488:

cutting 488
Shigometer 67, 488
short-range planning 488
short-tailed weasel 98, 100, 102
shrew 85, 88: dusky 87-88; vagrant 87, 100
shrike, loggerhead 98, 100
shrub 488: control, herbicides 29; control,

mechanical 29; planting 29
shrub-seedling: stage 488; successional

stage 23, 26, 28-29, 31, 33, 50, 52,65,
83, 128, 131, 138, 141, 143-145

side-blotched lizard 27, 98, 100
sight barrier 488: deer and elk 110
sight distance 131-132, 488: deer and elk

1 0 9
Sikes Act 11
silvics 488
silvicultural options 128-147: and land-

type 134-137; effects on deer and elk
habitat 123

silvicultural treatment 15, 135137,  154:
arrangement 135136; effect on deer
and elk habitat 107; scheduling
1 2 9 - 1 3 1 ,  1 3 4 ,  1 3 8 ,  1 4 0 ,  1 4 2 - 1 4 4 ,  1 4 9 ;
size 129-130, 135136, 144; timing of
1 2 9 ,  1 4 0

silviculture 11, 128, 149, 488: decision,
consequences for wildlife 18;
manipulation 128; prescription 15, 133,
137, 143, 488; production of old-growth
158; system 129, 136, 488

silviculturist 129, 133, 141, 143-144,
1 4 6 - 1 4 7

simple, edge 52, 55
simplicity, perfect 56, 484
single-species stand 488
single-storied stand 488: effectiveness as

thermal cover 115
single-tiered: canopy 18; stand 488
single tree selection 17, 46-47, 488:

cutting 488; harvest 29
single use 488
siskin, pine 98, 100
site 26, 42, 50, 488; classes 15, 488;

denning 474; factors influencing 14-15;
index 151-152,  154, 160, 488; lookout
481; potential 488; potential, related to
deer and elk 107; preparation 91; types
1 4 - 1 5 ,  4 8 8

size: area, related to deer and elk 107;
class, snags 75; cover areas 131; forage
areas 130; habitat 52-53; logs 84, 86;
planning area 155; regeneration unit
129, 136; silvicultural treatment 129-130,
135136, 144; stand 18, 53, 129, 131,
135136, 138, 144; tree 129, 138, 142

skink, western 87-88, 100



skunk 89: spotted 67, 98, 100, 102; striped
98,100

slabs 488
slash 84-85, 94, 489: burning 89, 91;

disposal 84, 489; effect on deer and elk
105, 110, 117; hiding cover for deer and
elk 127; logging 105; management, MM
standards 105; piles 84, 94

slash treatment 489: impact on wildlife
86, 90; influence on deer and elk
habitat 124, 127

slope 26, 134, 489: upper 493
small diameter fuel 489
small-footed myot is  98, 100, 102
small mammals 65, 102
snag(s) 60-77, 80, 91, 93-94, 128-130,  137,

139, 141-142, 146-147, 149, 160, 489:
broken top 65, 7576;  classification 60;
clumping 77, 472; computation of wood
forgone to produce 156-157;  condition
related to log decomposition class 80;
densities 75; diameter 66; diameter for
nesting 68; diameter related to
longevity 152; distribution 77;
economic loss, associated with
providing 76; endangered habitats 77;
external characteristics 65; felling to
enhance safety 77; felling to reduce
fire hazard 77; fire hazard 77; forest
succession around 64; from forgone
salvage 76-77; habitat 74, 151; hard
60-61,  65-66,  478; height for nesting 66,
68; internal characteristics 65; killing
trees to provide 75-76;  large
substituted for small 70; level 75,
152-153, 155; life 151-152,  489; life,
average 470; loss 62; management
levels 69, 72, 74-75, 484; management
requirements 72; many-limbed 76;
marketable 60; merchantable 481;
minimum d.b.h. for nesting of
woodpeckers 70; minimum size 482;
nesting in 66; numbers 68; overall need
of primary excavators 71; patches 77;
potential 152; production of large 75;
provided by modified management 154;
providing over time 76; recruitment 77;
removal 77; replacement 75; retention
75-76; safety hazards 77; size class 75;
soft 60-61,  6566,  489; special habitat
3-f-32, 35; stages in succession 64;
substitutability 489; successional
changes 64; succession around 64;
twisted 76; types 60; volume 489;
volume, formula for 154; vulnerability
77; year 489

snag-dependent: species 66; species,
habitat potential 73; wildlife 60, 68,
489; wildlife, viable populations 72;
wildlife, vulnerability of 77

snag requirement 68, 154: by plant
communities 74; meeting over time 75;
partial 71; per nesting pair of
woodpeckers 69; per unit area 69;
ponderosa pine community 150

snake 101: common garter 27; gopher
87-88, 98, 100; night 98, 100; ringneck
88; western terrestrial garter 100

snipe, common 45
snow 101
snowberry 24
snowberry shrubland, plant community

type 24
snowshoe hare 79,87,  89
snowslides 25, 79
soaker hose 489
social group size, deer and elk 110
social  strife 489
sod-forming grasses 144
softened heartwood 66
soft snag 60-61,  65-66,  489
softwood 65, 67: excavator 63; 489
soil 40, 58, 489: compaction 4546;

erosion 45-46, 489; features, related to
deer and elk 107; fragile 476; mineral
482; organic matter in 484; profile
489; profile, new 483;  structure 469;
type 26,50;  under logs 85

solar radiation 46, 112: intensity 112
solid wastes 489
solitaire, Townsend’s 98
solitude 53, 102
sound wood 489: excavator 63
southern hardwood borers 62
spaces under bark 61-62
Spanish forests 63
sparrow: chipping 27; house 63; Lincoln’s

27; sage 98, 100
special and unique habitats 46-103,  141,

144: dead and down woody material
78-95; edges 4859;  orientation of
species to 31, 35; riparian zones 40-47;
snags 60-77

special habitat 96, 489: edges and
ecotones 31-32, 35, 48-59;  lake 31-32,
35; logs 31-32, 35, 78-95; marsh 31-32,
35; pond 31-32, 35; reservoir 31-32, 35;
river 31-32, 35; running water 31-32, 35;
snags 31-32, 35, 60-77; stream 31-32, 35

special interest species 39
species 489: code 489; composition 489;

composition, control of 91; dependent
on snags 66; distribution 33; diversity
52; diversity, impact of timber
management 33; endangered 59, 475;
featured 59, 104; habits 33; information
of management significance 36;
management, key 480; of special
interest 39; related to plant
communities and successional stages
26, 30-33;  resident 486; season of

occurrence 34; semiaquatic 46, 488;
threatened 59, 492; wide-ranging 43

species-area: curves 53, 489;
phenomenon 489

species orientation: plant communities
30, 32, 35; special and unique habitats
31, 35; successional stage 31, 33

species richness 51-53, 129, 141-144, 146,
490: response to succession 141

species richness management 17, 23, 59,
129, 141-142, 144, 146-147,  481, 490:
goals 16; objectives 16; process 16

spore 490: fungal  90
sporocarps 82, 490
spot burning 490
spotted bat 98
spotted skunk 67, 98, 100, 102
spring 41
spring-fall range 490: deer and elk 108,

1 1 3 - 1 1 5
spruce 82: beetle, Engelmann 62;
budworm  62
spruce-fir ecosystem 24-25
squirrel 79: Columbia ground 27, 89, 98,

100; flying 61; mantled ground 89, 98,
100; northern flying 27, 56, 87, 89; red
27, 86-89

stability 14-15,  490: and diversity of forest
ecosystems, effect of timber
management 17; forest ecosystem,
protection 16; physical 15

stage: grass-forb 477; mature 481; pole-
sapling 485; shrub-seedling 488;
successional 48, 50-51,  56, 65, 75, 128,
141-147,  491; wood decay,
characteristics 81; young 494

stagnated stands 133, 137-139, 490
stagnation 490
stain 490: blue 471; sap 487
stand(s) 14-15, 53, 134, 490: age 131, 138,

490; arrangement 129, 131, 135, 138,
142, 144; basal area 490; condition
14.15,  17, 23, 129-133, 138-140,  142-144,
148, 490; condition, related to deer and
elk 107; deteriorated 474; even-aged 18;
juxtaposition of 18; managed 148, 481;
mixed-species 482; mortality 490;
multistoried 482; multitiered 482; open-
stocked 484; regulation 160, 490; shape
18, 143; single-species 488; single-
storied 488; single-tiered 488; size
17-18, 53, 129, 131, 135-136,  138, 144;
stagnated 133, 137-139,  490; structure
1 2 8 - 1 2 9 ,  1 3 6 - 1 3 9 ,  1 4 2 ,  1 4 4 ,  4 9 0
structure, related to thermal cover
effectiveness 115; two-storied 492; type
23, 151, 490; type, area 149, 156

standing timber volume, by ownership
19,21

standard: aerial photograph 490;
deviation 490; error 490; fuel
management 477; MM 482

/n&x 5 0 7



starling 98
State: Federal cooperation 11, 16; laws

regarding wildlife 11; responsibility fo
wildlife 11, 16

Statement, Environmental Impact 475
state, steady 53
steady state 53
Steller’s jay 98, 100
stem 490: volume, cubic 151
stiff sage 24
stiff sage scabland, plant community

type 24
stocked minimally 462
stock, growing 477
stocking 128, 138, 490: density 490; full

477; optimum 484; rate 490
storage, food 79, 89
story 490
strata 41-43,  490: vegetative 493
strategies, forest management 148
Strawberry mountain range 18
stream 25, 41, 44-45, 135: banks 45;

ephemeral 475; intermittent 43, 480;
management unit 490; perennial 464;
permanent 43,484; protection zone
490; special habitat 31-32, 35;
temperature 46; woody material in 95

strife, social 469
stringers 135, 144 490
strip: buffer 471; burning 491
striped skunk 98, 100
striped whipsnake 98, 100
structural diversity 491: by successional

stage 26
structure 42, 44-45, 491: community 42,

45; control of 91; diversity 17, 42;
forest 23, 25, 128; soil 469; stand
128-129, 136-139, 142, 144, 490;
vegetative 52, 56, 493

stub 60, 491: of broken branches 66
stumps 79, 101,491
subalpine fir 24.25, 44, 67, 69, 106, 147:

plant community 24, 28, 30, 32, 35, 67
subalpine fir/big huckleberry, plant

community type 24, 106
subalpine fir/grouse huckleberry, plant

community type 24, 106
substitutability: principle of 71; snag 70,

489
substitutable areas 155, 158, 491
substrate: feeding 61, 475; foraging 476;

growth 61
succession 14-15, 491: external 475;

influence on species richness 141;
internal 480; logs 82-83; response by
life forms 141

successional changes, snags 64

successional stage 14-15, 17-18, 21, 48,
50-51,  54, 56-59, 6465,  75, 84, 128, 131,
141, 144-147, 149, 491: altered by
management activity 29; and plant
community related to wildlife habitat
22-39; and related environmental
conditions 26; grass-forb 23, 26, 28-29,
31-33, 52, 65, 83, 128, 141, 143-145; in
snags 64; mature 23, 26, 28-29, 31-33,
52, 128, 138, 141-142, 144-147; mature
forest 83; old growth 23, 26, 28-29,
31-33, 50, 52, 83; orientation of species
31, 33; orientation of species and
impact of intensive timber
management 33; pole 50, 52; pole-
sapling 26, 28-29, 3!,  33, 83, 128, 131,
138, 141, 143, 147; related to animal
diversity 26; related to browse
production 26; related to canopy
closure 26; related to canopy volume
26; related to forage production 26;
related to plant diversity 26; related to
structural diversity 26; related to
vegetation height 26; sapling 50, 52;
shrub-seedling 23, 26, 28-29, 31, 33, 50,
5 2 ,  6 5 ,  8 3 ,  1 2 8 ,  1 3 1 ,  1 3 8 ,  1 4 1 ,  1 4 3 - 1 4 5 ;
young 26, 28-29, 31, 33; young forest 83

succession around snags 64
sucker 491
summer range 43, 130, 135, 491: deer and

elk 105, 109, 114, 116
sunning 89, 491
sun-scald 18
supervisors, forest 13
suppression, insect outbreak 64
surface sediment 491
surface-water runoff 491
suspended sediment 491
suspended solids 47
sustained yield 12, 491
Sustained Yield Act, Multiple-Use 462
Swainson’s hawk 98, 100
Swainson’s thrush 27
swallow: bank 27; barn 98; cliff 98, 100
swift 99: black 98, 100; Vaux’s 67, 98,

100; white-throated 98-100
symbiosis 491
system: for management of forest wildlife

16-17; indicator species 479; of timber
management 17-18; selection 466;
silvicultural 129, 136, 488

table, yield 494
tailed frog 87
talus 96-103,  141, 144, 491: unique

habitat 31-32, 35
taper 491
technique: Delphi 474; firing 476;

harvesting 476; regeneration 129
temperate: forest 491; zone 491

temperature 26, 102: deer and elk 112;
influence by canopy 113; stream 46;
water 47

IO-hour fuel t imelag  class 491
terms used in wildlife and forestry work,

interrelationships 14-15
terrestrial vertebrates 491
terrestrial wildlife 491
territorial requirement 17, 491: pileated

woodpecker 138-139
territory 34, 68, 144, 491: woodpeckers

6 8 - 7 1 ,  7 7
thallophyte 491
thallus 491
thermal 97, 99: radiation 112; radiation

intensity 112
thermal cover 43, 79, 87-88, 129-137,

139-141, 491: air movement inside 113;
contained in elk calving areas 120;
deer and elk 18, 107, 112-115;
effectiveness of multistoried stands
115; effectiveness of single-storied
stands 115; effectiveness, related to
canopy closure 113, 115; effectiveness,
related to stand structure 115; effect
of logging 115; effect on air
temperature 113; optimum size for
deer 115; requirements of deer and elk
on winter range 115; use by deer and
elk to reduce insolation 113; use by
deer and elk to reduce radiational heat
loss 113

thermal-neutral zone 112-l 13, 491
thermoregulatory requirements, deer and

elk 113
thinleaf  alder 24
thinleaf  alder snowslides, plant

community type 24
thinning 23, 29, 90, 129, 131-133, 135136,

138-142, 144, 148, 155, 491: commercial
472; precommercial 485; regime 492

Thomas, Jack Ward 10, 22, 40, 60, 96,
1 0 4 ,  1 2 8

thrasher, sage 98, 100
threatened and endangered species 16,

2 2 ,  3 1 ,  3 9
threatened species 59, 492
thrush, Swainson’s 27
timber 47, 492: and deer and elk,

simultaneous production of 104; and
wildlife management, compatibility of
11; and wildlife management,
coordination of 13; dominant land
management activity 144; industry 19;
RAM 148, 152, 155, 160-161, 492; saw-
487; type 155, 492; volume, standing,
by ownership 19, 21

timbered stringers as travel lanes for deer
and elk 113

5 0 8 Index



timber harvest 50, 76, 136: activities,
influence on habitat 23; alteration of
habitat 12; areas, shape of 54; by
ownership 19; demand for 21;

? ecological impact 15; effect on wildlife
10; level, calculation of 148

limber management 46,104,492:
alteration of forest ecosystems 127; as
a way to achieve wildlife goals 13;
decisions, consequences of 148;
dominant activity 13; effect on cover-
forage area ratios 117; effects on deer
and elk 104-105; goals 148; impact on
species diversity 33; impacts on
wildlife, prediction of 12-13; intensive
77, 138, 480; is wildlife management
13; operations, adverse impacts on
deer and elk minimized 124-126;
predicting effects on deer and elk 104,
108; systems 17-18, 492

J timber production 10, 140, 143:
commercial 472; optimum 128

Timber Resource Allocation Model 492
timber sale 492: impact on deer and elk

104-105; impact on elk 134
timber-wildlife: coordinated 472; planning

23,39
time: providing snags over 76; residence

4 8 6
t imelag  91, 492
timing of silvicultural treatment 129, 140
tissue, mycel ia l  482
tits 62
toad 101: western 27,87-88,100;

Woodhouse 98,100
topography 10,40,  50: deer and elk 110;

effect on deer and elk 107; influence on
effectiveness of hiding cover 110;
related to deer and elk 107

total: diversity 54, 58, 492; diversity index
58, 492; edge 55-56; induced edge 57;
inherent edge 57; length, edge 57;
perimeter 54

towhee, green-tailed 98
Townsend’s solitaire 98
trade-offs 133-134, 136, 142-143,  147-148,

492: between resource uses 12-13;
evaluating 148; identification 161

traffic volume, impact on deer and elk
habitat 122-123

trailing, forced 476
trails 46, 103
trampling 45
transition 48: zone 492
transportation 43
travel corridor 43, 492
travel lane 492: deer and elk 107, 113;

maximizing effectiveness for deer and
elk 125

treat 492
treatment 492: of understory 129;

scheduling 492; slash 489

tree(s): competition 152; coniferous 43-44;
cover, manipulation of 13; crop 131,
473; dead 62; deciduous 42-43, 75;
dominant 474; establishment 82; form
492; killing to provide snags 76; live
62; mature 481; mechanical damage to
66; mortality, anticipated 153; mortality,
natural 152; partly dead 62; planting 23,
29, 144; scars or wounds 66; seed 46,
487; seedlings 82, 84; seedlings, animal
damage 90; selection, single 468; size
129, 138, 142; suitable for cavity
nesters 66; volume growth 153; volume
harvested 153

treefrog, Pacific 79, 87-88, 98, 100
trends in habitat diversity 54
tropical forest 492
tropics 492
trout 44
true fir 82
tunnels 102
turkey 100
turkey vulture 98, 100-101
turtle 89: painted 87
twinflower 24, 134
twisted snag 76
two-storied stand 492
type 492: cavity 63; community 472;

excavation 63; fuel 477; habitat 478;
site 488; snags 60; soil 50; stand 490;
timber 492; vegetation 55

Umatilla County, Oregon 18
Umatilla National Forest 13, 19, 106-107,

118,134,152,160
unbound water 40, 492
underburning 492
understory 492: treatment 129
uneven-aged: different from even-aged 18;

forest management 109; management
17-18,  141; stand 493

uneven distribution of age classes,
impact on wood production 160

ungulates 84, 493: forced trailing 94;
influenced by logs 84,94

Union County, Oregon 18
unique and special habitats 46-103, 141,

144: dead and down woody material
78-95;  edges 48-59; orientation of
species to 31, 35; riparian zones 40-47;
snags 60-77; species orientation to 31,
3 5

unique animal complex 103
unique habitats 96, 103, 493: caves 31-32,

35; cliffs 31-32, 35; talus 31-32, 35
unit: area control 17, 493; cutting 473;

regeneration 486
unmanaged forest 493
unsalvaged mortality 78, 493
unstacked  493
upper slope 493

use(s): cavities 63; multiple 482; potential
493; proper 485; single 488

user, secondary cavity 487

vagrant shrew 87, 100
value, log 481
variable 493: dependent 474; independent

4 7 9
variance 493
vascular 493: plants 493
Vaux’s swift 67, 98, 100
vector 493
vegetation: at ground level related to

canopy closure 116; border 48;
classification, KUchler’s  106; climax
472; complex 40, 44-45, 493; condition
493; height by successional stage 26;
herbaceous 101; layer 43; manipulation
of 5051;  mosaic 135; response to
treatment 108; strata 493; structure 52,
56, 493; types 55; volume 43

vehicles 107
versatile 493
versatility index 37-39, 493
versatility rating 34, 493: life form 38, 147;

species 37-38; wildlife 147
vertebrate(s): ecological role of small 86;

insectivorous 62; pests 78; terrestrial
4 9 1

vertical diversity 17-18,  493
viable population 493: snag dependent

wildlife 72; woodpeckers 74
visual management 91: zone 493
visual resource management 155: area 493
vole 88: mountain 100; red-backed 85, 88;

sagebrush 100; yellow pine 87
volume: control 493; cubic 473; growth,

trees 153; increment 493; of trees,
harvested 153;  regulation 160-161,  493;
snag 489; vegetative 43; water 47

V score 37, 39, 493
vulnerability 493: of cavity nesters 77; of

snag-dependent wildlife 77; of snags
77; to habitat manipulation 26

vulture, turkey 98, 100-101

wad, root 486
Walla Walla, Washington 18
Wallowa  County, Oregon 18
Wallowa  Mountains 18
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest 13, 19,

1 0 6 - 1 0 7 ,  1 1 8 ,  1 3 4
warbler, yellow-rumped  27
Washington, map of 19-20
Washington State Department of Game 13
waste: human 46; solid 489

Index 5 0 9



water 42, 44, 47, 97, 144: as a limiting
factor, deer and elk 118; as part of deer
fawning habitat 120; content, logs 82;
deer and elk 104, 109; free 40, 476;
quality 44-47, 494; quantity 45-47, 494;
related to optimum habitat for deer and
elk 109, shrew, northern 87; source 95;
source, type 41; temperature 47;
unbound 40,492; volume 47

waterfowl 89
water-holding capacity 494
watershed 494
waxwing, cedar 27
weasel 88-89: long-tailed 98, 100, 102;

short-tailed 98, 100, 102
western big-eared bat 98, 100, 102
western bluebird 98, 100
western fence lizard 27, 87, 89, 98, 100
western harvest mouse 100
western jumping mouse 27
western juniper 24, 67
western juniper, plant community 24, 28,

30, 35, 67
western pine beetle 62
western pipistrelle 98-100
western ponderosa forest ecosystem 20
western ponderosa forest (K 1 l),  potential

natural vegetation 24, 106
western rattlesnake 98, 100
western sandpiper 100
western skink 87-88, 100
western spruce-fir forest ecosystem 20
western spruce-fir forest (K 15) 24, 106
western terrestrial garter snake 100
western toad 27, 87-88, 100
western whiptail  100
wet meadow: plant community type 24;

use by deer and elk 109
wheatgrass 24
wheatgrass-bluegrass ecosystem 20
wheatgrass-bluegrass (K 51) potential

natural vegetation 24, 106, 134
Wheeler County, Oregon 18
whipsnake, striped 98, 100
whiptail, western 100
whitebark pine 24, 106
white-breasted nuthatch 30-31, 34-38,

146-147
white fir 24-25, 69, 106, 134-139,  147
white fir/grouse huckleberry, plant

community type 24, 106, 134
white fir/huckleberry, plant community

type 24,106,134-136
white fir plant community 24, 28, 30, 32,

35,67,134,147
white firltwinflower,  plant community

type 24,134
white-headed woodpecker 30-31, 34-38,

69, 71-72, 146-147,  150
white-tailed ptarmigan 100
white-throated swift 98-100
wide-ranging species 43

5 1 0 Index

width of edge 52,59
wilderness II, 21, 494: system 21
wildfire 494
wildlife 494: and timber management,

compatibility of 11; and timber
management, coordination of 13; a
product of forest management 1 l-12; a
required product of National Forests
11; as impacted by forestry, accounting
for 22-23; biologist 11-13, 15, 26, 33,
39, 45, 47, 95, 118, 146-147, 152;
demand for 21; diversity 53-54,  96, 129,
143-144; goals 54, 155; goals
accomplished through timber
management 13; goals, costs of
attaining 148; impacts from timber
management-prediction of 12;
influenced by slash treatment 86, SO;
logs 494; manager 49; nongame 483;
objectives 149; objectives, cost of
meeting 142; population management
16; production goals 11, 16; richness
51; snag dependent 60,68,469  species
adapted to plant communities and
successional stages 26,30-33; species
richness 14; terrestrial 491; use of logs
86-89; welfare, predicted from habitat
conditions 21

wildlife habitat: a by-product of timber
management 11; impacts on wood
production 148-161; management 16,
59, 494; related to plant communities
and successional stages 22-39;
relationships 26

wildlife management 494: defined 16;
responsibility for 11, 16; systems 16-17;
the art of 16

wildlife-timber planning 23, 39
wildrye, blue 24
Williams, Jerry T. 78
Williamson’s sapsucker 30-31, 34-38, 69,

71-72, 146-147, 150
wil low 25,  75
wind maxima, secondary 113,467
windrows 94, 494
windstorms 29, 79
windthrow 18, 494
winter range 43, 494: deer and elk 105,

108, 113, 115116
wolver ine  98 ,  100 ,  102
wood: decay 61,67,78,  79; decay,

characteristics of stages 81; discolored
67; fiber, production of 11; soft 65, 67;
sound 469; volume, recoverable 466;
yield reduction, formula 155

wood ants 65
wood duck 27,63,68
Woodhouse toad 98, 100

woodpecker(s) 62, 65, 68, 79, 85: black-
backed three-toed 30-31, 34-38,77,
146-147; cavities 67; cavities excavated
per year 70; downy 30-31,  34-38,63,
67-68; hairy 30-31, 34-38, 63, 67-72,
146-147, 150; holes 67; increasing
distribution 74; increasing probability
of occurrence 74; increasing welfare
74; Lewis’ 30-31, 34-38, 65, 69, 71-72,
146-147, 150; marginal populations 74;
mating rituals 77; maximum density of
nesting pairs 70; nonviable 74;
northern three-toed 30-31, 34-38, 77;
pileated 18, 27-28, 30-31, 34-38, 60-61,
65, 67, 69-72, 75, 77, 79, 86, 130, 136,
140, 146-147, 150; potential maximum
population 69; snag requirement per
nesting pair 69; territory 68-71; viable
population 74; white-headed 30-31,
34-38, 69, 71-72, 146-147

wood production 129: forgone to provide
snags 156-157; impact of extended
rotation 159; impact of scheduling of
treatment 160-161; impact of uneven
distribution of age classes 160;
impacts of wildlife habitat 148-161;
maximum 142

wood products, flow of 18
wood rat 101: bushy-tailed 87, 89, 98, 100,

102
woody debris 79-81, 84, 494; chemical

treatment 90-91; management
techniques 90; manual manipulation
90-91; mechnaical manipulation 90-91;
prescribed fire SOS3

woody material: dead and down 75, 78-95,
103, 128, 137, 141, 143-144, 147, 473:
decomposition rate 81, 83-84; in
streams 95

working circle 155, 161, 494
working definition 494
working plan 494: area 494
wounds, tree 66
wren: canyon 98, 100; house 89; rock 98,

100; winter 88
Wytham, England 79

yarding 494
year, snag 469
yellow-bellied marmot 89, 98, 100
yellow-bellied racer 100
yellow-bellied sapsucker 30-31, 34-38, 63,

67-68
“yellow book,” Research Natural Area 147
yellow-breasted chat 27
yellow pine chipmunk 63, 87-88, 98, loo,

1 4 1
yellow pine voles 87
yellow-rumped warbler 27



i

yield 494: sustained 491; table 494; tables,
adjustment for openings 154; tables,
managed 148-149, 152-155,160,481

young forest, successional stage 83
young stage 494
young successional stage 26, 28-29, 31, 3 3

zone: aquatic 470; riparian 486; temperate
491; thermal-neutral 491; transition 492

index 511



The photographs are used courtesy of the
following organizations and individuals:

introduction Pages 10, 12-USDA Forest
Service. 17-USDA  Forest Service, photo by
Frederick C. Hall. 18-Gerald  S. Strickler.

Plant Communities and Successional
Stages Page 23-(left) Oregon State De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife, photo by
Ron Rohweder; (right) USDA Forest Serv-
ice, photo by Frederick C. Hall. 2%(top
left and right) Gerald S. Strickler; (bottom)
Gary Martin. 27-Ralph G. Anderson. 30,
37-USDA Forest Service, photos by Evelyn
L. Bull. 39-8111  Lewis.

Riparian Zones Page 41-Chris  Maser.
42-Gary Martin. 43-Marijane Anderson.
46-(top) Gerald S. Strickler. 46 (bottom),
47-Gary Martin.

Edges P a g e  51-USDA  Forest  Serv ice,
photos by Paul J. Edgerton. %-Oregon
State Department of Fish and Wildlife,
photo by Richard J. Pedersen. 56-USDA
Forest Service, photo by Evelyn L. Bull.
58-(top)  Oregon State Department of Fish
and Wildlife, photo by Donavin A. Lecken-
by; (bottom) Chris Maser. 59-USDA  For-
est Service, photo by J. Louise Parker.

Snags P a g e  60-USDA  Forest  Serv ice,
photo by Evelyn L. Bull. 62-Gary Martin.
65, 68-Ralph G. Anderson. 7l-USDA  For-
est Service, photo by Evelyn L. Bull. 75
USDA Forest Service, photo by J. Louise
Parker. 76-(top) Ralph B. Anderson; (bot-
tom) Ralph G. Anderson.

Dead and Down Woody Material Page
78-D. D. Bradshaw. 79-Oregon State De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife, photo by
Ron Rohweder .  82Ralph  G.  Anderson.
85(top  left) Chris Maser; (top right) USDA
Forest Service, photo by J. Louise Parker;
(bottom left) USDA Forest Service, photo
by John Dell. 86, 87, 88-Chris Maser. 89-
(top) USDA Forest Service, photo by Wil-
liam R. Meehan; (bottom) Gary Martin. 90-
USDA Forest Service, photo by John Dell.
Sl-USDA  Forest Service, photo by Wayne
G.  Maxwel l .  92-USDA Fores t  Serv ice ,
photo by John Dell. 94, 95-C. D.  Cannon.

Cliffs, Talus, and Caves Pages 99, 101
(left)-USDI Bureau of Land Management,
pho tos  by  A .  R .  Bammann.  lOl-(right)
Gary Martin. 102-Drawing  by Ellen Blon-
der from a photo in Orr (1954),  with per-
mission of the author.

Deer and Elk Page 104-Gary Martin.
105USDA  Forest Service, photo by Gerald
S. Strickler. 107-Ralph  G. Anderson. 109-
Gary Martin. 112~(top) Ralph G. Anderson;
(bottom) USDA Forest Service, photo by
Frederick C. Hall. 113-Garv  Martin. 114.
116 (top)-Oregon State department of
F i sh  and  Wi ld l i f e ,  pho to  by  Ron  Roh-
weder. 116-(bottom)  Ralph G. Anderson.
120-(top)  Oregon  S ta te  Depar tmen t  o f
F i sh  and  Wi ld l i f e ,  pho to  by  Ron  Roh-
weder; (bottom) Gary Martin. 121, 127
( top) -Gary  Mar t in .  127 (bot tom)-USDA
Forest Service, photo by J. Louise Parker.

Silvicultural Options Pages 128, 129,
130-USDA  Forest  Serv ice,  photos by
Frederick C. Hall. 131-C. D. Cannon. 133-
USDA Forest Service, photos by Frederick
C. Hall. 137-(top)  USDA Forest Service;
(bottom) USDA Forest Service, photo by
Frederick C. Hall. 140-D. D. Bradshaw.
142-USDA  Forest  Serv ice,  photos by
Frederick C. Hall. 143, 146, 147-D. D. Brad-
shaw.
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